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Summary
This study focuses on the development of a web national atlas as an alternative means
to geoportals, when accessing a Geospatial Data Infrastructure (GDI). The development
of the atlas metaphor was undertaken throughout the problem space, design space,
and evaluation space by combining techniques in Human-Computer Interaction and
Geovisualization. During the development of the atlas metaphor, in the problem space,
design space, and evaluation space, potential users were involved and scenarios were
employed in order to guide and validate the design decisions.
The problem space: Activities of geoportals’ reviews and contextual inquiries into
the use of the current Dutch clearinghouse were undertaken in order to develop an
understanding of the usability issues in geoportals. From these activities, it was apparent
that interaction methods and information presented in many geoportals (to help user
review and make sense of the search results) are far from optimal. The virtue of maps and
graphics in order to stimulate visual thinking and to provide effective communication
before and after “a search” in current geoportals have not yet been considered essential.
When thinking of a solution to the usability issues associated with the use of national
geoportals or clearinghouses, the recognizable concept of a national atlas is recalled. The
decision to select the national atlas as the source of metaphor is based on the similarity
of the functional deﬁnition of geoportals or clearinghouses and national atlases as search
and access tools. Thus, in order to generate design ideas on how the national atlas should
be developed to overcome the current usability issues of geoportals, this study adapted
the prospective use of the atlas schemata. The prospective use of the atlas schemata
includes the prominent role of maps in the atlas and the organizational approach of the
atlas. Therefore, as a result of the adaptation of the national atlas schemata, operational
functionalities related to searching and browsing information seeking behaviour to help
users locating information using the national atlas were envisioned and framed into a
rapid prototype.
The design space: The speciﬁcations of functions generated from the problem space were
transformed into a working prototype of the atlas interface metaphor for improved use
and accessibility of the GDI, called Aim4GDI. The Aim4GDI applied the atlas information
structure. This structure was built as the basis for implementing the realization of an
adaptation of the atlas schemata and designed to organize thematic maps, images,
graphics and information resources related to the GDI including metadata summaries.
Metadata summaries are aggregated metadata of geospatial resources in the GDI like
ofﬂine data, Web Map Services (WMS), Web Feature Services (WFS), and other online
information resources such as geocoded news. The application framework of the prototype
combines the metadata and query language for the Semantic Web with cartographic
design templates in aggregating, managing, and visualizing metadata summaries. The
Aim4GDI enables users to search and browse geospatial resources through developed
visual methods. The table view, thumbnail view, bull’s-eye view, and Parallel Coordinate
Plots (PCP) view) are as the name suggests, visual methods that can help users indicate,
compare, and associate the search results. Meanwhile, in order to help users browse and
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make sense of the resources, the topic directory, map view, thumbnail view, PCP view,
in-focus view, and the underlying navigation trails as well as several browsing links are
offered. A map viewer is used to display thematic layers, WFS, metadata footprints, a map
legend, and a metadata legend. This map viewer is essential to represent a synthesis of
knowledge of physical and geographic elements that characterize a country as well as
a medium to improve the user’s understanding on the search or exploration context.
In support of browsing interactions, the developed information structure is used as a
narrative structure in order to provide users with an interactive storytelling presentation
during their browsing session. Such narrative structure is developed in order to provide
a trajectory trail enabling users to advance from exploration to other stages of research
or problem solving (i.e., synthesis, analysis, and presentation) in an iterative fashion. Also,
the trajectory enables users to organise the complexity of the problem solving processes,
and to really make sense the geospatial resources in the GDI during their interactions with
the Aim4GDI. To further demonstrate the usefulness of this approach, an extension of the
atlas metaphor to support collaboration efforts using geospatial resources in the GDI was
developed.
The evaluation space: The usefulness of the visual methods of the Aim4GDI to facilitate
searching, browsing, and collaboration activities were assessed in a series of “use” tests. The
results of the use assessments conﬁrmed the usefulness of the developed visual methods
to help users understand and make sense the geospatial resources, when looking for
required geospatial data either by searching (except the use of bull’s-eye and PCP view) or
by browsing. The abilities of the prototype to indicate and compare geospatial data were
slightly better than today’s typical geoportal: GeoNetwork. In addition, the ability to sort
results during the search results review, a simple feature that is not currently available
in today’s geoportals, was indeed considered very useful. Moving on from exploration
stage of problem solving, the potential use of the atlas metaphor to assist collaborative
analysis and collaborative synthesis was recognized as a possible and useful solution.
Based on the results of this study, the national atlas metaphor can be deﬁned as intentional
combinations of specially structured maps, text summaries and visual methods; including
graphics and thumbnails organized within the atlas information structure aiming
at representing a synthesis of knowledge of physical and geographic elements that
characterize a country as well as a synthesis of accessible geospatial resources in that
country. It can be concluded that for useful and effective discovery and integration of
geospatial resources, a web-based national atlas metaphor can be helpful in providing
an alternative means to understand and make use of geospatial resources via a GDI.
This study was envisioning the use of the national atlas metaphor in the context of the
national Dutch GDI. However, the results of this study are also applicable in order to help
other countries advance the role of their national atlases in the world of Geospatial Data
Infrastructures.
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Samenvatting
Dit onderzoek richt zich op de ontwikkeling van een nationale webatlas als toegangspoort
voor een Geograﬁsche Data Infrastructuur (GDI), als alternatief voor een geoportaal.
De ontwikkeling van de atlas metafoor werd aangepakt in de probleem-, ontwerp en
evaluatieruimte, middels een combinatie van technieken uit de mens-computer-interactie
en geovisualisatie. Potentiële gebruikers werden betrokken bij de ontwikkeling van de
atlas metafoor en er werden scenario’s gehanteerd als uitgangspunt en validatiemiddel
voor de ontwerpbeslissingen.
De probleemruimte: om begrip te kweken voor de bruikbaarheidaspecten van
geoportalen werden bestaande geoportalen beoordeeld en werd contextueel
onderzoek verricht naar het gebruik van het huidige Nederlandse clearinghouse. Uit deze
activiteiten bleek dat de interactiemethoden en de informatie die gepresenteerd wordt
om de gebruiker te helpen bij het beschouwen en begrijpen van de zoekresultaten in veel
geoportalen verre van optimaal zijn. Ondanks hun positieve werking bij het stimuleren
van visueel denken en voor een effectieve communicatie voor en na “een zoekopdracht”
worden kaarten en graﬁek kennelijk nog niet van wezenlijk belang geacht in de huidige
geoportalen. Bij het beschouwen van mogelijke oplossingen voor de problemen bij het
gebruik van nationale geoportalen of clearinghouses kwam het herkenbare concept van
een nationale atlas naar voren. De beslissing om de metafoor van de nationale atlas te
kiezen is gebaseerd op overeenkomsten tussen de functionele deﬁnities van geoportalen
/ clearinghouses en nationale atlassen als hulpmiddelen voor het zoeken en toegankelijk
maken van geodata. Aldus werd bij het ontwikkelen van ontwerpideeën voor een
nationale atlas interface in dit onderzoek gebruik gemaakt van atlas schemata om de
huidige bruikbaarheidsproblemen van geoportalen te overwinnen. In deze schemata
zijn inbegrepen de prominente rol van kaarten en de organisatorische opzet van een
atlas. Bij de aanpassing van de nationale atlas schemata werden een aantal operationele
functionaliteiten in beschouwing genomen en samengebracht in een snel prototype.
Deze operationele functionaliteiten zijn gerelateerd aan het zoek- en ‘browsing’ gedrag
van gebruikers die met behulp van de nationale atlas informatie willen vinden.
De ontwerpruimte: de speciﬁcaties van de functies die voortkwamen uit de
probleemruimte werden gebruikt voor het bouwen van een werkend prototype van de
atlas interface metafoor voor beter gebruik en toegankelijkheid van de GDI, Aim4GDI
genoemd. Via een aanpassing van de atlas schemata werd in Aim4GDI de atlas informatie
structuur toegepast voor de organisatie van thematische kaarten, beelden, graﬁek en
informatiebronnen gerelateerd aan de GDI, inclusief samenvattingen van metadata. Dit
zijn de metadata van de geograﬁsche hulpbronnen in de GDI, zoals ofﬂine data, Web
Map Services (WMS), Web feature Services (WFS), en andere online informatiebronnen,
zoals geogecodeerd nieuws. In het aggregeren, beheren en visualiseren van metadata
samenvattingen combineert het prototype de metadata en querytaal voor het
Semantische Web met cartograﬁsche ontwerpsjablonen. Aim4GDI stelt gebruikers in
staat om via de ontwikkelde visuele methoden te zoeken en browsen in geograﬁsche
bronnen. De visuele methoden ‘table view’, ‘thumbnail view’, ‘bull’s-eye view’ en ‘Parallel
Coordinate Plots (PCP) view’ kunnen gebruikers helpen bij het indiceren, vergelijken en
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associëren van zoekresultaten. Om ze te helpen bij het browsen door en het wijs worden
uit de bronnen worden de volgende middelen aangeboden aan de gebruikers: een
onderwerpsregister en thematische kaart view, ‘thumbnail view, ‘PCP view’, ‘in-focus
view’ en de onderliggende navigatietrail, alsmede verschillende browsing links. Er wordt
een kaartviewer gebruikt voor het weergeven van thematische lagen, WFS, metadata
miniatuur, een kaartlegenda en een metadata legenda. Deze kaartviewer is van wezenlijk
belang voor de weergave van een synthese van de kennis van de fysieke en geograﬁsche
elementen die een land kenmerken en is bovendien een middel om het begrip van
de gebruiker van de zoek en exploratie context te vergroten. Ter ondersteuning bij
het browsen wordt aan de gebruikers een interactieve verhaallijn gepresenteerd. De
structuur daarvan is gebaseerd op de ontwikkelde informatiestructuur. Een dergelijke
narratieve structuur is ingebouwd om een pad te bieden die gebruikers in staat stelt om
op een iteratieve manier voort te gaan van exploratie naar andere stadia van onderzoek
of probleemoplossen (d.w.z. synthese, analyse en presentatie). Een trajectorie stelt
gebruikers ook in staat om de complexiteit van het proces van het probleemoplossen te
organiseren en om werkelijk wijs te worden uit de geograﬁsche bronnen in de GDI bij hun
interacties met Aim4GDI. Om het nut van deze benadering verder te demonstreren werd
ook een uitbreiding van de atlas metafoor ontwikkeld ter ondersteuning van samenwerk
ingsinspanningen bij het gebruik van de geograﬁsche bronnen in de GDI.
De evaluatieruimte: de bruikbaarheid van de visuele methoden in Aim4GDI ter
facilitering van het zoeken, browsen en samenwerken werd beoordeeld in een reeks
“gebruiks”onderzoeken. De resultaten bevestigen het nut van de visuele methoden
om gebruikers te helpen bij het wijs worden uit en het begrijpen van de geograﬁsche
bronnen via ‘browsing’. Als ze gericht zoeken naar gewenste geodata blijkt het gebruik
van de ‘bull’s-eye view’ en ‘PCP view’ niet effectief. Het vermogen van het prototype
om geograﬁsche data te indiceren en te vergelijken bleek iets beter dan het typische
geoportaal van vandaag: GeoNetwork. De mogelijkheid om te sorteren gedurende het
beoordelen van de zoekresultaten, iets wat momenteel niet beschikbaar is in de huidige
geoportalen, werd inderdaad als zeer bruikbaar beschouwd. Voortgaand vanuit de
exploratiefase van het probleemoplossen werd geoordeeld dat het potentiële gebruik
van de atlas metafoor ter ondersteuning van samenwerking bij analyse en synthese een
nuttige oplossing is.
Op basis van de resultaten van dit onderzoek kan de nationale atlas metafoor worden
gedeﬁnieerd als een met een bepaald intentie bij elkaar gebrachte set kaarten,
tekstsamenvattingen en visuele representaties, inclusief graﬁek en miniatuuren,
georganiseerd in een atlas informatie structuur en gericht op het weergeven van een
synthese van kennis van fysieke en geograﬁsche elementen die een land kenmerken,
alsmede een synthese van toegankelijke geograﬁsche hulpbronnen in dat land. De
conclusie is dat voor het bruikbaar en effectief ontdekken en integreren van geograﬁsche
bronnen een web nationale atlas metafoor behulpzaam kan zijn door het bieden van een
alternatieve manier voor het begrijpen en gebruik maken van geograﬁsche bronnen via
een GDI. In dit onderzoek werd uit gegaan van het gebruik van de nationale atlas metafoor
in de context van de Nederlandse nationale GDI. De resultaten van dit onderzoek kunnen
echter ook door andere landen worden gebruikt bij het bevorderen van de rol van hun
nationale atlassen in de wereld van de Geograﬁsche Data Infrastructuren.
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Ringkasan
Penelitian ini mengkaji pembangunan atlas nasional berbasis internet sebagai alternatif
dari geoportal dalam mengakses Infrastruktur Data Geospasial (IDG). Pembangunan atlas
sebagai sebuah metafora dilakukan dalam ruang lingkup masalah, ruang lingkup desain,
dan ruang lingkup evaluasi, melalui penggabungan teknik-teknik dalam bidang Interaksi
Manusia-Komputer (IMK) dan Geovisualisasi dengan melibatkan pengguna potensial dan
skenario penggunaan untuk mendapatkan hasil desain yang tepat dan terarah.
Ruang lingkup masalah: Kajian terhadap beberapa geoportal dan penyelidikan
kontekstual pada penggunaan antarmuka ‘clearinghouse’ negeri Belanda dilakukan
untuk memahami aspek-aspek efektivitas, eﬁsiensi, dan kepuasan dalam menggunakan
geoportal-geoportal yang ada. Dari kedua aktivitas tersebut, dapat disimpulkan bahwa
metode-metode interaksi berikut informasi yang tersaji di banyak geoportal masih
jauh dari optimal. Manfaat peta dan graﬁk dalam merangsang cara berpikir visual dan
dalam mengkomunikasikan informasi secara efektif untuk menunjang aktivitas interaksi
sebelum dan sesudah ‘sebuah pencarian’ pada semua geoportal yang telah ada, masih
sangat terbatas. Dalam mencari solusi guna memperbaiki aspek kegunaan geoportal
nasional, konsep atlas nasional didayagunakan dalam penelitian ini. Atlas nasional dipilih,
karena konsep ini memiliki kemiripan fungsi dengan geoportal atau ‘clearinghouse’
sebagai alat pencari dan penyedia akses informasi dan data geospasial. Untuk menggali
ide desain bagaimana atlas nasional harus dibangun, dilakukan adaptasi terhadap skemaskema atlas yang dianggap menguntungkan dalam membantu memecahkan masalah
kegunaan dari geoportal-geoportal yang ada. Skema-skema atlas yang diadaptasi
meliputi peran peta dan aspek organisasi data di dalam atlas. Hasil dari proses adaptasi
skema-skema atlas nasional adalah fungsi-fungsi operasional untuk mendukung aktivitas
penelusuran (“searching”) dan penjelajahan (“browsing”) yang diperlukan para pengguna
untuk menemukan informasi melalui atlas nasional. Fungsi-fungsi tersebut selanjutnya
diperinci dan diujicobakan pada sebuah prototipe cepat.
Ruang lingkup desain:Spesiﬁkasi fungsi yang dihasilkan dalam ruang lingkup masalah
tersebut di atas, selanjutnya diubah menjadi prototipe kerja sebuah metafora berupa
antarmuka atlas untuk meningkatkan pendayagunaan dan akses ke IDG, disebut Aim4GDI.
Aim4GDI dibangun dengan dukungan struktur informasi atlas. Struktur informasi ini
merupakan dasar aplikasi dalam mengadaptasi skema-skema atlas dan berfungsi untuk
mengorganisir peta-peta tematik, citra-citra, graﬁk-graﬁk, dan berbagai sumber data dan
informasi geospasial yang terkait dengan IDG . Dalam hal ini, sumber data dan informasi
yang terkait dengan IDG dihubungkan dengan atlas nasional melalui ringkasan metadata.
Ringkasan metadata merupakan kumpulan informasi singkat mengenai berbagai
metadata tentang data geospasial yang ada di dalam IDG, meliputi data ‘ofﬂine’, Web Map
Services (WMS), Web Feature Services (WFS), dan berbagai sumber informasi ‘online’ lainnya
seperti misalnya ringkasan berita bereferensi spasial. Untuk keperluan perangkuman,
pengelolaan, dan penyajian visual ringkasan metadata tersebut, pendekatan yang dipilih
dalam membangun prototipe adalah penggabungan metadata dan bahasa kueri untuk
teknologi Semantic Web dengan pola desain kartograﬁ. Melalui prototipe ini, pengguna
mampu menelusuri dan menjelajahi sumber data dan informasi geospasial dengan
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bantuan beberapa metode visual yang tersedia. Tampilan tabel, tampilan miniatur citra,
tampilan bull’s-eye atau mata kerbau, dan tampilan plot koordinat paralel (PKP) adalah
metode-metode visual yang khusus disediakan untuk membantu para pengguna
mengindikasikan, membandingkan, dan menyinambungkan hasil carian. Sementara itu,
tampilan peta, tampilan miniatur citra, tampilan PKP, tampilan ‘dalam-fokus’, lintasan
navigasi, dan juga beberapa pranala pendukung penjelajahan, adalah metode-metode
visual yang dikhususkan untuk membantu para pengguna menjelajah dan mengambil
manfaat dari sumber-sumber data dan informasi geospasial yang tersedia. Tampilan peta
dipergunakan untuk menyajikan lapis data tematik, WFS, tapak luasan metadata, legenda
peta dan legenda metadata. Tampilan peta berperan penting untuk menyajikan sintesa
pengetahuan mengenai elemen ﬁsik dan geograﬁs yang menjadi ciri sebuah negara dan
sebagai media untuk menambah pemahaman pengguna pada saat menelusuri data.
Struktur informasi yang dibangun juga difungsikan sebagai sebuah kerangka narasi
yang mendasari penyajian informasi dengan metode bercerita secara interaktif untuk
memudahkan interaksi pengguna pada saat menjelajahi atlas. Dengan kerangka narasi
tersebut, kebutuhan pengguna untuk mendapatkan lintasan navigasi yang bermanfaat
untuk menunjang interaksi mereka di dalam tahap-tahap penelitian dan pemecahan
masalah (tahap eksplorasi, sintesa, analisa, dan penyajian) dapat difasilitasi. Lintasan
navigasi ini juga ditujukan untuk memudahkan pengguna mengelola kerumitan selama
proses pemecahan masalah dan pemanfaatan sumber data dan informasi geospasial
dengan Aim4GDI. Untuk lebih mendayagunakan potensi metode yang telah dibangun
tersebut, metafora atlas juga dilengkapi dengan fungsi-fungsi yang memungkinkan
beberapa pengguna untuk berkolaborasi dalam memanfaatkan data dan informasi
geospasial melalui IDG.
Ruang lingkup evaluasi: Penggunaan metode-metode visual yang ada pada Aim4GDI
untuk menunjang aktivitas penelusuran, penjelajahan, dan kolaborasi telah diuji melalui
berbagai macam test kegunaan. Hasil yang diperoleh menunjukkan bahwa metodemetode visual yang telah dibangun berhasil membantu para pengguna dalam menelusuri
data geospasial (terkecuali tampilan mata kerbau dan PKP) dan dalam menjelajahi
data dan informasi geospasial. Kemampuan prototipe dalam membantu pengguna
mengindikasikan dan membandingkan hasil penelusuran teruji lebih baik sedikit
dibandingkan dengan tipikal geoportal saat ini: GeoNetwork. Lebih dari itu, kemampuan
dalam menyortir hasil penelusuran, suatu kemampuan sederhana yang tidak tersedia
pada geoportal pada umumnya, terbukti sangat bermanfaat. Potensi pendayagunaan
metafora atlas untuk berkolaborasi dalam melakukan sintesa dan analisa terbukti layak
dan tampak menjanjikan.
Berdasarkan hasil-hasil yang diperoleh dari penelitian ini, metafora atlas nasional dapat
dideﬁnisikan sebagai sebuah sistem kombinasi dari bermacam-macam metode visual,
peta, graﬁk, dan ringkasan teks berlandaskan struktur informasi atlas. Sebagai sebuah
media penyaji sintesa pengetahuan tentang elemen ﬁsik dan geograﬁs yang menjadi ciri
sebuah negara dan penyaji sintesa sumber-sumber informasi dan data geospasial siap
akses yang ada, metafora atlas nasional berbasis internet merupakan jawaban alternatif
yang tepat dalam usaha pengefektifan dan pendayagunaan akses dan integrasi data
geospasial melalui IDG. Meskipun studi ini khusus meneliti penggunaan metafora atlas
nasional di dalam lingkup IDG Nasional negeri Belanda, hasil studi ini dapat diterapkan
di negara-negara lain untuk memajukan pengembangan atlas nasional mereka di dalam
dunia Infrastruktur Data Geospasial.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
The research presented in this study deals with the development of a web atlas,
intended to help users access geospatial resources via the Geospatial Data
Infrastructure (GDI). Here, geospatial resources denote maps, ofﬂine Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) data (e.g., data with a proprietary format) as well as
web-accessible geospatial contents, including Web Map Services (WMS) and Web
Feature Services (WFS). This chapter will describe the motivation and aim of this
study, starting with an overview of the progress of surveying and mapping activities
and initiatives to develop an infrastructure to enable geospatial data and information
access. Subsequently, it will examine the role of geoportals in GDIs including some
usability issues in their applications. This chapter will then go on to discuss the
rationale to do research in this ﬁeld, the research objective, and the organization of
this thesis.

1.1. Background
1.1.1. Geospatial data production and use
Surveying and mapping activities have been developing throughout human history.
In the literature, one can observe that mapping and surveying have been practiced
for at least 5000 years in parts of Europe, the Mediterranean, the Middle East
and Asia (Harley and Woodward 1987; Harley and Woodward 1992; Harley and
Woodward 1995; Tufte 2001). The discoveries of the “earliest known maps”, such as
a Babylonian river valley map in Iraq (c.2300 BCE) and the Çatalhöyük town map in
Turkey (c.6000 BCE) provide a strong indication that people in those periods created
and used early picture maps to transmit their ideas and conceptions about location.
There is also evidence to suggest that the practice of modern surveying started as
early as 2900 BCE to provide the relevant accuracies in the construction of the Great
Pyramid of Giza and about 1300 BCE in the earliest boundary surveys in Egypt (Wolf
2002). These records suggest that measurements and graphic representations of
location and spatial features are necessary for mankind and have been essential
activities to advance human knowledge in many application domains.
Advances in engineering and in computer technology have been inﬂuential in the
progress of surveying and mapping activities (Beutler 2006; Goodchild 2000; Wolf
2002). As an example, one can take a look at the evolution of map media: early
maps were carved on stone or painted on walls, but for the past three centuries,
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maps have commonly been printed on paper for scientiﬁc or industrial purposes.
And since the 1980s, modern cartography has recognized electronic resources and
especially the web as essential media for disseminating maps (Kraak and Brown
2001; Peng and Tsou 2003). The production of the Electronic Atlas of Arkansas (the
ﬁrst electronic atlas in 1987) and the Xerox PARC Map Viewer (the ﬁrst known map
server made available in 1993) mark the start of this new era.
A similar story also holds for the development of surveying engineering practices.
Earlier surveys include the use of graduated ropes, ancient surveying instruments
like the diopter for measuring angles and chrobates for levelling, and the invention
of precise theodolite instruments (Wolf 2002). After the 1950s, with the advances
of machining techniques, optical systems and computer technology, traditional
surveying practices with chains and telescope-mounted theodolites were gradually
replaced by the use of optical-reading theodolites, total stations, electronic surveying,
and also by analytical and digital photogrammetry (Williamson 1997; Wolf 2002).
Subsequently, the advance of space technology (e.g., positioning technology with
Global Positioning Systems (GPS), satellite remote sensing) (Beutler 2006) and
the latest developments in earth and environmental sensors (due to progress in
nanotechnology) (Duckham et al. 2005; Liang et al. 2005) have vastly expanded the
options for collecting more geospatially related or geocoded data and for conducting
efﬁcient and effective surveying and mapping activities (now commonly termed
geomatics).
Today, not only government agencies produce and use various types of geospatial
data in support of their monitoring and planning programs, such as land administration,
natural resources management, and urban settlements, but private agencies,
and even individuals, also collect and use geospatial data for a wide variety of
commercial, social, and environmental applications. The ubiquitousness of the
use of geospatial data is fuelling geospatial market growth. This can be seen from
the projected geospatial software and data revenues as well as from the growing
demand for more geospatial professionals. It was reported that worldwide revenues
were to reach 3.6 billion US dollars in 2006 (up from USD 2.8 billion in 2004 and
USD 1 billion in 2001), in which software was the largest component while data was
the second-largest component of core-business revenues (Duffy 2002; GeospatialSolutions 2006). Another report indicated that the demands for geospatial skills and
training is growing very fast worldwide, following the increase in uses of geospatialenabled technologies (Gewin 2004).
When one considers the progress that geomatics (as well as geographic information
– GI) science and technology and speciﬁcally the data collection and processing
efforts have made so far, together with the applicability of geospatial-enabled
technologies for a wide range of domain applications, the challenges associated
with the access and discovery of geospatial data soon become clear (discovery
is used here to mean searching and ﬁnding, retrieval, being able to locate). For
instance, from the diversity perspective, it is not a straightforward task to select
and to have access to speciﬁc data of interest covering a particular administrative
2
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unit among all the various geospatial data available in a country. Each unit and
their aggregated units (e.g., a municipality and province or a county and state) can
have basic or fundamental data such as geodetic networks, a topographic template,
elevation model, and geographic names as well as framework data that covers
certain thematic aspects including transportation, hydrology, land ownership and
cadastre, and agriculture.
From the currency perspective, the availability of large volumes of geospatial-related
data will produce challenges for data access, and for detecting the expected and
discovering the unexpected (Thomas and Cook 2005). For example, the Aqua
and Terra satellites generate nearly 2 terabytes of Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) data per day (NASA 2006b). A further example is the
issue associated with the necessity to manage E-commerce-related geospatialtemporal data. It is reported that, per day, there are 1000 million FedEx and 150
million VISA transactions, 300 million long-distance phone calls through the ATT
network, 35 billion e-mails delivered worldwide, and 600 billion IP packets via the
German Commercial Internet Exchange (Keim 2006). Disaster-related geospatialtemporal data is also of interest when one considers the growing uses of earth
sensors and GIS in comparison to the average numbers of natural phenomena
occurring each year: 12 million earthquakes, 100,000 thunderstorms, 10,000 ﬂoods,
hundreds of landslides and tornadoes, and scores of hurricanes, wild ﬁres, volcanic
eruptions, droughts, and tsunamis (USGS 1995). The need to have effective and
efﬁcient access and discovery means to various up-to-date geospatial data has long
been an issue of interest to the geospatial community.

1.1.2. Geospatial Data Infrastructures and geoportals
Access to the wealth of collections of geospatial data is a crucial issue since such
data can probably be used for multiple applications and shared among different
institutions (Groot 1997; Nebert 2004b). In this way, cooperating agencies and
institutions gain maximum savings and reduce unnecessary data redundancy. In
relation to this potential, it is estimated that 80 percent of the cost of GIS projects is
incurred in acquiring the geospatial data (Thapa and Bossler 1992). In civil projects
meanwhile, surveying and mapping costs make up approximately 40 percent of
the total budget, whereas half these costs could be saved if GIS was employed to
support the planning and design of those projects (Wolf 2002).
The vision of “created once, used many times” started in the late 1970s, when
many national mapping agencies recognized the need to develop strategies (and
speciﬁcally technical standards) for coordinating and standardizing the access to
and uses of geospatial data (Groot and McLaughlin 2000b). In the following years,
the coordinating efforts and development of standards for sharing geospatial data
led to the development of a National Geospatial Data Infrastructure, also known
as a National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI). This notion was ﬁrst raised in the
early 1980s in Canada (Groot and McLaughlin 2000b), although in the USA, the
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federal government started coordinating their surveying and mapping efforts in the
1950s (Koontz 2003). Building on previous coordination and data sharing efforts, the
US government established an NSDI program through an Executive Order in 1994.
Since then, according to Crompvoets’ studies (Crompvoets et al. 2005; Crompvoets
et al. 2004), more than 100 countries have developed GDI or GDI-like initiatives.
Crompvoets reported that USD 120 million are spent yearly around the world for
managing geoportals.
A GDI offers a set of institutional, technical, and economical arrangements for
communities at local, national, regional, and global levels to access and use
geospatial resources (data, services, sensors, and applications) in support of
decision-making processes (Groot and McLaughlin 2000b; Nebert 2004a). From
local, national, and global perspectives, this infrastructure is intended to promote
sustainable environment, economic development, and better government among
other aspects, as well as disaster awareness and provision of emergency aid, and
hence it is perfectly suitable for supporting the implementation of the Agenda 21 plan
of action (ESCAP 2003; Williamson et al. 2003).
A national GDI seeks to support the coordination and management of geospatial
resources in the national context. The practical goal of this program is to realize
the effectiveness and efﬁciency of data collection, sharing, and use (Groot and
McLaughlin 2000a; Williamson et al. 2003). Best practices to realize such programs,
as implemented in some GDI pioneers such as US GDI and Australian GDI, include
adopting metadata standards and proﬁles, establishing a geoportal, and having
framework datasets available. Obviously, in line with these three components, policy
and institutional aspects are also important aspects to ensure that collaborative
processes of data sharing and access can take place in GDI (Maguire and Longley
2005). Among these components, geoportals have been considered a key feature
in promoting national GDIs (Crompvoets et al. 2004; Maguire and Longley 2005;
Nebert 2004c).
Such portals often provide access to a collection of geospatial metadata describing
the available geospatial resources, based on which the user will decide the ﬁtness
for use of the resources for his purpose. Geospatial resources here refer more
speciﬁcally to ofﬂine or proprietary data and to what the Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC) distinguishes as geospatial web contents, including data services, such
as Web Map Services (WMS), Web Feature Services (WFS), and Sensor Web
Enablement (SWE), as well as processing services (i.e., WPS). Hence, metadata
in this respect are data or information summaries describing the substance, quality,
currency, and accessibility of ofﬂine data, geospatial web contents, and services. In
addition, for better access to a large variety of geospatial resources, geoportals can
enhance data exchange and sharing between organizations to prevent redundancy
and improve the coordination of efforts in collecting data and offering them via the
web.
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If we consider the variety of the type and scope of the geospatial resources with
which geoportals have to deal, they can be classiﬁed into two groups: (a) national
or regional geoportals, such as the US Geospatial One Stop – GOS (USGS 2006),
GeoConnections (NRC 2006b), and Inspire Geoportal (INSPIRE 2006a), and
(b) thematic geoportals, such as the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) portal
(FAO 2006), European Protected Areas portal (Nature GIS) (INSPIRE 2006b), and
Earth Science Gateway (NASA 2006a).
Geoportals are concerned primarily with providing catalogue services (Crompvoets
et al. 2004; Maguire and Longley 2005). In this regard, geo-information users might
have been familiar with the web catalogue, years before the rise of GDI, where
they searched for products of earth observations and satellite images through the
web site of a speciﬁc data provider like SPOT Image (Image 2007) for instance. In
GDI context, geoportals publish not only products (i.e., resources) related to one
speciﬁc provider, but also resources offered by various providers participating in the
infrastructure; geoportals facilitate discovery of and access to these resources.
Catalogue services facilitate publication and discovery of collections of geospatial
resources, which are mostly ofﬂine and online data services. For publishing data, the
data providers need to create metadata describing their data and then publish this
through the catalogue client. This registering process can be done either by manual
inputs or metadata harvesting. The metadata to be published should be encoded as
speciﬁc standardized metadata (e.g., using ISO 19115 standard). For data discovery,
the catalogue services are equipped with tools to query and present metadata records
as users initiate searches for data or services they require (see Figure 1.1). The OGC
speciﬁcation for Catalogue Services for the Web (CSW 2.0) deﬁnes the framework,
interfaces, and protocol bindings required for providing catalogue services to the
geospatial community. Currently, several solutions of catalogue services based
on CSW 2.0 speciﬁcations are available, including Red Spider (Ionic 2006), Terra
Catalogue (Conterra 2006), and GeoNetwork (GeoNetwork 2006).

Figure 1.1. The role of a geoportal in a Geospatial Data Infrastructure (GDI). Operation 1 refers to the
publication of metadata on geospatial resources in a geoportal by providers; Operation 2 indicates search
queries sent by users via web; Operation 3 indicates responses offered to help users discover the data
requested; and Operation 4 is done when users make use of the resources offered (Maguire and Longley
2005). (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier).
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To ﬁnd and access data or map services via geoportals, users ﬁrst have to provide
at least one of many possible search terms related to location, attribute, or time
of the required data. For this, the common strategy is to offer users possibilities
to ask “where”, “what”, and “when” regarding the data required. The search terms
for “where” can be expressed as latitude-longitude deﬁnitions, place names or
administrative areas, or by drawing a rectangle specifying the area of interest. The
“what” questions refer to search terms related to data attributes, such as format,
scale, and the publisher. In addition to “where” and “what”, users can submit “when”
questions to limit the search to a speciﬁc date or period of publication or creation, as
well as to limit the temporal information of the data. A common solution provided to
users as a result of their queries is the display of search results in the form of a set
of abstracts and thumbnails with links to view the data and to review its full metadata
description (Tait 2005) (see Figures 1.2 and 1.3).

Figure 1.2. An example of a regional geoportal. Using user interface components that are organized
according to where, what, and when questions, users can deﬁne search terms related to location, topic
and attributes, as well as to time of interest. The display of search results (shown in the right lower corner)
is given on a new page after users click on the search button (source: INSPIRE 2006a).
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Figure 1.3. Another example of a national geoportal. Input widgets (A) can be extended to deﬁne more
speciﬁc search terms and a map (B) is commonly used to deﬁne an area related to the search interest.
The display of search results (C) is given in the form of a listing of results showing the title, abstract,
resource type, and link options (source: USGS 2006).

In addition to catalogue services, geoportals can be used to organize community
information and provide direct access to mapping and processing services (Maguire
and Longley 2005). Integrating the catalogue service with mapping and processing
services is a helpful approach to exploiting GDI’s potential in support of the analysis
and decision-making processes that users require. As exempliﬁed in the web mapping
application for European forest ﬁre detection (Friis-Christensen et al. 2006), the
catalogue service can be offered next to the WMS, WFS and WPS, enabling users to
directly detect the burned areas in the application. Such applications offer a dynamic
approach to integrating distributed computing resources and to sharing information.
The world status of national and regional geoportals is progressing steadily. As of
April 2005, according to the study by Crompvoets and Bregt (2006), although the
maturity level of implementation of four types of operations described in Figure 1.1
is different from one country to another, as many as 83 countries have developed
national web access services (Crompvoets and Bregt 2006) (see Figure 1.4).
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Figure 1.4. The world status of geoportals as of April 2005 (source: Crompvoets and Bregt 2006).

Figure 1.5. The world status of national atlases since 1960. The data was compiled from (Bakker et
al. 1987), which is based on (Stams 1978), and the national atlases collection in the Map Libraries of
Utrecht University (Oddens 2007) and of the International Institute of Geoinformation Science and Earth
Observation (ITC), the Netherlands.

1.1.3. National atlases
Long before the ﬁrst GDI initiatives and geoportals were established, from a modern
cartography point of view, some countries had already shown at least one visible
initiative towards providing easy access to geospatially related data and knowledge
in a national context. That initiative was the development of national atlases,
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presenting the geographical information of a country in great detail and in a concise
manner pertaining to the physical, economy, and political data of a country through
maps (Salichtchev 1972). National atlases present a synthesis of the knowledge of
physical and geographic elements that characterize a country (Ormeling 1979).
In addition to the focus and the scope of the contents as well as their topical
complexities, an important feature of national atlases is the intended objectives that
motivate their publication (Freitag 1997). Some of the predetermined functions are to
provide a prestige publication to display national pride that covers national unity and
identity or the claim to it; maps for physical and economic planning and policy; tools
for problem solving (e.g., unemployment problems in the context of the economic
development in a country); stimulating interests in both novices and experts; and a
sound basis for further cartographic work (Bakker et al. 1987; Freitag 1997; Symons
1979).
The ﬁrst atlas of this type was the Atlas of Finland, published in 1899. In fact, the idea
of producing an atlas combining inter-related maps pertaining to various national
topics had been conceived in the seventeenth century, and accelerated after
substantive topographic and earth science data became available, as well as after a
signiﬁcant increase in the utilization of Von Humboldt’s work on physical geography
maps and of Playfair’s innovation on statistical charts (Salichtchev 1972; Wainer
and Spence 2005). The concept of national atlases was motivated by goals to give a
complete picture, based on scientiﬁc data, of a variety of national themes and to help
the nation’s scientiﬁc community. Through this type of atlas, a concise presentation
of multi-thematic national information was made accessible for practical uses. As
mentioned in Ormeling (1979), prerequisites to publish national atlases include: the
availability of data, human resources, cartographic skills, ﬁnancial backing, and an
editorial board. As a “national” product, national atlas projects usually compile and
make comparable various data sets from several (institutional) domains and have
been successful in getting several institutions to work together and participate in the
production of national atlases (Bakker et al. 1987).
Atlases, including national atlases, offer an on-demand analysis and interpretation
through map comparison. On-demand map comparison and composition include: the
comparison of a map with the larger scale map of the user to characterize similarities
and differences (“zoom in” tool); the comparison of various maps for detecting the
textures and corresponding features (“overlaying” tool); the comparison of various
maps to correlate subjects (“spatial synthesis” tool); and the comparison of maps
for the same subject in the same region but at different times (“spatio-temporal
recognition” tool) (Freitag 1997; Groot 1979; Kraak and Ormeling 2002). In addition
to its capability as a spatial comparison machine, an atlas can serve as a spatial data
organizer, a visualization device, and an exploration device (Buckley 2001; Ormeling
1997a).
Salichtchev (1972) provided an authorative analysis of the history, contents, and
production of national atlases. An original report, called the “IGU – International
Introduction
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Geographic Union report on National Atlases”, was regarded as a principal guideline
for the development of national atlases. At the time the IGU report was made public
(1960), 26 national atlases had been published, but nearly twenty years later, it was
estimated that some 50 to 60 national atlases (in book form) had been compiled
(Ormeling 1979). Figure 1.5 presents the world status of national atlases (as books)
that have been published since 1960.
Since the beginning of the 1990s, national atlases have also become available
in electronic form, also known as atlas information systems. The early electronic
national atlases were usually published through physical digital media such as
CD-ROM, whereas in subsequent years, interactive national atlases have been
disseminated via the web. The Atlas of Canada was one of the ﬁrst examples of a
national web atlas, with Sweden and the US as other early examples. Using the web
as media, the accessibility of national atlases can be greatly advanced. At the same
time, the interactivity and analytical functions of the atlas can be developed in order
to maintain or improve their navigation possibilities. Apart from their common goal to
disseminate a national atlas through the web, some countries are positioning their
national atlases as the node of a national clearinghouse, as can be seen for the US
atlas and the Canada Atlas.

1.2. Research issues
Making geospatial resources more accessible will bring new business opportunities
and stimulate well-informed decision-making by government agencies, private
companies, non-government organizations, and individuals (Groot and McLaughlin
2000a; Muntz et al. 2003; Williamson et al. 2003). Present web user interfaces for
providing access and use of geospatial resources include: geospatial digital libraries
(e.g., Alexandria Digital Library), public or commercial geospatial data catalogues
(e.g., SPOT catalogue or IKONOS catalogue), customized web mapping composites
(e.g., GoogleEarth and the use of KMZ (downloadable zipped Keyhole Markup
Language) for indexing global elevation data and satellite images) and geoportals.
Geoportals are considered vital and of the highest priority for the success of GDI
(Crompvoets et al. 2004; Groot and McLaughlin 2000a; Masser 2005a). This study
examines the usefulness and usability of geoportals in enabling the discovery
and integration of geospatial resources required by users. Here, users are not
only understood to be specialists with good geospatial skills, but they may also
include any other potential user (with or without any speciﬁc geospatial skills) who
can actually make use of the data on offer to support research, planning, or other
decision-making activities.
Users need effective, efﬁcient, useful and easy means to deﬁne search terms and
to assess the search results via a user interface. Providing usable and useful user
interfaces in support of geospatial data retrieval has been one of the important
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research challenges in geovisualization (Cartwright et al. 2001; Fuhrmann et al.
2005b; Slocum et al. 2001). As far as the user interface of a geoportal is concerned,
within the human-computer interaction domain, a guideline for developing user
interfaces in support of information discovery was proposed by Shneiderman, Byrd,
and Croft (1997) as a “four-phase framework for search”: formulation, action, review
of results, and reﬁnement. For “review of results”, most geoportals require users
to drill-down and review the search results item-by-item, to judge which data best
ﬁt their needs. Such a search process is arguably ineffective and inefﬁcient. For
“action” and “reﬁnement”, the navigation tools to control the search arguably could
be improved. As an example, a functionality to revisit items that have been visited
before in an attempt to compare their appropriateness for a speciﬁc search interest
is not yet available in most of the current geoportals.
Providing usable and useful user interfaces not only refers to the utility of human
interaction methods, but also to the information presented. During and after a
search, the information presented will be essential in helping users ﬁnding the right
information. Due to the complexity of information to be accessed and often due to
the tight correlation between search terms and geographic location, maps can play
a prominent role in helping users discover the geospatial resources requested. To
some extent, combining or juxtaposing different maps or graphics can lead to easy
access to the information wanted. In some other cases, integrating maps with other
resources, such as online WFS or WMS, could help users deﬁne search terms and
assess the search results. The advantages of maps and graphics to stimulate visual
thinking and to provide effective communication before and after a search in current
geoportals have not yet been considered extensively. Geoportals often provide a
map in their interfaces, but its use thus far is mainly limited to being a medium to
deﬁne or indicate a search area.

1.3. Motivation
As a solution intended to help users discover and integrate geospatial resources, this
study considers the national web atlas as a gateway to access and use geospatial
resources in a GDI. In this way, the national atlas is used as a metaphor in the
access to GDI. A metaphor is deﬁned here as a way to conceive one concept in
terms of another and it is applied in order to improve human understanding (Lakoff
and Johnson 1980). Metaphors are used in human communication as well as humancomputer communication. The concept being described is called a target, and the
concept used to provide insights about the target is called a source. An appropriate
metaphor should consider that the source domain is understandable and has
meaningful functional deﬁnitions that support tasks required by potential users in the
target domain (Erickson 1990; Kuhn 1995). The decision to select the national atlas
as the source is based on the similarity of the functional deﬁnition of geoportals or
clearinghouses and national atlases as search and access tools. It is also based on
a belief that GDI users can beneﬁt in using the national atlas instead of a geoportal.
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In this regard, the concept of a national atlas is seen to have a capacity to support
users’ tasks in accessing GDI because of the prominent role of maps in national
atlases, the distinctive role that the concept of an atlas plays, and the organizational
approach to their contents. The following paragraphs will elaborate on these three
aspects.
With regard to the role of maps, they represent a major part of any national atlas
(web-based or book form). Their uses along with the existence of graphics in national
atlases can help users ﬁnd answers to their geographic or thematic inquiries (Kraak
2000; Kraak et al. 2001) and make geospatial information comparable (Ormeling
1995b; Ormeling 1997a).
In relation to their role as a search engine or as a supporting component for a
search engine, the map has been utilized in research and industry much more than
before thanks to the advance of computer technology. For research, the potential of
using maps for effective information discovery has attracted many scientists from
cartography and computer science to work on the topic (see e.g., Borner 2002; Chen
2003; Fabrikant 2000a; Kraak 2006; MacEachren et al. 2004; Shiffrin and Borner
2004). For industry, many electronic products including encyclopaedias, guidebooks,
and of course, atlases, use maps to support the exploration of geospatial and nongeospatial information (e.g., Britannica 2007; Microsoft 2007b). In the world of web
searches, maps and the functions related to location searches are becoming a
common tool offered by search engine companies (Google 2007b; Microsoft 2007a;
Yahoo! 2007).
This progress, and more speciﬁcally the availability of open codes of mapping
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) like Google Maps API, have encouraged
many promising grass roots web-mapping applications, known as mapping “mashups”,
to emerge (Darlin 2005; Lerner 2006; Miller 2006). A mashup is deﬁned as a website
or application that is built from two or more different or separate applications. At
the start of 2007, there were 1417 mashups: the ﬁrst top mashup is about mapping
(31%), and in total the term “mapping” is used to tag 878 mashups. A similar idea
to mashup was exhibited in atlas production long before the emergence of web
technology, for example, in the combining of statistical charts from population or
economic data and industry sectors with poly-thematic maps from the environment
or transportation sectors.
Further, the idea to combine and integrate inter-related thematic maps and statistical
information for information access and analysis as currently envisaged through
GDI (e.g., Friis-Christensen et al. 2006; Peng 2005) has been practiced since the
early development of atlases. Combining more than one thematic dataset has
long been common in the production of atlases. They have visualized different but
conceivably inter-related themes on one map. For national atlases, syntheses of
thematic information was recommended for the physical environment and economic
geography after the publication of Salichtchev’s report (Ormeling 1979). To date,
many book-form national atlases provide synthesis and poly-thematic maps. On
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demand synthesis of various thematic layers that are useful in supporting national
atlas users’ inquiries, has also been considered since the emergence of digital
cartography (Groot 1979) and the web era (Gosson 2006; Kramers 2005). This
feature is extremely relevant and can be offered with current web technologies in
order to show interdependencies or relationships between two or more topics of
interest.
The concept of national atlases (either as a book or web-based) has evolved for
more than a century, with many countries producing atlases as a showcase of their
nation (Bakker et al. 1987; Gosson 2006; Groot 1979; Hurni et al. 2001; Kraak 2001;
Ormeling 1979; Ormeling 1995b). They present multi-subject maps in a coherent
narrative, depicting the potential and resources of a particular country. Such atlases
have long been known by the global community to be an information resource for
discovering places and thematic information. For many countries, the use of atlases
is introduced to their citizens during their secondary school education (Ormeling
1996a; 1996b). In the world of geospatial data infrastructures, many of the users will
have learnt to work with such information at a young age and can use it as a means
to help structure their view of the world.
In relation to the organizational aspects of the atlas, topics are speciﬁed based on the
objective and contents to be presented. Each topic is represented by relevant maps
to deliver a coherent visualization of one or more speciﬁc themes within that topic.
This allows users to navigate their focus of interest from one map to another, either
via sequential or random access (Kraak and Ormeling 2002). Maps in electronic
atlases can be considered as an interface to spatial databases and to obtaining data
and links beyond the symbols (Buckley 2001; Frappier and Williams 1999; Neumann
and Richard 1999). In such an arrangement, the atlas can provide broad access to
a wide range of related information.

1.4. Research objectives
Based on the above considerations, this study asserts that: for useful and effective
discovery and integration of geospatial resources, a national web atlas metaphor
will be helpful in providing an alternative means of access to support users in
searching and browsing geospatial resources via a Geospatial Data Infrastructure.
To demonstrate and assess the approach proposed, this study will speciﬁcally aim:
1. To design a new paradigm of interaction methods to facilitate the process
of searching and browsing geospatial resources and more speciﬁcally
geospatial data through the atlas metaphor;
2. To develop a visualization method to produce a uniform design and approach
that allows users to easily understand the metadata offered and to assess
and indicate the ﬁtness for use of geospatial data;
3. To develop a mechanism for the use of maps as tools for data discovery and
for the integration of geospatial resources and non-geospatial resources;
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4. To test the applicability of the atlas metaphor through use scenarios in order
to assess its feasibility as a metaphor.

1.5. Scope of the study and organization of this thesis
The study focuses on the use aspect of the web atlas metaphor. It attempts to combine
methods available in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and geovisualization in
order to reach the desired objective. As a showcase and evaluation for the concept
and techniques developed, a prototype of the national web atlas metaphor has
been built in this study and called Atlas Interface Metaphor for Improved Use and
Accessibility of GDI (Aim4GDI). Aim4GDI is targeted to enable data discovery and
integration of geospatial resources in the Netherlands within the framework of the
National Geographic Information Infrastructure (NGII).
In the Netherlands, the development of the national GDI was started as early as
1992, when the RAVI (the Dutch Council for Geographic Information) published
a policy document concerning a structure plan for land information (Finley et al.
2000; Loenen 2006). The process of developing metadata standards and a national
web access (referred to as Nationaal Clearinghouse Geo-Informatie (NCGI)) were
started in1995. In this study, the clearinghouse or geoportal was observed and used
as a test interface in the early development of the prototype.
The data used in the study and especially in the test activities were related to
transportation, environment, and agricultural subjects in the Province of Overijssel,
the Netherlands, but some agriculture and transportation data with a national scope
was used too.
The result of the study is presented in the following six chapters. An overview of
the organization of the thesis is given in Figure 1.6 and an outline of the chapters is
given in Table 1.1. In summary, the chapters will describe a process of developing
a national atlas metaphor using scenario-based design principles. The national
atlas metaphor will be envisioned in Chapter 2, developed using an application
framework presented in Chapter 3, and put into practice in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
The principles of scenario-based development are applied throughout the problem,
design, and evaluation phases and are described in Chapter 6 (Figure 1.6).
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Figure 1.6. Representation of the contents of the study

Chapter 2 presents the general framework of user interaction and interfaces of the
national atlas as a metaphor. The questions this chapter will try to resolve are: What
is a national atlas metaphor? How can this be used in the access to a GDI? What
strategies should be offered to support user tasks in searching for data via a GDI
portal? Chapter 3 looks at the application framework of Aim4GDI to enable searching
and browsing modes via the atlas. This chapter will answer two essential questions:
How to provide an application framework supporting the concept developed? Which
technology components can be of help in enhancing the concept? Chapter 4 deals
with the search functionality and metadata visualization. It seeks to provide answers
to the question: How effective are the search strategy and interfaces envisaged?
Chapter 5 focuses on the navigation and interaction aspects of the atlas in support
of the browsing mode. In this context, the concept of storytelling has been used. This
chapter also discusses the possible use of the national atlas metaphor to support
collaboration activities. Like chapter 4, this chapter provides answers to questions
related to the effectiveness of the browsing strategy: How effectively can this be
used to support the exploratory and synthesis phases required for both individual
use and collaborative use of the national atlas metaphor? Chapter 6 discusses
the implementation of scenario-based design principles in the development of the
national atlas metaphor. By focusing on the design and evaluation stages of the study,
this chapter seeks to provide answers as to whether the claim made in the research
objective (Section 1.4) is defensible, i.e., Is the atlas metaphor really feasible and
usable? And ﬁnally, conclusions will be drawn in Chapter 7.
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Table 1.1. The chapters and outline of their contents
Chapters

Description and methods used

Chapter 2
Envisioning
the National
Atlas as a
Metaphor

The chapter provides a general framework
of interaction and information design in
the development of the atlas metaphor
through reviews, inquiry, analysis, and
rapid prototyping activities

Chapter 3
The
Application
Framework

The chapter details the strategies and
technical functionalities of the web
mapping applications developed of
the national atlas metaphor to support
exploration and synthesis processes of
problem-solving.

Deliverables
•
•
•
•

The analysis of requirements
The information and interaction
design framework
The notion of metadata summary
and information structure
Prototype I: Flash-ArcIMS version

•
•

Web application framework
Implementation
of
metadata
summary and information structure
with Semantic Web technology
Metadata and thematic mapping
Prototype II: SVG version

The chapter describes the strategies to
facilitate searching and completing a
tightly deﬁned task to discover a speciﬁc
geospatial resource. The feedback from
users testing the search interface is also
discussed.

•
•
•
•

Search interface
Case study 1: searching
Quantitative evaluation
Qualitative evaluation

Chapter 5
A Storytelling
Atlas

The chapter discusses the approaches to
enable easy access and understanding
of the contents and juxtaposition of the
geospatial resources through browsing
and storytelling. The collaborative use of
the atlas for group work is discussed and,
as in chapter 4, there is also a discussion
of the feedback from users testing the
browsing strategy.

•
•
•
•
•

Browsing interface
Case study 2: individual use
Case study 3: collaborative use
Quantitative evaluation
Qualitative evaluation

Chapter 6
ScenarioBased
Development

The chapter presents an organized
approach in applying scenario-based
development in designing and evaluating
the web atlas metaphor. The chapter
presents a comparison of searching and
browsing via the atlas metaphor and via
a typical current geoportal.

•

Design and development
framework
Quantitative evaluation
Qualitative evaluation
The atlas metaphor feasibility

Chapter 7
Conclusions

The chapter summarizes the ﬁndings and
outlines possible improvements for the
development of the web atlas metaphor

Chapter 4
Metadata
Visualization
& Search
Strategies
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•
•

•
•
•

CHAPTER 2

Geoportals: Envisioning the National Atlas
as a Metaphor*
This chapter will further elaborate on the research issues and motivation stated
in Chapter1. This chapter is aiming at providing a useful basis for the design of
information and interaction methods required by users in making use of the web atlas
metaphor when looking for geospatial information. For that purpose, this chapter will
ﬁrstly look at the early stages of the design processes of a national atlas metaphor.
These will include the activities to gather the requirements and a literature analysis
concerning the suitability of the national atlas concept as a metaphor. Subsequently,
it will provide a framework for the use of the metaphor and the tasks that users can
complete by virtue of a rapid prototype of a national atlas metaphor.

2.1.Introduction
Geoportals are seen as a central component that may be used to facilitate the
access to, and use of the proposed GDI initiatives. From a survey conducted by
Crompvoets and Bregt (2003), it is suggested that the development of geoportals will
increase in the future. They conclude that political and funding support are among
the key components that lead to the success of development and continuation of
geoportals.
Although political and funding support are essential in sustaining the GDI access
means, user perspectives are also crucial in enabling an accessible GDI. Beneﬁts
of the GDI will be doubtful when users have difﬁculties using geoportals to discover
any data that may be needed. As mentioned in the research issues (Chapter 1), the
GDI users may include people with very few practical skills in GIS and GDI. Thus,
users have different backgrounds and skills and this will inﬂuence their strategies
in searching for any data that may be required. For example, a GIS technician,
who requires a speciﬁc dataset for a project could start the search process based
on format, scale, and area deﬁnition. On the other hand, a graduate student who
requires data for a research assignment (for instance) might need more information
than just simply deﬁning an area of interest, and the format of data. Therefore, along
with the political and funding support, the design and implementation of an easy to
use, effective, and efﬁcient geoportal are also important factors to the success of
the GDI.
*This chapter is based on:
Aditya, T., and Kraak, M.-J. (2006). “Geospatial Data Infrastructure Portals: Using National Atlases as a Metaphor.”
Cartographica, 41(2), 115-134.
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The interdisciplinary ﬁeld that is aimed to support effective and efﬁcient interactions
between humans and computers through user interface design is Human Computer
Interaction (HCI) (Preece et al. 2002; Shneiderman 1998). From the HCI point of
view, success can be achieved when developed computer tools are suitable for
human use (Carroll et al. 1992). The focus is on the design evaluation of users’
perception, action, and information processing (John 2003) in dealing with computers.
The notion of usability engineering has been a central approach in the development
of user-centred systems. Some key features of usability engineering are: iterative
development, users’ involvement, and cost effectiveness (Carroll 1997a). This
approach aims at providing methods to deﬁne usability parameters that can be
measured (Nielsen and Levy 1994). These usability parameters provide indications
about whether the designed software or user interface is easy to learn, efﬁcient
to use, easy to remember, preventive of user errors and pleasant to use (Nielsen
1994).
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9241-11 has also deﬁned
usability as “the extent to which a product can be used by speciﬁed users to achieve
speciﬁed goals with effectiveness, efﬁciency and satisfaction in a speciﬁed context
of use”. Effectiveness refers to the accuracy and completeness required to achieve
speciﬁed goals. Efﬁciency refers to the amount of resources including time, money
and mental effort put into achieving the speciﬁed goals. Satisfaction refers to the
users comfort and acceptability (ISO-9241-11 1998).
The literature reveals limited activity when it comes to improving the usability of
geoportals. At the conceptual stage, Walsh et al. (2002) reviewed usability aspects
of several large clearinghouses in the U.S. In their assessment, they concentrate
on predictive evaluation, a user expectations survey, and user testing. From a more
technical perspective, Tsou (2002) proposes a framework for managing metadata
based on their unique features and functions in order to improve search mechanisms.
In addition, methods to improve the recall and precision of the query have also been
investigated (Jones et al. 2003; Rodriguez and Egenhofer 2003; Schlieder et al.
2001). Next to providing rigorous search mechanisms to discover geospatial data,
presenting effective visualizations is also essential. Multivariate visualizations such
as: space-time plots, glyph plots, parallel co-ordinates plots, star plots, and Chernofffaces have been used to enable users to explore the characteristics of geospatial
data during and after the search (Ahonen-Raino and Kraak 2005; Gobel and Jasnoch
2001). Despite these efforts, it remains difﬁcult to assess the data suitability for a
speciﬁc purpose (e.g., planning) or to study the relationships between the different
data sets offered, since the tools that are offered do not necessarily allow users to
search effectively for those data that they require.
This chapter seeks a new approach for improving the accessibility of geospatial data
within the GDI by proposing the atlas concept as the metaphor. The term accessibility
here refers to mechanisms for searching, browsing, and selecting geospatial services
through interactions with geoportals. This chapter concentrates on the access to the
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geospatial data. Questions that will be answered in this chapter are: Can the atlas be
used as a metaphor in the access to the GDI? What strategies should be offered to
support user tasks in searching for data via a GDI portal? In this chapter, the terms
‘geospatial’ and ’geographic’ are used interchangeably.

2.2. The need for a usable geoportal
The main beneﬁt of the GDI is that it offers users access to multiple datasets via a
‘one-stop-shop’ (geoportals), which they require for their application. It also allows
the providers to ‘better’ disseminate their products (or services) and reach their
potential customers (and users). As such, it also stimulates the ‘produced one, used
often’ paradigm. Regarding access via geoportals, the two mechanisms that are
offered (referred to as two steps in Figure 2.1):
1. Providing interfaces for deﬁning geographical, topical, and temporal
properties of the data needed.
2. Presenting search results, thus allowing users to assess the ‘ﬁtness for use’
of the data.

Figure 2.1. Separating search mechanisms offered on the available geoportals into two components:
deﬁning questions and presenting the search results.

To study these two mechanisms, some national and regional geoportal websites
were reviewed, and then contextual inquiries were undertaken. The objective for
these activities was to gather data regarding what functionalities and interactions
have been offered and are available, in order to support search mechanisms in the
GDI context. The ﬁndings will be summarized below in Section 2.2.1.
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2.2.1. Reviews of some geoportals
Some national and regional geoportal websites were reviewed during this study.
The focus of this activity was to investigate what functionalities are offered to users
for deﬁning the query and for assessing the search results, two activities related to
point (1) and (2) respectively. The ﬁrst reviews were undertaken in June 2003. In July
2004 and February 2005, these websites were revisited in order to check whether
there had been any updates to their interaction interfaces. Indeed, some changes
had occurred during this period. For example, in June 2003, the observation for the
US geoportal was targeted to the national clearinghouse hosted by FGDC (Federal
Geographic Data Committee) (FGDC 2004). However, in 2006 the Geospatial One
Stop (GOS) (USGS 2006) was ofﬁcially published. Hence, the US geoportal (herein
referred to as GOS) is an intergovernmental project sponsored by the Department of
the Interior that built upon its partnership with the FGDC.
The results of the reviews of the question deﬁnition are given in Table 2.1, and on the
presentation of search results in Table 2.2.
Table 2.1. The ﬁrst component of searching: deﬁning questions. Some mechanisms applied in some
national / regional geoportals (see their web addresses at the end of the References).
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Table 2.2. The second component of searching: assessing the results. Presentations of search results
offered in some national or regional geoportals (see their web addresses at the end of the References).

As can be seen in Table 2.1, through the user interfaces that are offered, users can
deﬁne an area of interest by using a map or by deﬁning latitude and longitude or by
specifying place names and an administrative boundary. All but two of the geoportals
observed in this review offer users with more than one means the possibility to
deﬁne an area of interest. The other two only provide latitude and longitude inputs
for deﬁning an area of interest. A map is commonly available in all geoportals as a
medium to deﬁne an area of interest. The bounding box and zooming functionalities
are common features in these maps. All geoportals include a textbox in their interface
to allow users to enter search terms. Lists of topic categories and data formats are
not available in all geoportals. Although some interfaces seem to provide options to
deﬁne a temporal query as a temporal change (with an option to specify the starting
date and the ending date of a particular time period), the time of interest is mainly
queried based upon the time stamps of the publication date given in the metadata
records. In addition, some user interfaces provide an option to search data based on
the data provider.
After deﬁning search terms, users can initiate the search. Once users click the
search button, and given that the query returns matches, the search results will
then be shown on the screen. The results are displayed as a list of metadata titles
with additional information such as a ranking measure, an abstract, a linkage to
the subject or topic in which the data is grouped, or a link to the (online) map, are
added (Table 2.2). As mentioned in Section 1.1.2, today’s geoportals present the
search results in forms of a set of abstracts and thumbnails with links to view the
data and to review its full metadata description. In the case when the item listed in
the search results is an online map (i.e., WMS), it can be visualised in a map viewer.
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It is worth noting that this kind of display of search results ﬁrst appeared in the
Metadata Explorer application, which has been shipped with the ArcIMS map server
of Environmental System Research Institute (ESRI) since 2000 (ESRI 2006a). The
Geography Network website (ESRI 2006b) of ESRI can be seen as a ﬁrst showcase
of Metadata Explorer. ESRI was also selected by the US Government to develop
the GOS portal (ESRI 2005). This can be the reason why display and interaction
methods similar to Geography Network have been implemented in the US GOS.
It is interesting to underline here that a Metadata Explorer-like display is seen as an
acceptable approach by many professionals in the GDI organizations and is thus
implemented in many national and regional geoportals. A Metadata Explorer-like
geoportal offers an interface that allows users to deﬁne what-where-when questions
and to interact accordingly with the returned results, which are presented as a list
of data titles and their corresponding abstracts and thumbnails. Examples of this
include: the European Union geoportal (INSPIRE 2006a) and the latest version of
Malaysian’s geoportal (MacCGDI 2006). This style of display seems also acceptable
for other companies that produce web mapping software and catalogues. This can
be seen for example in IONIC’s Red Spider (Ionic 2006), Conterra’s Terracatalog
(Conterra 2006), and also in an open source version - geoportal GeoNetwork’s
geoportal (GeoNetwork 2006). Using these web catalogues, search results are
presented in a very similar fashion to the presentation of search results using the
GOS interface.
It is also interesting to note that many countries and regional clearinghouses
implement the ‘old’ FGDC clearinghouse-like interface. They include the Australian
Spatial Data Directory (ASDD 2007), Germany’s Geoportal Bund (Geoportal.Bund
2007), Asia Paciﬁc Initiative (PCGIAP 2007), as well as the recent version of the
United Kingdom’s Gigateway (Gigateway 2006). With such an interface, the results
that are returned are organised according to the publisher to which the matched item
belongs to. To assess the matching, users need to peruse the results starting from
selecting a speciﬁc provider link and subsequently, in order to assess a full-view
of metadata descriptions, choosing a title from the metadata list. In this approach,
users need to go back to the previous page to assess the other items offered by the
same provider. Also, in order to visit items offered by other providers, they need to go
at least two pages back. As a result, immediate indications regarding the overview of
the results (e.g., ranking, abstract) and the presentation of each item (e.g., linkage
with subjects and maps) are not available. The display is merely developed as a
simple hypertext application. As clearly seen in Table 2.2, most of the geoportals
in Paciﬁc Asia and Africa implement FGDC’s clearinghouse style, when cues and
navigation tools to support the assessment of data suitability were not available.
In the case of the Netherlands’ geoportal, called Nationaal Clearinghouse GeoInformatie (NCGI) Geograﬁsche Catalogus (NCGI 2005), the results are displayed
as a list of metadata titles with ranking information given for each data listed. It is
possible to display the thumbnail of the listed item, but the data listed as well as their
footprints cannot be projected onto the map, such that users can deﬁne their own
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area of interest. When the users click one of title links in the search results, a new
window showing a more detailed metadata description appears on the screen.

2.2.2. Contextual inquiries of the geoportal’s use
Contextual inquiry is one of the techniques used in user-centred design for gathering
requirements. It can help designers or developers understand “the real environment
people live in and work in, and it reveals their needs within that environment” (Beyer
and Holtzblatt 1998; Kuniavsky 2003). According to a practical guideline (Kuniavsky
2003), ﬁve to eight people should be enough for the ﬁrst round of inquiries, giving
designers a proper idea of how the typical users accomplish their discovery task. Since
the objective of the ﬁrst inquiry is to develop an abstraction of requirements using the
participants experiences, seven test participants should sufﬁce. Studying the user
experiences in deﬁning questions and reviewing results using the Netherlands’s GDI
catalogue was the focus of this activity. This activity involved four participants within
the International Institute for Geo-Information Science and Earth Observation (ITC)
and three participants from other institutions. These participants have been working
with geospatial data for their work and research, and are therefore assumed to be
potential users for the Netherlands’ GDI.
Two different tasks plus their related questions and instructions on how to participate
were sent to participants through their personal emails. The ﬁrst task was to ﬁnd
data with speciﬁc attribute values; the second was to ﬁnd relevant data for planning
a trafﬁc survey campaign (see Table 1.3.). Both tasks were to be completed using
the existing Netherlands’ catalogue or geoportal (NCGI 2005). The participants were
required to provide feedback related to functional requirements (e.g.,what functions
were available and how did they work?), but not about data requirements (e.g.,
language, data availability, etc.).
Additional interviews were held for some of the participants in order to clarify and
explore the feedback they provided. From feedback and interviews, two important
ﬁndings can be summarised. The ﬁrst is related to the user’s understanding: users
expect more ﬂexibility to deﬁne questions and more insightful representation of
search results. Secondly, although the portal or clearinghouse provides reasonably
accurate results, users require more functions in order to ease the search process
(such as the possibility to sort and compare datasets).
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Table 2.3. Test form used to solicit test participants’ experiences to the users interfaces of the Netherlands’s
clearinghouse.

2.2.3. User requirements
It has been noted in Section 1.2. that Shneiderman, Byrd, and Croft (1997) proposes a
‘four-phase’ framework for search including formulation, action, review of results, and
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reﬁnement. Based upon reviews and interview activities concerning this framework,
two potential setbacks were identiﬁed in the current implementation of geoportals if
one considers the ’four-phase’ framework. In relation to the ’formulation’ phase, to
deﬁne questions, only some provide possibilities to express geographic interest in
forms of geographic co-ordinates, geocoding, and map in one interface. The map
used to deﬁne an area of interest has no possibility to be used as a thematic viewer.
A map in geoportals is commonly utilized only to locate an area of interest. As such,
during the search, no thematic information in relation to the user’s inquiry or search
terms can be visualised on top of the map used to deﬁne an area of interest.
In relation to the ‘review of results’ phase, most of portals require users to assess the
results thoroughly. Some geoportals, like the GOS and the Earth Science Gateway
of NASA mentioned in Section 1.1.2, offer the possibility to visualize and cascade the
selected item into a map viewer (in case the selected item is a WMS). Unfortunately,
none offer the possibility to link results to speciﬁc thematic maps or to link to relevant
web pages or applications, and only a few of them incorporate additional information
that gives an indication of the matching (e.g., ranking, thumbnail or preview graphics).
As a consequence, users must review the list item-by-item in order to judge which
results best ﬁt their needs. Such an interaction requires larger allocation of the user’s
information processing capability than is actually required, and also reduces the
user‘s experience with the interface (see Section 5.1 in Chapter 5 for some empirical
ﬁndings on the general web cases related to this issue).
Subsequently, regarding ’action’ and ‘reﬁnement’ phases of Shneiderman’s
framework, they lack navigation tools to control the searching, and as shown in
Tables 2.1 and 2.2, they limit the user’s interaction. As an example, a functionality
to revisit items that have been visited before in order to compare their characteristic
with others is not available. This is an interesting issue, as Metadata Explorerlike displays have a great impact on the design of today’s geoportals, but from an
interaction design point of view, their navigation schemes could have been improved.
One feature arguably missing in most (if not all) geoportals is the ability to sort the list
based on a speciﬁc ﬁeld of interest (e.g., the type of resource, data provider, scale,
or topic of interest) during the ’review of results’ phase. In fact, the OGC speciﬁcation
for CSW incorporates the sorting function in its GetRecords operation using the sortBy
keyword (OGC 2005). As a matter of fact, the ability to sort or rearrange the results
is still hard to ﬁnd in geoportals.
Other limitations include the lack of support for users to gain a quick overview of
the results as a whole, and as an individual item. Instead of a quick overview, they
usually require users to open a new context (e.g., a new pop-up window or a new
page) in order to view the listed metadata item in more detail. As such, users may
lose the overall context. As addressed in a well-known visual information-seeking
principle (Shneiderman 1998): overview, zoom and ﬁlter, details-on-demand, relate
tasks are among the fundamental tasks that should be facilitated in user interfaces
for information search. This principle is useful, especially for the ‘review of results’,
’action’, and ’reﬁnement’ phases as mentioned earlier. Since methods to get a quick
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overview or indication of the match (e.g., focusing on a speciﬁc item of results while
preserving the context of the collections) are lacking, it is arguably difﬁcult to compare
the suitability of individual items (in the results) to search terms. In so doing, users
who interact with the clearinghouse-type visual display (mentioned earlier) get less
support to compare items of search results. Thereby, users have to drill down and
follow a static trail of links in order to assess a single metadata description and to
change the focus of interest. Thus, geoportal interfaces lack appropriate navigation
tools and interactions to support data discovery.
From reviews and inquiry activities, it was found that current geoportals, including
the Netherlands’s geoportal, lack schemes for supporting user understanding
and appropriate navigations tools. The lack of support for user understanding
might deter potential GDI users. In the ﬁeld of geoinformation visualization, the
necessity to recognize individual and group differences for expert and non-experts
in designing interfaces has been identiﬁed as one of important research agenda
items in geovisualization (Cartwright et al. 2001; Slocum et al. 2001). The aspect of
user diversity should be considered since the GDI initiatives will involve institutions
and people with different skills and backgrounds (expertise). With more appropriate
tools and functionalities in geoportals, users would have a more effective and
efﬁcient manner with which to interact with an interface in an attempt to ﬁnd the data
required.
Being successful in these two aspects will arguably increase the use of GDI in
practice. For this purpose, the rest of this chapter will discuss the use of the atlas
concept for developing a usable geoportal. By ‘usable’ it is meant that users can
make use of the geoportal interface in an efﬁcient, effective and satisfying manner.

2.3. The national atlas as a metaphor
To ease user understanding of learning and using the content presented, designers
make use of metaphorical references in the designed user interfaces. As stated
earlier, in Section 1.3., Erickson (1990) and Kuhn (1995) recommend that a metaphor
candidate should have both understandable and meaningful functional deﬁnitions in
order to support the user’s tasks. Similar to these recommendations, as cited in
(Howard 1998), Madsen (1994) speciﬁes some strategies to develop a metaphor.
These strategies are: listening to how users understand their computer systems,
building on already existing metaphors, using predecessor artefacts as metaphors,
and using a physical or real-world metaphor.
Those guidelines (Erickson 1990; Kuhn 1995; Madsen 1994) suggest that the
familiarity and understandability of a source concept are crucial for selecting a new
metaphor. On the familiarity of atlases, as mentioned earlier in Section 1.3., in many
countries, users are familiar with atlases since they probably used them during their
secondary school education. The use of atlases has been introduced (Ormeling
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1996a; Ormeling 1996b). In relation to national atlases, a survey targeted at atlas
users in Canada, conﬁrms that an atlas will be the ﬁrst thing that will be ‘picked
up’ when they have questions about geographic names, economic development,
or politics for a certain place (Williams et al. 2003). Groot (1979) concluded that
“there are certain classes of planners, administrators, scholars, students and private
industry” that depend on the national atlas. A recent study on a regional exploratory
studies also indicates that the atlas will be considered as the ﬁrst choice to complete
required tasks (Elzakker 2004).
Basing the feasibility of the atlas as a metaphor merely on its assumed familiarity to
users would provide a rather weak foundation. Firstly, as the design and intended
use of atlases vary from one product or development to another, the evidence
mentioned above is inadequate to help designers select the best of all atlas design
choices. Questions regarding users acceptance and satisfaction for the form and
concept of atlases remain unknown (Keller 1995). In the development of many
atlases, it is difﬁcult to measure whether the atlas has been interpreted and used as
the authors intended. Secondly, the ways in which users make sense of, or really
interact with national atlases (and other atlases) depend on many aspects, including
users’ topics of interest, experiences, and information processing skills. Rather than
based on user familiarity with atlas displays, user understanding is more likely based
on resemblances between atlases and familiar artefacts including maps, graphics,
and books that they have used before. For further discussion on the concept of
family resemblances or likeness for geovisualization, see (MacEachren 1995, p. 150
- 193).
It is therefore regarded more meaningful to consider the feasibility of an atlas to
be a metaphor based on the atlas’s ability to provide appropriate aids to the user’s
understanding. For this reason, the investigation is focused on the common structures
(schemata) grounded in the concept of national atlases. As discussed in Section 1.3
(Chapter 1), they can be summarised as three important ‘standard’ schemata. Firstly,
maps play an important role in displaying information. Secondly, atlases can carry
out a speciﬁc role or an intended function. Thirdly, atlases have speciﬁc approaches
of organizing the content (Bakker et al. 1987; Freitag 1997; Ormeling 1979; Ormeling
1995b; Salichtchev 1972; Symons 1979).
Howard (1998) sees the linkage between the schemata adaptation and the metaphors
generation. Both schemata and metaphors are aimed at aiding user understanding.
When there is no schema available to view a new type of graph, an existing schema
for another type of graph is used ﬁrst, until more appropriate schemas have either
been created or updated (MacEachren 1995). Through a metaphor, users interact with
an object using a special concept to successfully complete the task (Shneiderman
1998).
In an attempt to assess how the concept of national atlas can provide the required
schemata for the target domain (i.e., a geoportal in the GDI context), the discussion
will be as follows. Firstly, it will describe the map metaphor and its extension towards
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the atlas metaphor. This issue is related to the ﬁrst schemata, as mentioned above:
the role of maps to convey information. Subsequently, the organization of the atlas
and its objective, referred to as the atlas information structure, is elaborated on a
GDI context. This issue relates to the last two schemata of the atlas concept: the
organization and objective of the atlas. The proposed strategies to link metadata and
to represent data suitability in the atlas will be discussed afterwards.

2.3.1. From a map metaphor towards an atlas metaphor
What can be the best deﬁnition of map? A lexicographical record published in 1996
shows that 321 deﬁnitions of the word ‘map’ were found from samples of dictionaries,
glossaries, encyclopaedias, textbooks, monographs, and learned journals of the
period 1649 – 1996 (Andrews 1996). From those many deﬁnitions, the most common
lexicographical approach is to consider ’maps as representations of the surface of
the earth’. In the strategic plan for the International Cartography Association 20032011, a map has been deﬁned as:
”A symbolised representation of a geographical reality, representing selected
features and characteristics, resulting from the creative effort of its author’s
execution of choices, that is designed for use when spatial relationships are of
primary relevance” (ICA 2003).
This deﬁnition can be an authoritative view for many cartographers. However, as
use and practices of mapping (i.e. location or spatial depictions) using computer
technology of new frontiers in many domain applications including medicine, biology,
physics, mathematics, and astronomy are growing, an expansion of the map
deﬁnition, for instance regarding the emphasis on the word “use” (Kraak 2006), is
to be foreseen (Chen 2003; MacEachren 1995). When the emphasis is more on the
word ‘use’, before a reader or a user can use the map, typically he or she needs to
get to know ﬁrst what kind of map or object it is.
In this regard, based on a radial category concept (Lakoff 1980), MacEachren sees
‘map’ as a case of a radial category (MacEachren 1995). A radial category has a
clearly deﬁned centre or prototype. Two orthogonal axes deﬁne its category space,
one leading from image to diagram (related to map abstractness), the other from
universe to atom (related to prototype scale) (Figure 2.2). Typical maps, termed
as prototypic maps (most probably including maps envisaged in the deﬁnition of
map from ICA), inhabit the middle ground of the space. In such a pattern, the ‘map
is seen as a fuzzy radial category. Being fuzzy, the prototypic map involves “some
processing, and therefore some potential for bias (but also becomes functional due
to this processing)” (MacEachren 1995). In this sense, MacEachren suggests that
a depiction may be considered to be a map if it can function like one, e.g., to plan a
trip.
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Figure 2.2. A map as seen as a radial category (MacEachren 1995) (reprinted with a permission of
Guifold Press).

As such, a map is a metaphor in its own right (Muehrcke 1992). As Muehrcke (1992)
illustrated that through a map, cartographers ask the map readers to think that
points, lines and areas arranged on a paper (or on a screen) are equivalent to a
multi-dimensional world in space and time. However, for its full meaning, the map
readers must go directly to the real-world depicted. Maps can be used to generate
visualization tools to support representations of data (either these data are geospatial
or non-geospatial in their nature) according to a speciﬁc location reference. An
example on how a map can be used to present information related to geographic
location includes a process of assigning geospatial position (in forms of geographic
or map co-ordinates) to any object that has a geo component (e.g., street address,
news, IP address), termed ‘geocoding’. Today, many examples of geocoding can be
found thanks to the rise of mapping mashups (see Section 1.3.), projecting anything
with a geo component into a web map (see Figure 2.3 for an example).
When the location reference or the emphasis of visualization is related to
information space (instead of geographical space), data representations can involve
spatialization efforts. Spatialization refers to an effort to make high-dimensional
information spaces more accessible to human cognition by presenting them in a
low-dimensional, representational space (Fabrikant 2000b; Skupin and Fabrikant
2003). It includes, for example, the use of an earth landscape (i.e., involving the
surface elevation and distances between peaks) to provide insights regarding the
keyword’s match in support of users’ interaction with a library collection (Fabrikant
and Buttenﬁeld 2001; Skupin and Fabrikant 2003)(Figure 2.4). Clearly, maps pose
many potentials as metaphors in order to ease user understanding and to imply the
predetermined meaning for geospatial and non-geospatial information access and
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retrieval purposes (see also e.g., Aufare and Trepied 2001; Cartwright 1999; Chen
2003; Gould and McGranaghan 1990).

Figure 2.3. An example of a geocoding mashup: The items auctioned in a commercial web auction
system can be plotted onto the map, providing an overview of the locations of the item wanted, including
their thumbnails and short descriptions. The categories that reside in the left window can be projected
onto the map by dragging them on top of the map (source: www.auctionmapper.com).

Figure 2.4. Spatialization: visualizing document clustering of several thousands of American Association
for Geographers (AAG) conference abstracts. It shows the distribution of individual term used in the
abstract and the dominance of the terms across 25 ranked clusters. It also indicates how much the
highest ranked terms dominate particular regions (source: Skupin and Fabrikant 2003).
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Ever since ancient times, maps have been used as cognitive artefacts to extend
memory and ease information processing (Tversky 2000). As cited in MacEachren
(1995), Wood (1992) argues that even in cultures that do not make any tangible maps,
active mapping activities were practiced. In addition, spatial concepts, concepts that
emerge from constant human spatial experience, i.e., human interaction with the
physical environment, are concepts that humans “live by in the most fundamental
way” (Lakoff and Johnson 1980).
With regard to human interactions with maps, which always involve the human
understanding of spatial concepts, MacEachren (1995) states that humans do
indeed have knowledge of a general map schema. Here, the schema can be seen
as a “plug-and-play cognitive structure” for representing and organizing knowledge
(MacEachren 1995). A general map schema includes the following (MacEachren
1995, p.184): “1. A theme is linked to geographic position via geographic co-ordinates;
2. Objects and parts are described in terms of visual variables; 3. Symbol referents
speciﬁed in terms of explicit or implicit assignment in a legend; 4. Text grouped
with object labels or the speciﬁc absolute value of an object; 5. Relative position of
objects speciﬁes relative position in geographic space”. It can be seen then that a
map involves structure, “an assemblage of symbols of prescribed meaning ordered
according to a system of positional rules of interrelationships”, and visual images to
portray phenomena or topics of interest (Peuquet and Kraak 2002).
Information displays will be used effectively, when the designed display employs
an identical schema to the schema used by potential viewers, or when the display
provides an adaptation of the general schema that potential viewers utilize
(MacEachren 1995). In many cases, the use of maps can successfully facilitate,
among others, visual thinking and visual communication on a speciﬁc topic or theme
of interest (Kraak 2006; Peuquet and Kraak 2002). Considering the strength that a
map can provide to help viewers explore, navigate, and make sense of information
presented, the map metaphor can be of help to GDI users, not only to deﬁne an
area of interest, but also to ease the search process and to provide an easy access.
As a GDI initiative often deals with a multitude of topics of interest, an adaptation
to map schemata suited to a national GDI initiative is needed. In order to achieve
this, a collection of multi-thematic maps of a country is considered as a possible
candidate. As mentioned in Section 1.1.3, a collection of maps including thematic
maps of representing syntheses is usually regarded as atlas.
The next section will deal with the structure that organizes the map schemata and
their relationships with related images and graphics.

2.3.2. Atlas information structure
When one observes the notion of atlases, it can be seen that there are three
possibilities to look at atlases. By their formats, atlases can be divided into paper
atlases and electronic atlases that can be view-only, interactive, or analytical
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electronic atlases (Kraak and Ormeling 2002). In both paper and electronic atlases,
the scope of atlas use is very broad. By their content, atlases are used for organizing
assorted geospatial information in which the extent of data compiled is tailored either
to the geographic region the atlas deals with, for example, a world atlas, national
atlas, urban atlas, or to the theme of the atlas, such as a road atlas, climate atlas,
maritime atlas, physical geographical atlas, or even an atlas of the human body, or a
cyberspace atlas. However, when looking at the structures and objectives of atlases,
they can be seen as intentional combinations of specially structured maps compiled
from geospatial data sets and based upon speciﬁc objectives (Kraak and Ormeling
2002). The objective or function of the atlas is determined depending on the need. It
might be, for example, to provide a solid tool for environment analysis, or even just
to communicate the management of natural resources of a speciﬁc region.
Of those three possibilities to look at atlases, this section will concentrate on the
structural deﬁnition of the atlas. In relation to this, topics are speciﬁed (in the atlas)
based on the objective and contents to be presented. Each topic is represented
by relevant maps to deliver a coherent visualization about one or more speciﬁc
themes within the topic. This allows users to choose the focus of interest from one
map to another, either via sequential or random access (Kraak and Ormeling 2002)
(discussed more detail in Chapter 5). Maps in electronic atlases can be considered as
an interface to spatial databases permitting users to pan and zoom, and to get data
and links beyond the symbols (Buckley 2001; Frappier and Williams 1999; Neumann
and Richard 1999). Atlas maps symbolize related information of various topics in a
uniform format of representations, such as using the same scale, or generalized
similarly, therefore allowing for comparisons. The type of comparison can be of a
topical, geographical, or temporal nature (Kraak and Ormeling 2002). This makes
assessing the relationships between two or more topics concerned possible (see
Figure 2.5 for an example).
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Figure 2.5. An example of how the maps in an atlas can be used to provide a comparative view regarding
a topic. The left map is concerned with the number of cars per 1000 persons per municipality, while the
right map depicts the road lengths per km2 per municipality (translated with permission from: Atlas van
Nederland 1985).

The most signiﬁcant role for web portals is the capability to facilitate the needs of
users to initiate searches. The recommendation for developing “search interfaces”
is attributed to Shneiderman, Byrd, and Croft (1997), where they describe several
principles of search interfaces, such as striving for consistency, offering informative
feedback, permitting easy reversal of actions, supporting user control, reducing shortterm memory load, designing for closure, and providing shortcuts for experts. The
atlas, especially the electronic one, commonly has at least three important aspects
that are relevant and conﬁrm some of the above principles. The fact that it provides
consistent and easy navigation means that it strives for consistency and permits
easy reversal of actions. Additionally, the ability to extend possibilities to access the
relevant data and links is relevant to the principle to offer informative feedback. As
the atlas enables users to build comparisons or alternatives, users can gain more
support in order to control the interaction. These supporting aspects (navigation,
access, and comparison) as part of the search interface for the GDI are closely
related to the organization of the atlas contents.
The organization of the atlas contents is deﬁned through the atlas information
structure. The structure controls the scope of the topics and maps as well as the
links connecting an individual map to a set of supportive media. Media, such as
tables, charts, images, movies, and explanatory texts, are associated with individual
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maps as linked multi-views for delivering narrative means of geospatial information
exploration. The atlas can be used to deliver data that have been “knowledge
engineered” and “expert interpreted” to expose relevant information with “telling of
a story” style (Keller 1995). This setting is aimed at providing possibilities to peruse
corresponding information for each thematic map while the navigation range is
limited within the context of the topic chosen. Navigation options and interactivities
offered in the user interface rely on this structure.
A typical characteristic of the atlas information structure is the arrangement of maps.
The arrangement based on the area in combination with the scale emphasizes the
signiﬁcance of the region being presented (Ormeling 1995b; Talwar et al. 2003).
The arrangement of topic and linkage to related tables, charts, movies or texts for
each composed map provides the narrative means for understanding geographic
phenomena (Buckley 2001; Ormeling 1995b). Electronic or digital atlases have
tools that facilitate user interaction and allow extensive exploration based on
the arrangements (Buckley 2001; Frappier and Williams 1999; Hurni et al. 2001;
Neumann and Richard 1999).
Like a map schema, which can be seen as a combination of structure and visual
images of emphasis of interest, the atlas schema should also be seen as a blend
of information structure and its objective. Regarding the atlas as a metaphor in
the GDI context, as stated in Section 1.4, its objective is related to GDI access, in
which metadata plays a crucial role. Hence, it is essential to incorporate metadata
of geospatial resources (including ofﬂine datasets available in the GDI) into the
structure (see Figure 2.6). In such a setting, it is also possible to compare metadata
items based on their geographical, topical, and temporal coverage. As an example,
one can judge the importance of a speciﬁc region by seeing how many datasets
of the transport network are available in comparison to surrounding regions. Yet,
analysis can go further by comparing metadata items with the thematic map, for
example contrasting patterns of those metadata items with geographic distribution
of cycling roads or comparing the density of metadata items with a trend of particular
topics. The notion of data and metadata comparisons with the use of map has been
introduced for geovisualization, for example by (Howard and MacEachren 1996).
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Figure 2.6. The search strategies in the available geoportals (the top rectangle with a dashed outline)
can be extended with exploiting the atlas information structure (bottom rectangle with a solid outline). In
this structure, each topic comprises of related maps. Each map contains a set of layers from the atlas
databases that represents a speciﬁc aspect within the topic designated. To enhance the narrative means,
each of the maps is supported by related information in the forms of linked graphics, tables, or text
descriptions. A set of information resources regarding the data availability (in the forms of graphics, table,
and text summaries) is also utilized to permit user investigation.

2.3.3. Metadata summaries: The link to GDI metadata
From the users point of view, geospatial resources will be more accessible only
when providers let users know the characteristics of the resources they posses as
well as information on where and how to access the resources. The characteristics
of geospatial resources (and here especially referred to geospatial data) can include
geographical coverage, quality, source, and lineage. They are expressed as metadata
elements (and usually as eXtensible Markup Language (XML) elements), conforming
to a particular speciﬁcation, e.g., ISO 19115 (ISO/TC211 2003). On the data provider’s
side, such documentation will be useful to support data management.
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This study seeks to ﬁnd a way to effectively link the GDI data or resources to a map
in the atlas. The map is seen as an index to which relevant metadata and other
geospatial information are related. As shown in Figure 2.6 (shown above), this is
realized through the use of metadata summaries. In fact, the ‘ofﬁcial’ or common
approach to index metadata is with the use of a clearinghouse or collection-level
metadata (CLM) mechanisms (Tsou 2002) (see also Chapter 4). The clearinghouse
refers to a distributed system of metadata servers for data discovery which is
implemented using the search and retrieve protocol known as Z39.50 or ISO 23950
(Nebert 2004a). This can be seen as a registry service that applies a mechanism
of locating ‘query-matched’ metadata within participated nodes of providers one at
a time. See also the notion of clearinghouse for cartographic information in (Koop
and Ormeling 1990; Ormeling and Koop 1990). The U.S. FGDC Clearinghouse is a
well-known example of this mechanism. The collection-level metadata meanwhile,
in essence, can be differentiated on two levels: ﬁrst, the metadata objects level that
require detailed elements encoding, and second, the collection level that speciﬁes in
which collection the metadata objects can be found. When users search for a speciﬁc
metadata item, through the interface of a central digital-library, the mechanism
applied ﬁrst is to visit the collection-level and then search ‘query-matched’ items
within the collection (Goodchild and Zhou 2003). A well-known example for this is
The Alexandria Digital Library.
From a perspective of users seeking data, the clearinghouse mechanism has
disadvantages because of its current implementation. As stated earlier, in Section
2.2.3, reviewing the search results through a clearinghouse interface is considered
to be ineffective and inefﬁcient. Further, in order to develop a direct link between
the map in the atlas and the clearinghouse system, it would require considerable
efforts to adapt and ﬁlter the search results every time a user sends a query. Hence,
the clearinghouse approach is arguably not suitable for the atlas metaphor design.
The CLM approach aims at improving the clearinghouse system by balancing
the tradeoffs between simplicity, which places a minimum burden on providers to
participate; and richness functionality, that is, richness elements (Janee and Frew
2002). The CLM might work well for geospatial libraries managing large datasets,
maps, and images either digitally or manually. However, for the purpose of this
work, it is considered to be unsuitable. With the CLM approach, information at the
metadata level should be offered in detail. Additionally, it is arguably difﬁcult to link a
map in the atlas to the collection level component since the collection might include
various topics of metadata sets. Also indicated in Janee and Frew (2002), as one of
the CLM limitations, is the provision of a set of ranked results returned from a joinedquery (involving geospatial and temporal coverage of one query, for example). This
would be difﬁcult, since the underlying statistics of such a joint condition are gathered
separately. For this reason, this approach is also not used; instead, the notion of
metadata summaries is introduced within the atlas information structure.
A metadata summary is a concise group of metadata elements specifying
characteristics of the datasets. Describing data characteristics might require at least
forty elements as suggested by Hunter, Wachowicz, and Bregt (2003), but here the
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purpose is to provide a visual overview at an initial stage before accessing potential
datasets. For this reason, the metadata summary only deals with the geographical
coverage, topical coverage, temporal coverage, accessibility, and the usage (like
scale, format, and data type) of the data. This decision is also based on the design
guidelines for information search and visualization: “overview ﬁrst, zoom and ﬁlter,
then details on demand” (Shneiderman 1998). In fact, this is also in accordance with
the characteristic that usually an atlas has that is being able to provide a concise and
coherent visualization of a speciﬁc theme.
In the atlas information structure, these summaries are linked to the individual maps
based on the similarity between the thematic content of data sets and the theme of
the map. The elements of the summaries are represented as symbols to help users
visually locate the data required. As an example, the geographic bounding boxes
of metadata are represented in Figure 2.8 as stashed rectangles with the name of
the provider plotted on top of them. A detailed discussion on the technical aspects,
including the symbolization, of metadata summaries is given in Chapter 3.
As mentioned in the beginning of Section 2.3, Howard (1998) sees the linkage
between the schemata adaptation and the metaphors generation. Thus far, three
basic components of the atlas schemata (i.e., the role of maps, the structure, and the
objective) and their adaptation in the context of the GDI have been discussed. With
regard to the metaphor generation, by having such an adaptation, the national atlas
is intended to activate the so called ‘cognitive schemata’ (Slocum et al. 2001), so it
can be applied appropriately to be the source domain and used to help users make
sense of the target domain (the national GDI). The term ‘national atlas metaphor’
means that the national atlas is used to organise and represent not only various
thematic spatial information in the country, but also information regarding metadata
within the national GDI through functionalities that are commonly offered on paper
and especially in electronic atlases, e.g., navigation and browsing based on area or
topic, map syntheses, GIS analysis, and so forth. As such, the target (the national
geoportal and generally, the GDI) can be used more by GDI users for exploration
and analysis of geospatial resources available in various topics and at varying levels
of jurisdictions throughout the country. Using the current portals, those functionalities
arguably do not yet exist in a single user-interface. The next section will step further
into this topic by discussing the development of the atlas metaphor.

2.4. The use aspect of the atlas metaphor
2.4.1. Characterizing user tasks
The previous section provided an analytical observation into the reasoning about
the design of the national atlas as a metaphor. Such a conceptual background is
necessary to set a framework in which design issues are explored and assessed.
Howard and MacEachren (1996), among others, recognize conceptual, operational,
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and implementation levels in the development of interface design for geovisualization.
Characterizing user tasks is an important step in order to address fundamental
issues in the conceptual level. As already discussed in Section 2.2, deﬁning queries
and assessing the search results are important steps in performing search tasks.
The geoportal should be considered as a unique search interface since the search
task is not just merely about ﬁnding the fact, but more about locating the data with
geographical, topical, and/or temporal hints leading to useful directions.
Therefore, the discovery task that is required, can occasionally be more extensive
than what is described in (Shneiderman 1998) as “task actions” in fact ﬁnding. In
the geospatial portal, the discovery task can range from tightly deﬁned tasks to
loosely deﬁned tasks. With the ﬁrst task, the aim of user actions is to locate speciﬁc
geospatial data or services that fulﬁl their needs and to identify the possibilities
of accessing them. The terminology refers to the task for solving “well-deﬁned
information seeking problems” (Pirolli 2003, p. 165). For instance, consider a task
to obtain a speciﬁc set of land use data, required by a farming consultant for a
project with strict speciﬁcations, as such, that the data must be: (1) in vector format
preferably in a shapeﬁle, (2) covering the Province of Overijssel, The Netherlands
at a scale of 1:100.000, (3) produced not earlier than 2002, and (4) using the Dutch
Rijksdriehoeksmeting (RD) co-ordinate system. Loosely deﬁned aims at locating
data in which the ﬁtness for use is not simply dependent on matching values of certain
elements in metadata. Their ﬁtness for use can be determined by the purposes or
motivations of data discovery. This can be, for instance, for study, planning, or problem
solving purposes with no detailed requirements given at the start of the task. Task
II in the interviews (see Section 2.2) can be considered as an example for this type
of task. To complete the task, a researcher would seek data that have appropriate
currency and geographic distribution in the ﬁrst place, rather than concentrate the
search process on ﬁnding a certain data format or a particular resolution.
At an operational level, the developed atlas metaphor provides interfaces to perform
required discovery tasks. The interfaces offered should require minimum effort or
require a minimum learning curve for users to use and interact with them. The modes
in interacting with web pages, searching and browsing, are well known to Internet
users (Beale 2006; Bodoff 2006). Browsing, that is, searching by links offered or
opportunistic behaviour, is effective where users questions are inappropriately
expressed by query for some reason, or in cases where the information and the
context can be easily extracted during browsing, e.g., ﬁnding special drugs for
special diseases. Searching, that is searching by query or structured behaviour,
is a favourable mode to obtain speciﬁc information quickly (Olston and Chi 2003).
However, as also described in Olston and Chi (2003), both have disadvantages.
Browsing is not an efﬁcient method of locating speciﬁc information, since users
must visit link-by-link and examine the content. Also, searching often provides
disappointing results when irrelevant information is presented.
Combining beneﬁts of both is a common approach in providing enhanced information
retrieval possibilities. Manber, Smith, and Gopal (1997), for instance, developed a
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system in which the search functionality for each page is adjusted based on the
context of that page. Olston and Chi (2003) proposed the adjustment of browsing
cues such as hyperlink variables (e.g., fonts and colours presented on the page)
for each item within the search results according to the importance of the keywords
submitted. Browsing and searching can also be interchanged by using techniques
such as subject categorization, faceted metadata, and semantic web in their metadata
management. These techniques have been applied to increase the usability of portal
interfaces (Hearst et al. 2002; Hyvonen et al. 2004; Schreiber et al. 2001; Yee et al.
2003).
From the interviews (see Table 2.3.), it can be seen that users prefer to use
keywords-searching to complete task I, which is seen as a typical tightly-deﬁned
task. Meanwhile, to help them complete task II, seen as a typical loosely deﬁned
task, most users wanted dataset classiﬁcations and browsing possibilities. These
ﬁndings strengthen the arguments for good searching and browsing strategies as
described previously.

Figure 2.7. Tasks to discover data available in the GDI can be accomplished through browsing and
searching via the atlas metaphor.

Generally speaking, atlases support directed search and random browsing (Ormeling
1992). In the case of the atlas metaphor, as seen in Figure 2.7, the atlas information
structure controls the interface presentation in which the browsing mode can be
used as a starting point for completing loosely deﬁned tasks, whereas searching
can be applied to perform tightly deﬁned tasks. The next two sections discuss the
browsing and searching strategies in more detail.
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2.4.2. Browsing for completing loosely deﬁned tasks
This section will examine the use of the atlas metaphor to browse geospatial
information and metadata. The discussion concentrates on data discovery in a GDI.
As mentioned earlier, browsing is only effective when the context can be easily
extracted during the browsing interactions. This requires a clear structure of the
webpage in order to allow users access to a broad range topics of geospatial
information, via maps as well as associating the content to the relevant information.
The functionalities offered are as follows.
Focusing the interest
Depending on the users’ needs, browsing geospatial information using the atlas can
be based on the area or the theme of interest. After selecting the area of interest,
users can switch to a particular theme available for that area. This type of navigation
should satisfy users looking for data with a certain extent or administrative boundary.
On the other hand, in order to facilitate users looking for data with a certain theme,
a hierarchical menu of available topics and thematic maps can be used. An ability
to interact with the temporal dimension of the map and data offered during the data
discovery is not the focus of this study.
Maps and metadata storytelling
Whilst using the information structure, relevant media, e.g., tables, charts, images,
movies, and texts, can be organized so that users can explore and link to relevant
information for each map that is opened. The media can be accessed via a set of
interfaces during browsing. Such a set of interfaces is termed by Cartwright (1999)
as a ‘storyteller’. This can be of an atlas storyteller and a dataset storyteller. The atlas
storyteller has the capability to provide relevant information in the form of tables,
charts, or descriptions concerning the selected map. The dataset or GDI storyteller
provides links to access helpful information about the data. For example, it provides
possibilities to load relevant metadata on top of the selected map, to see thumbnails
of the typical data offered, or to study data statistics that are relevant to the chosen
topic.
Metadata mapping
Through the dataset storyteller, users can visualize the relevant metadata on top of a
speciﬁc map. Mapping metadata to facilitate loosely deﬁned tasks requires effective
symbolization. Each metadata element can be represented on top of the corresponding
map or another speciﬁc map when requested. Projecting data characteristics over
the map can present a new and surprising perspective to support data suitability
assessment. This supports so-called ‘opportunistic behaviour browsing’.
The ability to project metadata footprints allows one to identify the relevance of
metadata by investigating two aspects, (1) the geographical nature and (2) the topical
nature. The ﬁrst will give an indication of density (useful to study the concentration of
data availability), pattern (useful to distinguish the characteristics of data availability),
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and extent (useful to examine the coverage of data). The second offers possibilities
to derive, for example, trends that relate density and pattern with phenomena found
in the thematic maps allowing the user to study the tendency of the available data,
or the topical relationships between items and geospatial phenomena that are
depicted.
This metadata mapping is also applied to support comparisons among metadata
items and between maps and metadata items. Even though comparisons can
be extended and involve more symbols and more maps, it should not disturb the
readability of the map.

2.4.3. Searching for completing tightly deﬁned tasks
This section will discuss the use of the atlas metaphor to search for geospatial
information and metadata.
In order to look for speciﬁc information or data, functionalities supporting tightly
deﬁned tasks must be offered. As mentioned earlier in Section 2.4.1, the searching
approach is effective in obtaining speciﬁc information quickly. This requires
functions to formulate questions that are either very speciﬁc (having some detailed
requirements) or very short (a single keyword) as well as functions to assess the
search results.
Formulating questions
Query functionality is essential, since the aim of the search is to look for data
matching the questions at hand. The scope of the questions can be combinations
of geographic, topic, and time properties, i.e., where, what and when. In case users
need to pose questions in detail, a list of possible values for some elements of
metadata summaries needs to be shown to the users. In addition, regarding where,
what, and when questions, there should be several options to deﬁne the query in
which one of them might be more preferable and suitable to the user’s need. Thus,
regardless of the type of user, they should all have sufﬁcient knowledge to initiate
searches.
Ideally it should also be possible to combine questions concerning spatial analysis
and data suitability. An example is the need to ﬁnd available data concerning road
maintenance at the provincial level, for all provinces having populations over two
million.
Visual search with metadata mapping
After submitting questions, users need to assess the search results. To support
users in assessing the match between their questions and the results, multi-linked
views are offered to enable users to perform brushing and comparison. Brushing
gives users the opportunity to highlight a speciﬁc item of interest in the search
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results as the user clicks the mouse. Correspondingly, any co-related information is
simultaneously highlighted in other linked views.
Similar to what has been described in the browsing mode section (2.4.2), metadata
elements can be mapped on top of the map. Here the items visualized are the
metadata summaries found as the search results. Upon request, search results
can also be projected over its associated thematic map. Users can examine one
item among other items that topically are relevant (the same function as offered in
metadata mapping in section 2.4.2).
To effectively assess data suitability, the possibility to examine the relevance of the
search should be offered. This is different from solutions that offer a ranking system
to indicate the relevance, as implemented for example in (NCGI 2005), where the
atlas metaphor looks for an alternative display that capable of providing graphical
representations to express the importance of the results (see the bull’s-eye view
in Chapter 3 and 4 and parallel co-ordinate Plots in Chapter 5). This graphical
representation is intended to provide a means to re-check the target, i.e., the data
required, with a visual search. In order to verify the initial ﬁndings users can go to the
provider’s site to examine the full XML elements of the metadata, or if available, to
view a sample of the dataset.

2.5. The design aspect of the atlas metaphor
A design rationale speciﬁes the reasoning behind a design decision (MacLean et al.
1989; Shum and Hammond 1994). This may include the justiﬁcations, alternatives,
tradeoffs, and the argumentation leading to the design decisions (Lee 1997). The goal
of the design rationale is to make sense of the development of an artefact, where, in
this study, it is an atlas metaphor. Task-artefact framework (Carroll and Rosson 1992;
Carroll and Rosson 2003) can be used to guide and reason the design development.
The argument for this approach to be valid is that most technical activities in humancomputer interaction can be captured as a transaction between tasks and artefacts
(Carroll and Rosson 1996). Tasks that users need to do, which are successfully or
problematically accomplished, specify requirements for new artefacts.
The functionalities discussed in Section 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 are considered as a reﬂection
of the possible uses of the metaphor. In other words, those two sections specify in
detail tasks that users might complete using the metaphor. The present section will
further describe the corresponding user interfaces intended to accommodate the
discovery tasks. The detailed discussion on the use of the task-artefact framework
and scenario-based design and evaluation in this study will be given in Chapter 6.
This section will only concentrate on providing descriptions on the operational level
of how the atlas interfaces can be helpful in providing the required functionalities. The
atlas interfaces were framed through a rapid prototype. The section will ﬁrst describe
the motivation and some technical details to create a rapid prototype. Subsequently,
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the results of the rapid prototype will be used to describe interfaces corresponding to
functionalities described in Section 2.4.2 and 2.4.3.

2.5.1. The use of rapid prototype of an atlas metaphor
A rapid prototype refers to a result of a prototyping activity in the early stages of
an interactive system development (Gordon and Bieman 1995; Rosson and Carroll
2001). A well known example of a rapid prototype development in geospatial
information retrieval is The Alexandria Rapid Prototype (ARP) (Frew et al. 1995).
The ARP was used to evaluate some design and technical implementation issues
towards the development of a ﬁnal prototype.
For this study, the activity of rapid prototyping was aimed at providing an immediate
yet convincing ’road map’ regarding the overall development of the atlas metaphor.
The rapid prototype was created to serve two objectives. Firstly, it was used to
primarily assess at the operational level whether the concept proposed is feasible to
be implemented. Secondly, it was used to elicit many design questions concerning
the concept developed, such as the design of metadata mapping and the data
management. This section will only deal with the ﬁrst objective of the prototype. The
discussion related to the second objective is given in Chapter 3.
To develop an immediate application of the atlas metaphor, the rapid prototype was
created as a web application combining Flash user interfaces (UI) and an ArcIMS
map service. The use of UI components that are available through Adobe Flash
(formerly Macromedia Flash) software (Adobe 2007) speeds up the creation of
the required interfaces for collecting the user’s inputs (e.g., tree menu, accordion
menu, textbox, drop-down menu). Meanwhile, the ActionScript libraries available
from examples and components exchanged in User Forums in ESRI Support Centre
(ESRI 2004) are used to connect Flash user interfaces to ArcIMS map services.
The atlas information structure presented in Section 2.3.2 can be seen in a simple
way as the directory of the atlas content. It is used to organize user interactions
via the atlas interfaces as well as to organize the links to the metadata summaries
and storyteller datasets. For the rapid prototyping purpose, storyteller data sets,
interactive legends, and the map window are presented as Flash movies using the
SWF format. As mentioned above, the use of UI components makes the development
of the required interfaces straightforward.

2.5.2 Interfaces built to support browsing
The previous functionalities aim at supporting user activities in browsing the atlas for
data suitability assessment in the GDI. A set of interfaces was designated to provide
those functionalities.
Navigations Tools
In order to facilitate browsing information in the atlas, a set of windows for map
selection was provided. For each thematic map selected, the related geospatial
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information and the related information about the corresponding metadata are
displayed as a structured link in a window. This window can be opened as an atlas
storyteller or dataset storyteller, depending upon the requirement. The structured
links correspond to relevant media categorized and based upon their formats to
allow narration and exploration.
When a map is displayed, users can interact with it via a set of navigation tools, e.g.,
zooming in, zooming out, panning, and identifying attributes. The legend window
provides clickable buttons to control the appearance and symbolization of the layers
of the geospatial data displayed. Additionally, one can switch between the map
legend and the metadata legend. This provides support so that users can control the
display of metadata mapped on top of the map. Users can then decide which symbols
representing data suitability would be displayed. By clicking the buttons, users can
switch on or off the geographical coverage and the topical coverage (Figure 2.8).
Map Window
A map view is essential since the goal of the atlas metaphor in this instance is
to provide a tool for users looking at suitability of geospatial data. To support this,
conventional mapping techniques such as choropleth mapping and dot mapping
are used frequently to depict thematic phenomena in an atlas. Metadata mapping is
realized by superimposition and multiple attributes mapping.
For each map displayed, multiple media, e.g., tables, charts, images, or movies
related to a map can also be loaded on demand. In addition, attributes relating
speciﬁc layer and metadata attributes can also be displayed in the map window.
Each attribute is represented using particular symbols and can be mapped on
demand using a metadata legend (Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8. The interfaces and the contents in the prototype of the atlas metaphor are organized
conforming to the atlas information structure. When interacting with navigation tools and interfaces, users
are browsing the content via that structure. Users can beneﬁts from this strategy when completing loosely
deﬁned tasks.

2.5.3 Interfaces built to support searching
Explorer tab options are provided to formulate questions in order to look for data.
There are three sub tabs: (1) where, (2) what, and (3) when (Figure 2.9). The ‘where’
sub tab is used to deﬁne the area of interest. This can be deﬁned either by expressing
its administrative unit, drawing a rectangle on the map, or just typing a particular
place name.
To express questions or queries concerning topical coverage, compatibility, and
accessibility within the ‘what’ sub tab, users have several possibilities of specifying
the kind of geospatial data to be located. One can use simple keywords or be more
speciﬁc. With the use of tree menus, one can specify in which ‘category’ the data
are grouped (based on the ISO19115 subject of topics), and/or give the ’format,’ the
’scale,’ and the name of ’providers.’
The ’when’ sub tab is used to submit a temporal question. The temporal expressions
in metadata can be either the time of acquisition or the time of publication. In addition,
the temporal change can also be expressed as the query, e.g., to ask for data about
changes in land cover from 2000 to 2004 for a particular area.
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Figure 2.9. Deﬁning geographical and topical properties using the Explorer” interface.

Presentation of search results: listing table + overview + link to map
The items of metadata summaries that match the questions submitted are listed in
a table. The elements of the summaries are transformed as the ﬁelds of the table.
Furthermore, the items can be sorted based on the ﬁeld that is considered as the
focus of the discovery. Ascending (or descending) sorting can be used to group all
data based upon the value of a speciﬁc element by clicking the ’format’ ﬁeld, as an
example, grouping data that have the shapeﬁle format (Figure 2.10).
A thumbnail and short abstract for each item selected can be viewed to get a general
impression of the data. To better differentiate between the items, each item can be
mapped either into the related thematic map, as mapped in the browsing mode, or
into the basic map. If needed, users can be directed to the XML deﬁnition of the data
within the provider’s site.

Figure 2.10. The search results as a listing table with providing thumbnails and short abstract as the
preview of each item in the focus (highlighted). The highlighted item can be projected over the related
thematic map or over the basic maps.
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Presentation of search results: bull’s-eye pane + overview + link to map
As discussed earlier in Section 2.4.3, the relevance of the results is an important
aspect to assess the suitability of the data. When the results are displayed one can
switch between a table-view and a graphics-view. Within the graphics-view, the bull’seye target (used in archery) is implemented as the metaphor (Figure 2.11), and is
already used as a metaphor for describing accuracy and precision of measurements
in the ﬁeld of surveying or statistics, e.g., the more accurate, the closer to the centre;
the more aggregated as a group, the more precise. The items are distributed relative
to the centre, with geographic co-ordinates of the query used as the centre of the
pane. The closer to the query, the closer the items are plotted to the centre. The
centre of the symbols refers to the centre of the geographic bounding of the data,
such that the relative position of the data to the query can be estimated. The circles
surrounding the centre indicate the degree of relevance to the query based on the
geographic location. The visual variables used within this representation signify the
differentiation of the topical attributes. For example, the topic category is signiﬁed by
the colour of the item, and the data provider is shown by the text.
The principle beyond this metaphor is that the arrangement of metadata items and
the use of colours are important aspects to provide an effective means to support
visual search (Montello et al. 2003). At the operational level, the centre of the target
pane can be interactively modiﬁed which means the geographic location of the
query is changed. In addition, weighted-ranking can be applied to accommodate the
relevance of the geographic location and the topic of queries in combination. Thus,
the centre of the target pane is not merely representing the accuracy of geographical
coverage, but the topical coverage, compatibility, and accessibility of the data as
well.

Figure 2.11. Search results are mapped into a bull’s-eye target pane. Accuracy is measured based on
geographic position of the query (closer to the centre is geographically more accurate) while distribution
of topic cues (with selected visual variables) used precision as a metaphor.
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2.6. Discussion
The advent of computer technology is an inﬂuencing factor for the development of
new atlases. Moving from paper to digital atlases and subsequently to web atlases
has opened up new possibilities as well as challenges for atlas design (see e.g.
(Buckley 2001)). The format shift is not the only subject in which researchers and
atlas designers have been concentrating; the objective of the national atlas is
also a subject for change as well. Originally intended to provide a showcase for
representing social-economic information or presenting sovereignty of a country,
later it was steered towards planning and problems solving (Bakker et al. 1987;
Symons 1979), for instance.
The national atlas as a metaphor presented in this chapter is an advancement of
a similar idea previously published (Aditya and Ormeling 2004; Kraak 2004; Kraak
et al. 2001). This chapter seeks a theoretical background to develop a successful
and usable atlas metaphor. In so doing, it goes further by describing an extension
of the map approach towards the atlas approach for improved access to the GDI. In
envisioning the conceptual and operational levels of the atlas metaphor, it provides
an analytical observation to deﬁne the atlas structure in the GDI context. When
considering the possible use of the atlas metaphor, it considers tasks associated to
data discovery and functionalities that should be offered.
In relation to this, the rapid prototype has been useful to justify the functionalities
proposed. Through rapid prototyping, the interfaces that were built were selfevaluated together with the author’s supervisors. Some design concerns associated
with the utility and the usability of the interfaces have been indicated. For example, it
was observed that the quality of map displays (presented as map images) could have
been improved for clarity. Another clarity issue was the representation of metadata
footprints. Using the rapid prototype setting (i.e., ArcIMS), the footprints cannot be
symbolized with clarity. Many detail designs in support of functionalities that have
been proposed, such as management of the metadata summaries, have not been
investigated. This issue will be discussed in Chapter 3. Additionally, the navigation
tools used to support browsing, like the atlas storyteller and dataset storyteller, have
not really reﬂected the maps and metadata storytelling presented in Section 2.4.2. In
relation to this, Chapter 5 discusses the topic in more detail.
As in the development of traditional national atlases, the development of the
national atlas as metaphor described here requires proper planning and efforts in
order to coordinate institutions to participate in the mechanism built so far. In this
respect, this study does not consider the aspect of scalability of the atlas metaphor
development.
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2.7. Concluding remarks
Using the current geoportals, two problems were found on the basis of user feedback
and reviews of the interfaces. Users have insufﬁcient control to perform the discovery
tasks, and, users obtain limited support to understand the presentation of the results.
This chapter considers the atlas metaphor as a possible solution. The atlas metaphor
is concerned with a structured map-based visualization on which maps (as a main
component) are used to organize the content and the link to GDI. Regarding the data
discovery tasks, there will be two types of tasks that users could complete using the
atlas metaphor: loosely deﬁned and tightly deﬁned tasks. Browsing and searching
strategies, can be used interchangeably to solve these two tasks.
The atlas metaphor should allow users to browse related information extensively
and associate all possible information proﬁtably. Using the designed atlas, search
results are presented as a table view in which each item can be projected to a map
display in order to provide a different perspective with which to assess the ﬁtness of
use of the data. When metadata footprints are mapped on top of thematic layers, the
comparisons can be done between metadata items as well as between metadata
items and spatial information in thematic layers. The nature of comparisons can be
geographical, e.g., a study of the density, pattern, and extent of the data, or topical,
e.g., a study of the relationships of the thematic attributes.
In such a user interface, the characteristics of the data are not merely explored for the
clarity, but are linked with other supporting resources including thematic maps and
graphics to support user understanding in dealing with the search. The notion of an
atlas information structure permits the exploration of the different views seamlessly
by using hyperlinks and interactivity principles.
While this chapter was mainly focused on the fundamental and operational levels of
the atlas metaphor development, the next chapter will go further in order to discuss
the implementation level of the atlas metaphor.
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CHAPTER 3

The Application Framework: Facilitating
Mapping and Synthesis of GDI Resources*
Based on the concepts developed in Chapter 2, this chapter will elaborate further on
the implementation of the proposed searching and browsing strategies as well as on
technical aspects in managing, querying, and visualizing metadata of GDI resources
and thematic layers.

3.1. Introduction
Despite the global awareness of the need for a GDI, today, it can be seen that only few
of the GDI initiatives developed are really accessible and operative through the web.
Some new research priorities related to the GDI development are required, and, the
user-centred research is one of emerging research priorities (Bernard et al. 2005a;
Masser 2005b; Wytzisk and Sliwinki 2004). Considering that 80% of public and
private decision-making has a geo-component ((Albaredes 1992) in (Frank 1998))
and as the projected GDI beneﬁts are promising, the development of strategies for
an improved access and use of the GDI for personal and group work is crucial.
The growing use of web mapping applications and adoptions of speciﬁcations from
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) are the two important factors that keep the
pervasiveness of the Geospatial Data Infrastructure (GDI) across the local, national,
and regional levels extending.
The GDI is intended to facilitate both users and providers’ needs. Through the
GDI, providers can publish two different types of data: ofﬂine datasets and online
geospatial web content such as Web Feature Services (WFS), and Web Map
Services (WMS). These GDI resources are meant to be discoverable and accessible
to users. As mentioned in an OGC paper (OGC 2004), a geospatial portal is a (web)
interface to a collection of online geospatial information resources, including ofﬂine
data sets, online map, and feature services. This includes functionalities to provide
clients of viewer, discovery, publisher, gazetteer, data extraction-manipulation, and
style management.

*This chapter is based on:
Aditya, T., and Kraak, M.-J. (2007a). “Aim4GDI: Facilitating the Synthesis of GDI resources through Mapping and
Superimpositions of Metadata Summaries.” Geoinformatica. Online version at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/
s10707-007-0021-4
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Beyond the role of geoportals previously mentioned, the GDI has potentials not
only as a means for information access, but also to offer decision support (Feeney
2003; Nedovic-Budic et al. 2003) and to be used to enable geocollaboration,
collaboration activities involving GIS technologies (MacEachren et al. 2005). In
order to achieve these potentials, some interoperability impediments, like incomplete
sets of mapping and chaining speciﬁcations and their tools compliance (see e.g.
(Bernard et al. 2005b)), as well as usability drawbacks (Aditya and Kraak 2006),
have to be overcome. For that reason, this chapter will try to describe ﬁrst, what
kind of decision support that possibly can be facilitated by geoportals in general and
the atlas metaphor in particular. This chapter will focus on the improvement of the
usability aspects of user interfaces in the GDI to support information discovery and
access for decision-support.

3.2. Searching and browsing the GDI resources for decisionSupport
In relation to the role of visual methods to provide a decision support, a conceptual
framework for the use of maps for problem solving in GI Science has been articulated
as: exploration – synthesis – analysis – presentation processes (not necessarily
in a sequential order) (Gahegan 2005; Kraak 2006). Throughout the processes,
the maps (and graphics) or visualization plays an important role to support actions
such as: categorizing, formulating hypothesis, generalizing, and modeling. Similar
to this idea, earlier, DiBiase (1990) emphasized that the research process with
visual methods develops a sequence of 4 stages of exploration of data to reveal
pertinent questions, conﬁrmation of apparent relationships in the data, synthesis or
generalization of ﬁndings, and presentation of the research. These stages involve
the use of visual methods to support visual thinking in private realm and visual
communication in public realm (Figure 3.1.).

Figure 3.1. The range of functions of visual methods in an idealized research sequence that can also be
applied for decision making (source: DiBiase 1990).
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The Figure 3.1 depicts that, as put by DiBiase (2007): “…the transition of a creative
work from the private realm (dark background) to the public realm (light) advances
in an iterative fashion. The trajectory of its advance is complex and multi-threaded,
like a braided stream. The stream appears as a simple, singular line on the smallscale map, however”. Using this perspective, the interface of GDI, that is, the atlas
metaphor in this study, can be developed to support all and especially the ﬁrst three
stages mentioned, i.e., exploration, conﬁrmation of hypothesis, and synthesis. While
the atlases have been widely recognized for their ability to support geospatial data
presentation, this study intends to make a case that the national atlas is not only
concerned about presentation, but also relevant at earlier stages of the problem
solving using maps and graphics (Gahegan 2005; Kraak 2006). In this regard, such
motivation is indeed the point that Figure 3.1 tries to argue that cartography needs
not be concerned only about presentation, but is also relevant “at earlier stages of
the knowledge-production process” (DiBiase 2007).
The objective of the atlas metaphor to support searching and browsing strategies
is relevant with exploration of the availability of the GDI resources. Sorting and
comparison offered in the atlas, for example, are aimed at assisting users in assessing
the ﬁtness for use of the search results returned. Using browsing strategies, openended questions regarding data access and data suitability, for example, can be
solved. To conﬁrm the data suitability and its relevancy to the users’ inquiry, for
example, the items can be projected on top of a map or cascaded with other items
to see the pattern. Further, the user can directly visit the metadata ﬁle offered, and,
for instance, load the actual data service. Synthesis, in DiBiase’s perspective, refers
to “…summarizing and generalizing the results of exploratory and conﬁrmatory
analyses, and articulating a new, integrated conception of how the components [of
the] problem interrelate”. In many atlases, that kind of synthesis, as mentioned in
Chapter 1, has been used and developed (see for example Figure 3.2.). As it is
also mentioned in Chapter 1, it is envisaged that the atlas metaphor can produce a
synthesis of statistic information, thematic information and geospatial resources of
the country. As such, through searching and browsing strategies, users have abilities
to produce a display resulting a synthesis of available information in the country.
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Figure 3.2. A map showing the process of combining information regarding the productivity of sugar
industry and potato ﬂour industry in the Netherlands in 1986 and their relationships to the agriculture
concentration and the number of employees in potato ﬂour industry (translated with permission from: Atlas
van Nederland 1989).

Considering the potential uses and richness in content of a GDI, a system that enables
users (novice and expert users of various domain applications) to proﬁt from the
actions above-mentioned and interaction strategies is needed. The current practices
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of geoportals seem to be data oriented instead of demand-driven (Crompvoets et al.
2004) and often provide limited support to enable users to effectively and efﬁciently
assess the ﬁtness for use of the data required. Additionally, the visualization and
integration of the metadata, map, and feature services required in support of
information discovery and access for decision support could be improved.
Using geoportals, users commonly have possibilities to search metadata or browse
directories of metadata, to load and cascade WMS, and to share data. To access
the information and services through the search interface of the geoportals, users
have to provide at least one search term related to location, attribute or time of
the required data or map services. This approach is appropriate to support tightly
deﬁned discovery tasks. To exemplify this kind of task, consider Danny, a GIS
technician who needs a speciﬁc dataset for an agriculture map-updating project. He
could start the search process by submitting or selecting search terms related to his
topic, scale, and area of interest to a geoportal. A common solution that Danny gets
using today’s geoportals is, as mentioned in Chapter 1, the display of search results
in the form of a set of abstracts and thumbnails with links to view data and to review
full metadata descriptions.
Since a GDI might cover assorted topics of related geospatial data and maps,
browsing through topic directories is a common approach for completing a loosely
deﬁned task. This task usually speciﬁes no detailed requirements at the start of the
interaction with the geoportal. In this task, the ﬁtness of use is not simply depending
on matching values of certain elements in metadata. Consider Lisa, a transportation
engineer who requires datasets for her work designing trafﬁc survey activities in
support of a road extension project. To get appropriate search results, she might
need more than just simply deﬁning format and area of interest. Through browsing
activities, a user such as Lisa can page through the links offered via the directory of
topics or providers and ﬁnd some data that can be used for her project. Currently,
not all geoportals support browsing activities.
Regarding support for searching and browsing activities through geoportals, the
existing set of displays does not facilitate users’ needs to quickly compare and
sort metadata out. Users must drill down each item to assess the matching of the
metadata elements to their queries. Additionally, they also do not permit users to
assess the trend and pattern of the data that are available for a speciﬁc topic of
interest. Furthermore, current geoportals provide minimal contextual support to help
users browse (either by topic or by providers) the data and services available. Thus,
in such a setting, users only have possibilities to assess the ﬁtness of use based
upon the utility or property of the data / services, with for instance no background
layers (e.g., thematic maps) offered to assist the data suitability assessment.
In addition to the drawbacks mentioned above, the integration of the GDI resources
(WMS, WFS, and metadata characteristics) is not solved thoroughly. Possibilities
to combine different resources into one single interface would broaden the use of
the data published. The GOS (the US Geospatial One Stop portal) provides a good
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example of the beneﬁts of interoperability of GDI resources where publicly available
WMS can be cascaded and displayed through the viewer. However, using the GOS
and other geoportals, the possibilities to perform the exploration, conﬁrmation or
analysis, and synthesis previously mentioned, by means of representing metadata
and of juxtaposing the GDI resources (not only WMS) are still limited. In so doing,
it is envisaged that users have opportunities to study and compare for example, the
density, pattern, and distribution of available datasets for a single or multiple topics
in support of a “ﬁtness for use” assessment. These prospects suggest the rise of
the GDI to reach more users and to be used more to enable information access and
decision-making.
As a solution to the above, this chapter presents the development of Aim4GDI (Atlas
Interface Metaphor for Improved Use and Accessibility of the GDI), a web-based
atlas interface as a portal to facilitate search, mapping, and synthesis of the GDI
resources.

3.3. From a rapid prototype to an evolutionary prototype:
The atlas as an indexing and integration service
Section 2.5. describes the development of a rapid prototype. As mentioned there, that
rapid prototype was aimed at assessing, at an operational level, the feasibility of the
concept and speciﬁcations suggested. As also reported there, most of functionalities
designed can be framed through the user interfaces created. Additionally, another
aim was to elicit design improvements concerning the concept and functionalities
developed. Using the rapid prototype, the exploration of the design ideas was done
by the author and supervisors of this study. The rapid prototype stimulated design
critics and reﬁnements of speciﬁcations of the concept and functionalities deﬁned at
the operational level of the metaphor development.
The design critics provide recommendations for more clarity on the links and
graphics presented (i.e., the clarity of mapped metadata summaries on top of a basic
map), for a more straightforward structure for the users’ navigation, and a direct and
simpler use of color hues. Another design issue raised was the continuation of the
prototype developed. The study considers the use of the open source technologies
and standards as a way forward to ensure the applicability of the concept proposed
when it is applied in other GDI initiatives. For this reason, the Flash-based atlas
metaphor was deprecated in favor of a Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)-based atlas
metaphor.
In relation to this, in the software engineering and interactive systems, prototyping
methods can be classiﬁed as “throwaway” and “evolutionary” prototyping. Whereas
the throwaway prototyping tends to discard rather than to use the working model
produced, the evolutionary prototyping meanwhile, tends to build a robust working
model of the future application in which the improvements and reﬁnements are
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done systematically (Gordon and Bieman 1995). For a software or an interface
development, designers can combine both the throw-away and the evolutionary
prototype. The Flash version was considered as a “throw-away” prototype, while the
SVG version was viewed as an “evolutionary” prototype. With the SVG version was
selected as an evolutionary prototype, as it will be discussed in the rest of this chapter
and next chapters, the application has been iteratively improved during the course
of this research study. Although the rapid prototype (Flash version) was not further
developed, as far as the interface is concerned, using the application framework
presented in this chapter, the Flash version can be regarded as a potential design
alternative.
The reﬁnement of the metaphor’s speciﬁcations dealt with some unanswered
design questions relating to the implementation of metadata management and
representations. During the rapid prototyping phase, it was, for instance, not so clear
how metadata summaries should be handled and queried in response to users’
search requests. It was also not so clear, how they should be projected into a map
or cascaded against the other thematic layers. Further, the rapid prototype has
not yet been detailing the interaction framework given earlier in Chapter 2. From
this perspective, an application framework in managing and visualizing metadata
summaries in combination with thematic maps is needed for the atlas metaphor. The
following will focus on the technical aspect of the application framework proposed.
The general approach applied in web and book atlases alike is to provide an indexing
mechanism on maps and relevant documentation that are available for a list of
speciﬁc topics. Further it brings a uniform representation of maps and information
to users. Through such scheme of visualization, the atlas allows users to build
comparisons and syntheses on a speciﬁc theme selected. To enhance the user’s
understanding of the context of the mapped themes, a storyteller view is developed.
Through a storyteller view, supporting information related to thematic maps and
GDI resources are accessible. Through such a map storyteller and GDI storyteller,
users have access to relevant documents, graphics, images, and animation as well
as to related online content. They are designed to facilitate a certain rhetoric of
communication (see e.g. (Great Britain Historical GIS Project 2006)) in support of
browsing activities.
The GDI storyteller resources are to be created and maintained by the atlas editor.
The data provider organizations or any registered users can also contribute to
the content of the storyteller system by submitting content or graphics related to
a speciﬁc thematic map. As an example, a user could submit a documentation
regarding experiences of the use of a speciﬁc map service about road features to be
displayed through the storyteller view under topic “Transportation” and listed under
the map “road networks” (see more detail on this in Chapter 4).
In some national GDIs, national web atlases have been positioned as one of the
nodes of the country’s geospatial infrastructure, e.g., (NRC 2006a) and (Interior
2006). To use the atlas as a geoportal, two vital functionalities have been built:
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index and superimposition schemes. The index scheme refers to organization and
management of metadata of GDI resources (such as datasets and WFS) published
into summaries of metadata. These summaries are displayed as textual and graphical
representations on top of the interface to support data and information access. The
superimposition scheme deals with methods to allow users to overlay metadata
items or subset of required feature services on top of thematic maps to enable visual
thinking during the searching and browsing process. The superimposition scheme
can be seen as cascading GDI resources, thus here, the cascaded “graphics” are
not limited only to WMS but also including metadata and WFS visualization on top
thematic maps of the atlas.
The following section will look closer at the metadata management of summaries
and the atlas directory, query services, and mapping functionality of the proposed
Aim4GDI.

3.4. Metadata management
3.4.1. Generating metadata summaries
Geospatial resources that are commonly published in the framework of the GDI
are: proprietary datasets, WMS, and WFS. In the current practice of geospatial data
management, these three types of data are documented using related metadata
standards or speciﬁcations in the form of XML documents. Proprietary vector and
raster datasets are documented for example using the International Standard
Organization (ISO) standard 19115. Meanwhile, map services and feature services
are required to implement OGC GetCapabilities interface to enable clients (humanusers or machine) to get a descriptive feedback in the form of XML about the service
to be accessed.
To transform geospatial metadata into knowledge, in the context of geovisualization,
the semantic web technology can provide a reliable framework to ensure the
consistency of semantic aspects of information integration (Brodlie et al. 2005;
Schroeder 2005). In line with this view, this work considers the necessity to organize
the data model of the harvested metadata (hereafter called as metadata summary)
as Resources Description Framework (RDF) data.
As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, metadata summaries are intended to support the
idea of presenting interfaces that enable “overview ﬁrst, zoom and ﬁlter, then details
on demand” tasks (Shneiderman 1998). During the prototyping process, the RSS
format advances as an accepted format for syndicating web content. The RSS in
this regard is the RDF site summary (Beged-Dov et al. 2001). The growth adoption
for RSS feed format motivated the making of initial metadata summary structures.
Some of the RSS elements were seen appropriate to be used for aggregating the
metadata offered in a GDI initiative (Aditya and Kraak 2004). At the time when the
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prototype was initiated in 2003, several options to encode geographic components
were available, such as W3C geo vocabulary (W3C 2003) and Dublin Core (DC)
terms (Dublin Core Metadata Initiative 2006). As far as the prototype is concerned, at
that moment, GeoRSS (OGC 2006) has not been released. It was decided to specify
the geospatial component (bounding boxes of metadata) using the DC terms.
A metadata summary is a concise description of a GDI resource. As such, it is
outlining the title, abstract, usage, accessibility, geographic coverage, topic, and
temporal information of the resource. In fact, this metadata summary has a similar
structure and encoding as “common returnable properties” of Catalogue Services
speciﬁcation (OGC 2005). Introducing metadata summaries in addition to metadata
documents hosted in the providers’ servers may produce redundancy of datasets’
descriptions. However, this must be done, as the focus is to improve the search,
representation and selection of geospatial resources via the prototype, Aim4GDI.
The metadata summary is expressed as Resources Description Framework (RDF)
and serialized as XML format (RDF/XML (W3C 2004)).
The rationale to use the RDF/XML format was motivated by two considerations.
Firstly, RDF is a W3C speciﬁcation, designed to provide a standard for metadata
of web resources (Decker et al. 2000; Klein 2001). The data being described are
seen as a directed label graph of the triples (subject–predicate–object or resourcepredicate-value) (Lassila 1998). As a graph model, it provides advantages in terms
of processing and querying of datasets (Powers 2003). With regard to the metadata
summary, an RDF query provides a straightforward approach to reconstruct the
relationships between a speciﬁc summary and other data within the directory for
information integration purposes, for instance. Secondly, the structure of the atlas,
as discussed in Chapter 2, is constituted from selected topics, in which for each
topic it can include some relevant thematic maps. Having such a structure, a map
in the atlas can be seen as an indexer of thematically related GDI resources as
well as the atlas resources (including relevant charts, graphics, images, and textual
descriptions to the map). In this graph-like construct, the directory data is better
represented using RDF/XML than using XML (for tree-like domain application) or
relational databases (for table-like domain applications)(Berners-Lee 1998).
In this study, it is envisaged that providers are required to submit the web address of
the XML metadata of proprietary datasets and the web address of GetCapabilities.
For the sake of practicality, providers are also asked to provide detail web access
for their GetFeature and GetMap interfaces. Further, an important requirement at the
registration step is that the provider is required to specify the linking of the metadata
or WMS/WFS to a speciﬁc thematic map in the atlas. This linkage approach is the
key to organize the GDI resources into the atlas system (indexed into a particular
map within a speciﬁc topic in the atlas directory).
Metadata would be processed as summaries after the providers register their
metadata through a simple registration web page. Semantic reasoning and
crawling of (geospatial) metadata, as for example implemented in (Stuckenschmidt
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and Harmelen 2001), are beyond the scope of this study. Metadata of geospatial
resources (e.g., ofﬂine data, WMS, WFS) are indexed into the atlas based upon their
thematic similarity to a thematic map.
To handle a dataset registration, a simple Java servlet is used to process the web
address of the metadata submitted. Subsequently, metadata summary items are
created out of it with the help of an Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations
(XSLT) template “xml2summary”. The stylesheet template is applied against the
XML metadata to generate geographic, topic or temporal, linkage to a thematic map,
usage, and accessibility elements. The generated RDF/XML summary used the
Dublin Core namespaces (Dublin Core Metadata Initiative 2006) (i.e., dc-elements
and dc-terms), topic category of geospatial metadata standards (ISO 19115), and
proprietary namespaces suited for this application (metadata summary). The resulted
elements (excerpted) are shown in the following (with “M1” text cue in the box below
refers to “M1” circle in Figure 3.6):

<ms:item rdf:about=”http://overijssel.nl/dataxml/buszone.xml”>
<!-- Resource general Information -->
<dc:title>Overijssel bus zones</dc:title>
<dc:description>...abstract information...</dc:description>
<dc:created>1999-08-01</dc:created>
<dc:creator>Province Overijssel</dc:creator>
<dc:publisher>Afdeling GIS - Overijssel</dc:publisher>
<!-- Geographical coverage-->
<ms:geocov rdf:parseType=”Resource”>
<dcterms:spatial>
<dcterms:Box>
<dcterms:northlimit>539914</dcterms:northlimit>
<dcterms:eastlimit>267933</dcterms:eastlimit>
<dcterms:southlimit>459816</dcterms:southlimit>
<dcterms:westlimit>185302</dcterms:westlimit>
</dcterms:Box>
</dcterms:spatial>
</ms:geocov>
<!-- Topical coverage-->
<ms:topicov rdf:parseType=”Resource”>
<dc:subject>Transportation</dc:subject>
<iso19115:topicCategory>Transportation</iso19115:topicCategory>
</ms:topicov>
</ms:item>

M1
Summaries of online feature and map services are aggregated in the same way. For
WFS and WMS to be included, within the registration page, providers are required
to specify the title, abstract, description (in case its GetCapabilities has no sufﬁcient
information about title, abstract, and description) and the designated association to
a speciﬁc map. In addition, for a WFS submission, it is required to specify the access
node of DescribeFeatureType, and GetFeature requests. Meanwhile for a WMS to
be included, the provider should specify the GetMap access node. Following the
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submission, the web address of each request is accessed. Subsequently, stylesheet
templates “wfs2summary” and “wms2summary” will summarize the items based on
the resulting responses. For a WFS type of resource, for instance, the resulting
summary will specify the title, abstract, geographic bounding box, topic, linkage to a
thematic map, and the web access of the GetFeature request as an RDF data.
Metadata used in the prototype are extracted from the Netherlands GDI. Metadata
concerning roads and agriculture are hosted in the local server and structured to
produce metadata summaries as RDF/XML format (W3C 2004). In order to provide
a vocabulary for terms used in the summary, this work mixes the DC (Initiative
2006) encoding schemes and the atlas metaphor vocabulary. The atlas metaphor
vocabulary is used to provide a vocabulary of terms used in the elements of the atlas
information structure.
For experimenting with map and feature services, the GeoServer (GeoServer 2007)
and Mapserver (Minnesota and TerraSIP 2007), which both run in the local network,
are used as the map and feature servers. For testing purposes, datasets and feature
services related to two topics within the GDI: Transportation and Agriculture are
used. Figure 3.3. shows the graph representation of a summary.

Figure 3.3 The RDF graphs of metadata summaries.

Metadata summaries are encoded as a graph pattern of “subject-predicate-object”
triples. Regarding summaries of GDI resources, they are differentiated by encoding
them either as <ms:dataitem/> or <ms:WMSitem> or <ms:WFSitem> elements. As
exempliﬁed in the Figure 3.3, the data of “regional bus zone” is a type of dataset
item, and contained into the map of public transport.
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3.4.2. Expressing the atlas information structure
The atlas information structure, as have been described in Chapter 2, is developed
to organize the content of the atlas. In a simple way, this can be regarded as the
directory of the atlas. Using the atlas, users are expected to get access to the
collection of maps and their supporting information as well as GDI resources. The
directory indeed is designated to provide appropriate “yellow pages” for users to
access and retrieve information required.
Within the directory ﬁle, each thematic map is speciﬁed as a web resource having a
title, abstract, map description. The datasets constituting these maps are collected
from various institutions and then compiled by the atlas editor. The thematic maps
function to index relevant atlas and GDI resources. In this regard, a thematic map
is seen as a container for graphics, images, and documentation that are organised
with the atlas and GDI storyteller. This structure is intended to support browsing GDI
resources through thematic map in order to provide contextual information for data
discovery. This structure is also encoded using RDF/XML (Figure 3.4 depicts the
RDF graphs of the atlas directory).

Figure 3.4. The RDF graphs of the atlas directory.

Figure 3.5. depicts the schema of topic categories that are used as a reference
for elements with dc:subject or iso19115:TopicCategories in the metadata summary
and in the directory. The schema is in fact the taxonomy of the topicCategory of
ISO19115 (ISO/TC211 2003).
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Figure 3.5. The RDF graphs of the TopicCategory taxonomy.

3.5. Query services
The Jena web toolkit (Carroll et al. 2004) is used in the system to provide query
services to RDF data of the metadata summaries and the directory. Speciﬁcally,
the ARQ query engine (Semantic Web HP Programme 2006) is used to perform
queries using SPARQL, the proposed standard for RDF query language (W3C
2006a). SPARQL is built on the triple pattern components: a subject, predicate
and object that construct a graph pattern. Any of these components or the entire
graph pattern can be replaced by a variable. The query attempts to match the triples
of the graph pattern to the model (i.e., RDF data). The query solution prescribes
the matching of the variables over the model’s nodes. For this, each query should
use PREFIX keyword for handling the namespace issue, includes SELECT clause to
specify what the query should return, optionally speciﬁes FROM that provides the
Universal Resource Identiﬁer (URI) of the dataset to query, and deﬁnes the WHERE
clause deﬁning a series of triple patterns. SPARQL also allows the application to
matching multiple graph patterns.
To exemplify the SPARQL usage for querying metadata summaries and the directory,
two tasks exempliﬁed in section 2 are recalled: a GIS technician, Danny, requires a
dataset for his agriculture map-updating project and a transportation engineer, Lisa,
who requires datasets for planning a trafﬁc survey.

3.5.1. Searching resources through summaries
For Danny’s case, the most explicit requirements he could have are: ‘provide me
a dataset about vegetation types published by the GIS section of the Overijssel
Province (GIS_OV), and offered as a shapeﬁle dataset’. This request, hypothetically,
is best queried via searching interface. For this purpose, the search parameters
that Danny deﬁned through form user interface components (textbox, drop down
menus, and combo boxes) are sent to the server and handled by a query program
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once Danny presses the ‘search’ button. The SELECT query syntax for this request
in SPARQL is expressed as follows (with ‘Q1’ text cue in the box below refers to the
‘Q1’ circle in Figure 3.6):
PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/>
PREFIX ms: <http://metasum/elements/1.0/>
PREFIX atlas: <http://kartoweb.itc.nl/atlas/elements#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema>
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
SELECT ?westlimit ?northlimit ?eastlimit ?southlimit ?item ?resource ?publisher ?title
?abstract ?topic ?format ?scale
FROM
<”+url_ms+”>
WHERE
{
?item ?x [?y [dcterms:westlimit ?westlimit],
[dcterms:northlimit ?northlimit],
[dcterms:eastlimit ?eastlimit],
[dcterms:southlimit ?southlimit]].
FILTER (?westlimit > +qXNW+ && ?southlimit > +qYSE+ && ?eastlimit < +qXSE+ && ?northlimit
< +qYNW+).
?item rdf:type ?resource;
dc:publisher ?publisher; atlas:metasum_id ?meta_id; dc:title ?title;
?item dc:description ?abstract; ms:topicov [dc:subject ?topic] .
?item ms:usage [ms:representation ?datatype], [ms:format ?format], [ms:scale ?scale].
FILTER (regex(?title, /+qkeyword+/)||regex(?abstract, /+qkeyword+/)&& regex(?topic,
/+qtopic+/) && regex(?publisher, /+qpublisher+/).
};

Q1
PREFIX keywords are used to specify the namespaces used in metadata summaries.
The query was made against metadata summaries ﬁle that reside in the server and
ﬁltered according to parameters that Danny speciﬁes (using the FILTER keyword).

The “qXNW”,qYNW”, qXSE, and“qYSE” in the above lines are the corresponding
westlimit, northlimit, eastlimit, and southlimit of the “Overijssel” dataset. These
position values are gained with the help of “PlaceBoxes” data (see Section 3.6).
This ﬁle can be seen as a simple gazetteer data and used to provide footprints
of the geographic place names of the country. The incoming queries having place
name or administrative unit parameters are ﬁrst to be matched with this PlaceBoxes
ﬁle to gain the corresponding westlimit, northlimit, eastlimit, and southlimit of the
area of interest. Other search terms that Danny might have, include the topic, type
of data, the name of publisher, format and scale of the vegetation data that Danny
is interested in. Those search terms are used as parameters to ﬁlter the possible
results. Since the ARQ processor support all kinds of data types ﬁltering (e.g., xsd:
date, xsd:integer, xsd:string), hence the application provides ﬂexibilities to Danny
and other users to deﬁne many questions in relation to the data they look for.
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3.5.2. Browsing resources through the directory
The task that Lisa needs to accomplish is to produce a spatial analysis to support
a trafﬁc survey campaign that aims to measure trafﬁc noise level as well as noise
perception among the population in the southern part of Overijssel province. Using
the Aim4GDI interface, she could browse relevant maps within the “environment”
topic to check whether relevant information that might be beneﬁcial to her task can
be found. By browsing maps through the directory, she issues a query to populate
the map container. Through SPARQL, a request like ”provide me a list of summaries
of GDI resources related to the map of environmental quality” is built as follows (with
“Q2” text cue in the box below refers to the “Q2” circle in Figure 5.11 presented in
Chapter 5):
SELECT ?item ?title
FROM <”+url_ms+”>
FROM NAMED <”+dir+”>
WHERE
{
GRAPH <”+dir+”> {
?b ?x [atlas:mapURI ?map].
?map rdf:type atlas:map .
?map atlas:map_title ?maptitle; atlas:metadata_summary ?gr .
?gr atlas:item [atlas:metasum_id ?item_id]
FILTER (regex (?maptitle, /+qmaptitle+/)).
}.
?item atlas:metasum_id ?item_id .
?item dc:title ?title .
?item dc:description ?abstract.
};

Q2
These query lines make use of 2 graphs to retrieve the requested result. In essence,
the graph of metadata summary (represented with “url_ms”) is matched against
the graph of directory (“dir”) in which the matching is limited into the pattern that
meets string constraint (“qmaptitle”) that reﬂected the map title selected.
The use of the directory linked to summaries offers possibilities to broaden the search
scope (involving atlas resources and GDI resources). As an example, consider the
following request as Lisa expands her query: “show me summaries categorized
as feature services dealing with the environment topic and offered by Ministry of
Housing & Environment (i.e., “VROM”) provided summaries are within the maps
that have documentation and images with keyword ‘sound pollution’”. This request
can be expressed as query string as follows (with the “Q3” text cue in the box below
refers to the “Q3” circle in Figure 5.11 presented in Chapter 5):
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SELECT ?item ?title
FROM <”+url_ms+”>
FROM NAMED <”+dir+”>
WHERE
{
GRAPH <”+dir+”> {
?b ?x [atlas:mapURI ?map].
?map rdf:type atlas:map .
?map atlas:map_title ?maptitle .
?map atlas:map_storyteller ?gr .
?gr atlas:text [atlas:textTitle ?texttitle], [atlas:textURL ?texturl] .
?map atlas:metadata_summary ?ms .
?ms atlas:item [atlas:metasum_id ?item_id]
FILTER (regex (?maptitle, /+qmaptitle+/) && regex (?texttitle, /+qtext+/)). }.
?item atlas:metasum_id ?item_id .
?item rdf:type ?itemtype
?item ms:topicov [dc:subject ?topic] .
?item dc:publisher ?publisher.
?item dc:description ?abstract.
FILTER (regex (?topic, /+qtopic+/) && regex (?publisher, /+qpub+/) && regex(?itemtype,
/+qrestype+/)).
};

Q3
Such a composite query is intended to get speciﬁc items out of a data graph (in this
case is the atlas directory) using keywords FROM NAMED, WHERE, and GRAPH. The items
returned in that part of query, are then matched against another data graph (in this
case is the RDF data of metadata summaries). In Lisa’s case, the submitted values
of “qtopic”, “qpub”, “qrestype” to ﬁnd pattern in the metadata summary
correspond to “Environment”, “VROM”, “WFS”. The “qtext” in the directory
meanwhile, corresponds to “sound pollution”. These values are submitted through
the widgets form offered within the user interface. As seen in the above code, these
values are used to ﬁlter the query (using keyword: FILTER).

3.6. Visualizing the search results & GDI resources
The previous sections discuss the organization of metadata and the query services.
This section discusses the visualization of search results and the GDI resources. As
our aim is to facilitate discovery and synthesis of the GDI resources, the mapping
functionalities play a crucial role to represent the thematic maps of the atlas, the
storyteller content, and search results including the visualization of metadata
summaries as well as the WFS and WMS accessed.
In handling a query, two important processes within the application take places: (1)
processing the RDF query with SPARQL standard and (2) visualizing search results
as web pages and graphics (Figure 3.6). Through the browser, users are expected
to send a request for a speciﬁc information retrieval or presentation, the browser
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passes this request to the server. At the server side, the corresponding query against
the directory and (or) the metadata summary is processed.

Figure 3.6. The RDF Query (with SPARQL) and content transformation (with XSLT) play an important role
for presenting the search results and the synthesis of metadata summaries of GDI resources. The ﬁgure
illustrates the query handling, starting from a user’s search terms deﬁnition to search results’ presentation.
Q1 corresponds to an earlier example of SPARQL query syntax. M1 corresponds an earlier code of XML
elements of a metadata summary. M2 and M3 refer to code fragments of the place name data and simple
XML format discussed below. T1 up to T6 refer to code fragments of XSLT templates discussed in the
subsections below.

For processing queries, Java servlets are used. The use of Java servlets can
be classiﬁed to support four methods: processing the area of interest, executing
SPARQL queries with constraint values or multiple graphs, and generating search
results as well as shaping them for signifying their relevance to the query.
For processing the area of interest, the values selected or typed respectively
via the administrative area and the place name inputs are matched against the
“Placeboxes” data. The data, encoded as an XML ﬁle, speciﬁes administrative areas
in the country as place names with their corresponding bounding boxes. This data
can be considered as a simple gazetteer index. For handling this, XPath syntaxes
(W3C 1999) are applied to select a speciﬁc node with place name requested with
the purpose to return the coordinates of its bounding box. In case that the users
deﬁne the area of interest by drawing a box on top of a map, two sets of coordinates
of the drawn box are then used for the query. The following shows an example of
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a place name of a municipality and its associated bounding box as XML elements
(correspond to the “M2” text cue in the Figure 3.6. above).
<PlaceBoxes>
<municipality id=”Steenwijk”>
<AREA>83749776.000</AREA>
<XNW>196282</XNW>
<YNW>541335</YNW>
<XSE>210208</XSE>
<YSE>528937</YSE>
</municipality>
</PlaceBoxes>

M2
The result of the query is encoded as “SPARQL query results XML format” (W3C
2006c). As shown in the following excerpted listing (correspond to the “M3” text cue
in Figure 3.6), the response is transformed ﬁrst into a simple XML data before it is
sent into the stream.
<results>
<item meta_id=”http://overijssel.nl/ dataxml/buszone.xml”>
<westlimit>182000</westlimit>
<northlimit>540000</northlimit>
<eastlimit>260000</eastlimit>
<southlimit>450000</southlimit>
<publisher>GIS Section of the Province Overijssel</publisher>
<title>Overijssel bus zones</title>
<topic>Transportation</topic>
</item>
</results>

M3
At the browser side, a corresponding XSLT template is used to transform that simple
XML data in the stream into a speciﬁc requested presentation. The requested
presentation, either as a graphical (Scalable Vector Graphic (SVG)) or a textual
(HyperText Markup Language (HTML)) element, is then inserted into the corresponding
section. As the use of XMLHttpRequest object (AJAX - Asynchronous JavaScript and
XML approach) in the browser to support server-client communication is proven to
give beneﬁts in terms of performance and usability (Charland 2006; Paulson 2005;
White 2006), this application implements the AJAX approach in handling requests
and responses.
A request, for example a call for projecting the metadata footprint of an item of search
results on top of the map, is typically handled in the browser using a JavaScript
function like this:
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function ProjectMetadata(selid){
if (selid) {
var params = ‘id=’ + selid;
xmlPost(‘../servlet/MyFootprint’, encodeURI(params), MetadataPrint);
}
else {
return;
}
}

Here, the request for mapping the metadata will be forwarded by ProjectMetadata
function in the browser to an AJAX function called xmlPost. This function will send the
query parameter (i.e. the metadata identiﬁer referred to as selid) to the Java servlet
MyFootprint, and set MetadataPrint as the “call back” method to handle the returning
XML response. As shown in the following excerpted codes of MetadataPrint, the
returning XML response (like the one shown earlier in the box with “M3” text cue)
will then be transformed into SVG elements representing the metadata footprint
requested using an XSLT template.
xslMS = new ActiveXObject(“Microsoft.XMLDOM”);
xslMS.load(“XSLT/drawMS.xslt”);
function MetadataPrint() {
if (req.readyState == 4){
if (req.status == 200){
if(window.ActiveXObject){
var outputSVG = req.responseXML.transformNode(xslMS);
if (outputSVG){
window.insertFootprint(outputSVG);
}else {
alert(“your browser doesn’t support xmlhttp object”);
}
}
}
}
}

In essence, the call back method will ﬁrst check the readystate property. When the
readystate property has value 4, which means the XML document requested is
completely loaded and when everything is OK (status == 200), the returning XML
response is then transformed against drawMS.xslt stylesheet template. The resulting
SVG elements can then be inserted into the map via insertFootprint() method.
As a result, the bounding box values, the title, the topic, and the name of the data
provider of a speciﬁc item identiﬁed in the code box “M3” above for instance, can be
transformed into an SVG rectangle (discussed further in Section 3.6.2).
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Table 3.1. A summary of the components utilized in the browser and server side in support of data
discovery. In XSLT template column, T1 up to T6 symbols refer to the excerpted codes of stylesheet
templates in the following subsections

Display
Table
Thumbnails
Bulls eye

Server
RDF Data
queried
Metadata
Summaries
Metadata
Summaries
Metadata
Summaries

Browser + JavaScript
XML data




XML
Results
XML
Results
XML
Results

XSLT template

CSS/XHTML/SVG



Table.xslt (T1)





Thumbnails.xslt





DrawBE.xslt (T2)



Table view
(XHTML)
Thumbnails view
(XHTML)
Bull’s eye view
(SVG)

Footprints

Metadata
Summaries



XML
Results



DrawMS.xslt
(T3,T4,T5)



Metadata boxes
(SVG)

WFS

WFS access



GML



WFS2SVG.xslt
(T6)



Features (SVG)

WMS

WMS access



image



Image (SVG)

The following will only focus on the presentation of search results and the visualization
of metadata footprints and WFS.

3.6.1. Search results presentation
Search results can be represented in forms of: table and thumbnails’ views. In
conjunction with table and thumbnail views, search results can also be presented
as and linked to graphical representations. Metadata mapping and the bull’s eye
metaphor are the graphical representations that the Aim4GDI provides.
The table displays each item of search results as a row. In the thumbnails’ view, sample
images (map pictures) of data or map/feature services with their corresponding title
are represented for each result. Metadata mapping concerns with the depiction of
metadata footprints (taken from metadata bounding box) into the map with stylized
attributes are also plotted on top of the map. The bull’s eye metaphor represents
the degree of relevance of search results against the query (see Figure 3.6.). The
relevance can be the degree of closeness of spatial or thematic distance of the
search results to the query. The area relevancy of search results is measured using
Hausdorff distance. Meanwhile the thematic relevancy is determined by keywords
matching in combination with the topic class matching. The techniques used for
producing area and thematic relevancy of search results are discussed in Chapter
4. This section will concentrate on the use of XSLT technology to provide a dynamic
solution customised for the web atlas interfaces designed.
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(b)
(a)
Figure 3.7. Searching & browsing interfaces: (a). in case of searching (Danny’s case): available road
datasets and feature services are presented as a table, thumbnail and a bull’s eye view (b). In case of
browsing (Lisa’s case): metadata regarding road datasets (e.g., boundary boxes with available data) are
superimposed on top of point features of WFS concerning the environmental quality and the population
density map of the Overijssel province. Next to it is the display of the metadata legend.

To generate the table view, an XSLT template is applied against each item of the
returned search results into a rows and columns presentation. Meanwhile to produce
a thumbnails’ view, the associated stylesheet is used to plot the submitted preview
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image along with the title of the summaries. Although the table and the thumbnail
presentations are common displays to web users, however, they still need functions to
conveniently ﬁlter the results. Hence, sorting functionality could be helpful to improve
the efﬁciency of searching. In most of today’s geoportals (e.g., (INSPIRE 2006a;
NRC 2006b)), this function unfortunately is hardly offered to users. Concerning our
previous example, Danny could prioritize the scale attribute during his assessment
for the ﬁtness for use by sorting out items by its scale or title, for instance. To enable
users sorting out the items displayed, a sorting template (an XSLT ﬁle) against the
XML data is prepared. Suppose a user sorts the results, the parameter value of the
selected ﬁeld to be sorted is passed to the template via a JavaScript function. This
value needs to be added into the xsl:sort attribute to enable the sorting data is
processed.

<xsl:param name=”sortKey”/>
<xsl:param name=”sortOrder”/>
<xsl:template match=”results”>
<table>
<tr>
<th href=”#” onclick=”sortTable(‘title’,’ascending’);”>Title</th>
<th>Abstract</th>
<th href=”#” onclick=”sortTable(‘format’,’ascending’);”>Format</th>
…
</tr>
<xsl:apply-templates select=”item”>
<xsl:sort select=”*[name() = $sortKey]” order=”{$sortOrder}”/>
</xsl:apply-templates>
</table>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match=”item”>
<tr>
<td><xsl:value-of select=”title”/></td>
<td><xsl:value-of select=”abstract”/></td>
<td><xsl:value-of select=”format”/></td>
…
</tr>
</xsl:template>

T1
As mentioned previously in the beginning 3.6.1, graphical representation of search
results include representations of point symbols on top of bull’s eye metaphor.
With the bull’s eye display, the items of search results are represented as the point
symbols, which are plotted according to their geographic relevance (in terms of area
distance) to the area of interest of the query. The geographic relevance in this work
is calculated using the Hausdorff distance measure; meanwhile orientation of each
item is deﬁned based upon the centre of metadata footprints towards the centre of
area of interest (discussed in Chapter 4).
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The stylesheet template that is used to project items of search results on top of
the bull’s eye is excerpted in the following. The key parameters to plot the items
of results are the angle and the scaled-Hausdorff distance (it is represented as
‘dhsc’ there, with cosX and sinX are respectively, referred as to the cosine and
sine of the angle of the item of search results). Different styles of representations are
generated based upon the resources’ characteristics; thus, the ﬁltering process is
applied in the transformation template. This gives wide options to style the display of
the GDI resources. As exempliﬁed in the following code fragment, when the type of
a resource is WFS, the symbol is a circle and a speciﬁc class is assigned, otherwise
a rectangle is drawn and another class is used. The style class is assigned based on
the value of its attributes, for example its topic, data representation, and scale. This
style class corresponds to the Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) fragments that rules
the visual appearance of the item displayed.
<xsl:choose>
<xsl:when test=”$stringres = ‘http://metasum/elements/1.0/WFSitem’”>
<circle cx=”{$dhsc * $cosX}” cy=”{$dhsc * $sinX}”>
<xsl:attribute name=”class”><xsl:value-of select=”resource”/></xsl:attribute>
</circle>
<text x=”{($dhsc *$cosX) + 1.5}” y=”{$dhsc *$sinX}”/>
<xsl:value-of select=”title”/>
</text>
</xsl:when>
<xsl:otherwise>
<rect x=”{$dhsc *$cosX} “ y=”{$dhsc *$sinX}”>
<xsl:attribute name=”class”><xsl:value-of select=”resource”/></xsl:attribute>
</rect>
<text x=”{$dhsc *$cosX} “ y=”{$dhsc *$sinX} “/>
<xsl:value-of select=”title”/>
</text>
</xsl:otherwise>
</xsl:choose>

T2
Results presented in the interface (either in the table, thumbnail, or in the bull’s eye
view) can be superimposed on top of the default map and the selected thematic
layers. The area of coverage is symbolized by the bounding box values of the
metadata. The topic is differentiated by different colour hues. Other attributes of the
summaries are represented as textual and point symbols within its bounding box.
Speciﬁcally, symbols referring to scale categories, types of GDI resources as well as
providers’ logo can be displayed or hided on request (the layer control is offered in
the metadata legend).
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3.6.2. Mapping of metadata summaries
To support the process of data discovery, elements of each summary are mapped as
symbols. Using cartographic principles of (Kraak and Ormeling 2002; MacEachren
2001), the nature of elements of metadata summaries and the differences among
them can be communicated and compared. Based on the nature of the elements to
be mapped, they can be qualitative (ordered) as well as quantitative (proportional)
information. Using cartographic guidelines, these differences can be depicted for
various levels of measurement. Some graphic variables plus text are chosen to
represent the value of each element (Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8. Graphic variables applied to each element of the metadata summary based on their
measurement levels and the differentiations to be exposed (based on (Kraak and Ormeling 2002)).

The stylesheet template used for projecting summaries on top of the map has two
processing principles: (1) assigning values of the style class of the summary’s
elements and (2) plotting the bounding box and its correspondent centre. The
following exempliﬁes the syntax used to assign a corresponding style class for the
“scale” element of metadata summaries.
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<xsl:variable name=”plot_scale”>
<xsl:choose>
<xsl:when test=”scale &gt; 50000”>
<xsl:value-of select=”’scale1’”/>
</xsl:when>
<xsl:when test=”(scale &lt; 50000) and
<xsl:value-of select=”’scale2’”/>
</xsl:when>
<xsl:when test=”(scale &lt; 10000) and
<xsl:value-of select=”’scale3’”/>
</xsl:when>
<xsl:when test=”scale &lt; 5000”>
<xsl:value-of select=”’scale4’”/>
</xsl:when>
<xsl:otherwise>
<xsl:value-of select=”’scale0’”/>
</xsl:otherwise>
</xsl:choose>
</xsl:variable>

(scale &gt; 10000)”>

(scale &gt; 5000)”>

T3
Meanwhile the following fragment shows the syntax used to convert the values of
item’s bounding box into a rectangle element in SVG with its associated style.
<g>
<rect x=”{$xnw} “ y=”-{$ynw}” height=”{$diverY}”>
<xsl:attribute name=”class”><xsl:value-of select=”$res”/></xsl:attribute>
</rect>
<text x=”{$xnw + ($diverX div 2)}” y=”-{$ynw -($diverY div 2)}”>
<xsl:value-of select=”title”/>
</text>
</g>

T4
While the style class has been deﬁned earlier, such as in the case of the “scale” element
shown earlier, the corresponding SVG symbol for representing a speciﬁc value of
element of metadata summaries can be plotted using this speciﬁc processing:
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<g class=”plot_scale” visibility=”visible”>
<use>
<xsl:attribute name=”xlink:href”>
<xsl:text>#</xsl:text><xsl:value-of select=”$plot_scale”/>
</xsl:attribute>
<xsl:attribute name=”transform”>
<xsl:text>translate(</xsl:text>
<xsl:value-of select=”$xnw + ($diverX div 2)”/>
<xsl:text>,-</xsl:text>
<xsl:value-of select=”$ynw - ($diverY div 2)”/>
<xsl:text>) </xsl:text>
<xsl:text>scale(250)</xsl:text>
</xsl:attribute>
</use>
</g>

T5
3.6.3. Map and metadata legend
This section will present the development and intended use of the map and
metadata legend offered. The organization of layers and styles of thematic maps
as the background information for the superimposition scheme is handled using
RIMapper architecture (Köbben 2004). With this approach, thematic layers are
stored using MySQL databases system as OGC’s Simple Feature in the background
and a proprietary XML ﬁle is used to conﬁgure map elements and styles issues. In
addition to the use of RIMapper, a possibility to directly use an SVG map ﬁle is also
offered. A thematic layer either from a RIMapper conﬁguration or from an SVG ﬁle
was visualized by means of cascading the layer on top of a static main map (an SVG
map ﬁle) that was embedded in the main HTML page. The thematic layers, symbols
of metadata summaries, and corresponding legend are dynamically inserted into
this SVG ﬁle on request with help of AJAX approach.
Such application design provides advantages for the atlas editor or GDI administrator
to only need to modify the XML ﬁle deﬁnition and CSS fragments in case of editing
the content and styles of the thematic layers and metadata display. In the Legend
Box, users can modify the colour values and opacity of the of the layers’ display.
This could give beneﬁts to users, since users might superimpose the thematic layers
and GDI resources as many as they can scrutinize the display for their speciﬁc data
discovery and analysis purposes.
Metadata legend is intended to support users’ assessment when metadata footprints
are plotted on top of the map. Four metadata elements can be visualised as graphics:
geographic extent, scale, data representation type, and publisher. The geographic
extent of metadata is plotted according to bounding box values related to the data
with its colour hue represents the topic of metadata. Scale, data representation
type, and publisher are represented as pictograph symbols on the centre of the
corresponding bounding box. Users can turn on and off each of these layers. To
enable users quickly investigate the footprint plotted, every time a user mouse over
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a unique geographic extent or symbols referring to a data, a dynamic line connecting
attribute values of the data is shown on the Parallel Coordinate Plot (PCP) view in
the metadata legend (Figure 3.7(b)).

3.6.4. Superimposition of summaries and feature services
To superimpose symbols of summaries over the map selected, the query by its
linkage to the map selected is processed against metadata summaries (as shown
in the ﬁrst query example in the Section 5.2.). The step to process the output of the
query into the SVG format involves the same stylesheet applied to project a single
item of search results into the map.
Although the plotting of metadata footprints is not new (e.g., (Cay 2002; Janee and
Frew 2002)), however, the approach is commonly applied as the results of search
request (as seen in (Cay 2002)) or to give indication of the data coverage (as seen
in Alexandria Digital Library (Janee and Frew 2002)). The superimposition scheme
is designed to offer possibilities for users to quickly review the area and the topic
coverage of the GDI resources. Additionally, it is intended to enable users to compare
and check density and pattern of the data and feature services offered within the
GDI, either they are in the same topic of interest or cross-topic.
As an example, Lisa’s task is recalled. She could compare the availability of
datasets related to the map of environmental quality and datasets related to the
map of transportation networks. This can be done by loading the summaries that
are related to the map of “transportation networks” on top of the displayed map of
“environmental qualities” and its related summaries, or vice versa, depending on
the focus of analysis. Such an interaction scheme can provide a concise indication
about the data and her area and topic of interest, thus she could quickly overview the
data availability and hypothesize which datasets or map/feature services could be
important to support her job. To help Lisa (and Danny and other users) assess the
data suitability, she may use the metadata legend. Through the metadata legend, the
visibility of the metadata components can be controlled. A line connecting the values
of metadata elements signiﬁes the individual summary inspected (Figure 3.7(b)).
Each summary displayed over the map is accessible. Depending on the type of
summaries selected for access, users can get different presentations. In case
the summary represents datasets, a new window that displays original metadata
descriptions from the data provider web site is shown. If the summary is representing
a feature service, the user can get the feature overlaid. For the latter case, a
transformation template WFS2SVG.xslt is used against the WFS response resulted.
The corresponding CSS style class is applied against the feature mapped. The
subsequent lines show the principle processes that are applied to convert GML
returned from a feature service (polygon features) into the SVG elements to be
inserted into the main map.
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<!-- draw base polygon detail -->
<xsl:template match=”gml:featureMember” mode=”baseDetail”>
<!-- get key properties -->
<xsl:variable name=”ﬁd”><xsl:value-of select=”.//@ﬁd”/></xsl:variable>
<!-- write SVG path element -->
<g>
<xsl:attribute name=”class”><xsl:text>defArea</xsl:text></xsl:attribute>
<xsl:apply-templates select=”.//gml:Polygon”>
<xsl:with-param name=”ID”><xsl:value-of select=”$ﬁd”/></xsl:with-param>
</xsl:apply-templates>
</g>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match=”.//gml:Polygon” mode=”class”>
…
</xsl:template>

T6
3.7. Concluding remarks
What has been discussed in this chapter is the development of an application
framework to support the realization of the envisaged atlas metaphor functionalities.
This study sees the combination of the use of Semantic Web technology and
visualization design templates is necessary and possible in order to deliver
visualization methods that are capable of supporting users to deal with searching
and browsing information-seeking behaviour to support problem solving processes
with the geospatial resources in the GDI via the national atlas.
Metadata summaries and the atlas directory are expressed as RDF triples. The use
of SPARQL for querying RDF data make traversing subject, predicate, and object
of the GDI resources in support of metadata retrieval more straightforward and well
suited for a dynamic web portal such as the Aim4GDI discussed in this chapter.
Additionally, the ease to match triple pattern and to combine multiple graphs opens
up more possibilities to process complex search terms for discovery purposes and
to enrich the visualization and integration of the GDI resources. This includes the
simplicity to visually cascade metadata items on top of a relevant thematic map
for a data discovery purpose. Such abilities are signiﬁcant to realize abilities of the
national atlas to support exploration and synthesis phases for problem solving with
the GDI.
Users can perform searching of the GDI resources through the linked multi-views in
forms of table, thumbnail, and bulls-eye metaphor. Using these linked views, users
are capable to project a speciﬁc item on the map display. This visualization can
give a new and unexpected insight during the searching and browsing activities. In
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addition, to advance the browsing strategies, the synthesis of GDI resources through
the storyteller view is offered to improve the use of GDI for decision support.
The storyteller view is intended to provide a tractable navigation scheme that enables
users to sequentially look in detail at the thematic-related resources and to interrelate
them for comparison purposes (this issue will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5).
The navigation scheme in the storyteller view is designed to keep users in control of
the display while browsing the GDI resources. The idea of combining thematic maps
and the storyteller view in support of the browsing strategy of the atlas content is
motivated by the facts that browsing geospatial resources in a GDI organization can
be overcrowded and difﬁcult when a systematic and coherent navigation scheme is
not available. The development of effective interaction mechanism to develop such
storyteller is discussed in Chapter 5.
Although the integration of WMS into this project has not been the focus, arguably the
resulting WMS maps can straightforwardly be incorporated into the SVG interface
as shown e.g., in (Köbben 2007; Williams and Neumann 2006). Another research
agenda item in this project is to test the application effectiveness and efﬁciency
in assisting users’ needs and tasks. For this purpose, a usability evaluation using
scenario-based development (Carroll and Rosson 2002) involving potential users as
test participants has been executed. Certain scenarios of uses, similar to Danny’s and
Lisa’s scenarios mentioned in this chapter, will be used as a framework to evaluate
the prototype’s abilities to fulﬁl the required activity, information, and interaction that
users might need during their interactions with the Aim4GDI. Chapter 4 discusses
and evaluates the use of the atlas metaphor to handle a typical Danny’s scenario,
while Chapter 5 deals with the use and evaluation of the atlas metaphor to cope with
a typical Lisa’s scenario.
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CHAPTER 4

Metadata Visualization and
Search Strategies*
Chapter 3 presents an application framework describing searching and browsing
functionalities. This chapter will follow up the discussion on the search strategies.
More speciﬁcally, this chapter will elaborate further the design decision to visualize
search results in support of data discovery. The evaluation of search interfaces that
are developed according to the design strategies discussed will then be presented.

4.1. Introduction
As metadata offered by providers are assumed to be complete, correct, and
encoded in conformance to a speciﬁc standard (e.g., ISO19115), they are accessible
through a search engine or a search interface of a catalogue service. Via the search
interface, users formulate queries using search terms stating location, attribute,
and time properties related to their search interests. Geospatial metadata are
considered to be structured documents. Using general web search engines like
Google, which primarily deals with unstructured documents, users are still capable
to retrieve geospatial metadata. For instance, with the query “ﬁletype:xml road GIS
Florida” some metadata of GIS datasets about roads in Florida are listed among the
results. However, as search engines treat these metadata just like any other web
documents, indications regarding for instance, the bounding box, abstract, currency,
and accessibility of datasets are not presented in the list of results. Hence, the use of
search engines like Google to perform “unofﬁcial” searches of geospatial resources
would be cumbersome.
For a GDI, the “ofﬁcial” proposed solution for dealing with the geospatial data discovery
is the so-called Catalogue Services for Web (CSW) and clearinghouses (Nebert
2004c). This approach relies on the connectivity between the coordinated registry
and registered metadata. To search the required resource, using this approach,
users can make use of geoportals, gateways that facilitate discovery of and access
to geospatial resources (Maguire and Longley 2005). The prominent features in this
approach are the ability to connect and query the registered metadata using the ISO
29350, also known as ANSI Z39.50 (NISO 2003), as a discovery protocol and the
proposed use of Catalogue Query Language (CQL) as the query language (OGC
2005).
*This chapter is based on:
Aditya, T., and Kraak, M.-J. (2007b). “‘A Search Interface for an SDI: Implementation and Evaluation of Metadata
Visualization Strategies’” Transactions in GIS, 11(3), 413 - 435.
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From the perspective of users searching data, the current “ofﬁcial” approach
does not work properly (Aditya and Kraak 2006). As noted by Tsou (2002), most
implementations of this approach place all distributed nodes on the same level under
the gateway server. As a result, search results are commonly organised under the
data provider links or nodes. As such, supporting tools to simplify users’ search
process, such as possibilities to sort results by format or scale of interest or to revisit
items that have been previously previewed, are lacking (see Chapter 2).
Alternatives for the “ofﬁcial” approach, among others, include the aggregation of
distributed metadata into a few or a single server. This method can be an alternative
when bandwidth limitation is a barrier for setting up the suggested distributed
catalogue services (Nebert 2004c). However, it is argued that this alternative can
be useful not only to anticipate bandwidth limitation but also to provide an improved
accessibility of the current geospatial resources; in a way that metadata offered can
be summarized and used by a search interface in the GDI. Further, the same set of
aggregated metadata can also be used by other web applications in the same GDI
organization. The aggregated metadata will be updated once, for example, if there
is new metadata published or renewed. Another motivating development is that the
emergence of geospatial content syndication and aggregation has now entered a
new phase as the OGC launches an initiative to include GeoRSS technology in
its interoperability program. This technology is intended to pipeline geo-coded
information, for instance updates of feature services or alert services, so applications
can share, aggregate, and map this information (OGC 2006).
Considering that search interfaces are crucial to advance the GDI accessibility and
that aggregation strategy can arguably stimulate a better dissemination of geospatial
resources, this chapter develops a search interface that builds on the approach of
metadata aggregation and is aimed at improving the users’ search process. With the
aggregation strategy, information summary describing, for instance, the substance,
area of coverage, currency, and accessibility of various ofﬂine data and geospatial
web contents can be integrated and presented through the search interface (Aditya
and Kraak 2007a). In this way, the metadata aggregation is “an added value with
respect to contents-based access to information” (Stuckenschmidt and Harmelen
2004). For simplifying the users’ search process, along with the aggregation strategy,
the visualization of and interaction with metadata are aspects that this chapter will
focus on.
Regarding geospatial metadata visualization, multivariate visualizations such as
space-time plots, glyph plots, scatter plots, parallel coordinates plots, and Chernofffaces have all been used to enable users to explore the characteristics of geospatial
data during and after the search (Ahonen-Raino and Kraak 2005; Gobel and Jasnoch
2001; Hobona et al. 2006; Klein et al. 2003). Despite these efforts, metadata
visualization that goes beyond the exploration of data characteristics has not been
solved completely. In particular, as previously exempliﬁed, a support to enable
users to sort and to compare is lacking. Additionally most of metadata visualizations
only provide limited capabilities to combine metadata and thematic layers that are
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considered relevant by the users. For example, the possibility for projecting metadata
footprints on top of the related thematic map and studying data pattern for a speciﬁc
topic on top of a speciﬁc map is hardly found in a single search interface. Such
capability could provide a better insight in relation to the users’ search context.
The approach discussed in this chapter is to provide a sophisticated search
functionality in a typical geoportal that allows users to integrate thematic mapping
(e.g., web atlas) and metadata visualization in the GDI context. As such, geospatial
data visualization and catalogue functions are offered through one single interface.
This kind of approach has been recently implemented in some GDI portals, e.g.,
Geospatial One-Stop Shop (USGS 2006) and intended to exploit the GDI as an
infrastructure for access and sharing towards its potential.
This chapter aims at examining the use of maps and graphics to facilitate the
discovery of geospatial resources in a GDI. The use of maps or geo-referenced
visualizations (as implemented for example in the Alexandria Project (Ancona et
al. 2002)) or spatialization is a suitable approach to improve usability of geospatial
(and non-geospatial) content searches (Aufare and Trepied 2001; Fabrikant 2000b).
In this regard, most existing geoportals only provide limited tools to explore their
contents with the use of graphics and maps. Evaluation of visual interfaces can
provide guidance into the design feasibility of particular displays and interaction
strategy for the success of a visualization environment (Fuhrmann et al. 2005b).
For geoportals, an investigation into effective strategies for facilitating discovery
of geospatial resources with the use of maps and graphics is relevant to advance
GDI access and use. This chapter will focus on the aspects of the presentation
of metadata as well as the evaluation of the developed graphics and map-based
interfaces of Aim4GDI prototype in support of a search task.

4.2. Metadata visualization applied
Metadata summary can be seen as an example of the use of metadata aggregation
strategy to support data discovery. With respect to the metadata summary, as
mentioned in Section 3.4., an RDF query provides a straightforward approach to
reconstruct the relationships between the metadata summary and other data within
the directory for information integration purposes. In addition, it provides a simple
method to retrieve possible matches between an individual metadata summary and
its underlying topic category.
With these arguments, providing detailed semantic descriptions to the metadata (as
has been applied for enabling semantic chaining and discovery, as implemented in
(Lemmens et al. 2006; Lutz and Klien 2006)), is considered not economic for this
work. In contrast, the matching between the query pattern and the triple patterns of
the metadata summary and semantic references of topics through an RDF query
is considered adequate to yield search results. For this purpose, as explained in
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Chapter 3, the SPARQL query language (W3C 2006a) is used. SPARQL is a query
language and data access protocol for the Semantic Web. There are two types
of queries implemented in this work: the constrained graph pattern (e.g., a query
against the metadata summary graph) and the dataset pattern (e.g., a query against
the metadata summary graph in combination either with the topic category graph or
the directory graph). Formal deﬁnitions for these two types of SPARQL queries can
be found at the SPARQL Query language – Formal Deﬁnitions (W3C 2006b).
In comparison to other approaches, such as the CSW with CQL query language
(OGC 2005), this approach can provide beneﬁts in data integration and visualization
for a geospatial search interface. With a metadata summary technique and with
the use of SPARQL as the query language (W3C 2006a), the proposed search
interface can deal with various geospatial metadata resources. More importantly, it
can offer complex searches, integrating various metadata of geospatial resources
within the GDI. Further, the integration of GDI contents and related non-geospatial
web contents as well as thematic and general ontology (e.g., WordNet), can also
be facilitated. This is possible since SPARQL gives a ﬂexible and extensive way
to query RDF data, including RDF Schema and Web Ontology Language OWL.
Additionally, it is also plausible to use SPARQL as a protocol to invoke a query via a
speciﬁc protocol binding like ISO 23950.
As the work here is aimed to grapple with data selection needs, the query matches
returned are processed further with a purpose to answer the question: how to
effectively signify data characteristics and indicate their relevance to the search
query?

4.2.1. Previous work
In an attempt to visualize the data characteristics, various forms of exploratory
visualizations have been studied. As noted in (Ahonen-Raino and Kraak 2005),
according to Keim’s typology (Keim et al. 2005), they can be in forms of geometrically
transformed displays and iconic displays. These include parallel plot coordinates,
scatter plots, star plots, the Chernof faces (Ahonen-Raino and Kraak 2005), as well
as tile bars (Gobel and Lutze 1998). When location and time are elements that need
more attention, the map-based displays can be offered as temporal box plots, spacetime plots, and glyph plots (Gobel and Jasnoch 2001) or as index area (Comenetz
2004) for instance. Certainly the list can be extended, when one considers other
aspects to be emphasized: such as dimensionality: e.g. cone trees (Robertson and
Mackinlay 1991), comparability: e.g. tabular-based displays (Chi et al. 1998), and
perhaps the connectivity and relevancy of the data: e.g. embedded springs (Fluit
et al. 2002), 3D scatter plots of thumbnails with spatial, temporal, and semantic
relevance as 3D axes (Hobona et al. 2006) or a bull’s-eye view (Spoerri 2004) .
In this work, from those various displays for showing data characteristics, tabularbased displays in forms of a table view and a thumbnail view, a map-based display in
form of cascaded metadata and thematic layers, and a relevance-focused display in
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form of the bull’s eye display are selected as methods to fulﬁl those needs. In more
detail, motivations for selecting these methods are given as follows.

4.2.2. Presenting elements of metadata summaries
A tabular-based or spreadsheet display is chosen for this work since this type of
visualization enables users “to build multiple visual representations of several data
sets, perform operations on these visualizations together or separately, and contrast
them visually”(Chi et al. 1998). Since the search interface is intended for public use,
a table display is assumed to give an advantage for its familiarity. Flight planners,
stock exchanges or digital libraries are a few of many other public web-applications
that present search results as a table view. Filtering and contrasting results can be
more convenient with the table view, when sorting tools are available. In this respect,
the sorting ability has a top priority to be implemented in the search interface. The
sorting tool is considered lacking in most existing geoportals (e.g. Geospatial OneStop Shop (USGS 2006), FAO portal (FAO 2006)). As a result, users are coerced to
drill down and browse through item by item in order to compare data characteristics
among the results.
As already mentioned in Chapter 3, two types of table displays are offered in the
developed atlas metaphor prototype, Aim4GDI: textual and thumbnail tables. The
display of a textual table presents search results as rows with selected elements
of the metadata summary (e.g. title, topic, scale) as columns. The thumbnail
display presents a graphical overview of the search results. When identiﬁcation
of data requires more information, the user could use a textual table. Meanwhile
the thumbnail table is offered since such display have been proven to increase
signiﬁcantly the efﬁciency of search process (Woodruff et al. 2001). To support a
“focus + context” interaction approach similar to the table lens display (Rao and
Card 1994) for example, the tool tip box containing related information regarding the
data in focus is shown as a result of mouse over action. In case of the thumbnail and
bulls-eye displays, a pop-up window specifying the title, an abstract, and selected
element of metadata summary, e.g., scale and provider, is shown. Whereas in case
of the table display, a tool tip shows the thumbnail of the hovered metadata.
In addition, each result in the table can be superimposed on top of the map being
selected as symbols representing metadata footprints. This is to offer possibilities
to isolate and investigate the suitability of data in accordance with the user’s
search context. Further, such functionality is offered to enable users to assess, for
instance, the pattern and density of the data being investigated. In this mapping,
the elements of metadata specifying the title, bounding box, and topic are displayed
with transparency and set as the default visual elements. Other attributes such as
scale, type of geospatial resources, and publisher can be displayed on request (see
Section 3.6.2.). Strategies to visualize bounding boxes as transparent rectangles
and to hide ﬁrst the detailed presentation of metadata attributes are intended to
ensure that the clarity of map does not suffer as the number of displayed variables
increases (see e.g. Robinson et al. 1995, p.550-556).
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In order to highlight the relevance of search results to the query, geographic and
thematic relevance are measured and represented as texts (in the table) and graphics
(in the bull’s-eye display).
The bull’s-eye display is offered to provide a quick overview of the pattern and
relevance of the data against the query. With a bull’s-eye display, the query is
represented as the centre of the display. Search results are plotted surrounding the
centre based on their geographic and thematic relevance to the query. In essence,
this metaphor ranks the matching. The distance from the search query (i.e. centre)
to individual search results represents the relevance of the geographic coverage
of the results to the query. Meanwhile, the size of the plotted symbols denotes the
thematic relevance between the individual results and the query. The bull’s eye has
been used in many occasions to ease understanding of the search results, see e.g.
(Rorvig and Fitzpatrick 2000; Sutcliffe et al. 2000).
Concerning the Aim4GDI prototype, Figure 4.1., Figure 4.2., and Figure 4.3. show
the interfaces developed in relation to two steps required for searching geospatial
resources: deﬁning search terms and assessing search results.

Figure 4.1. Deﬁning search terms: In order to search for geospatial resources, a user needs to activate
an Explorer tool ﬁrst (by clicking a magnifying glass icon). In the where tab (A), the user can type a
placename. An area of interest can also be deﬁned by an administrative unit or by drawing a bounding
box over the MapView (B). In C and D, the user can specify search terms related to what and when
questions.
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Figure 4.2. Search results are presented in ExplorerView as a table (A), thumbnail (B), and bull’s-eye
(C) view. In all views, a tool tip box containing relevant information regarding the data in focus is shown
as a result of mouse over action. Selecting checkboxes in the table and thumbnail views and clicking a
“Display!” button means projecting metadata footprints into the MapView (Figure 4.3. below).
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Figure 4.3. Metadata footprints of selected items in the search results can be projected into the MapView.
As a user interacts with the geographic extent of each footprint, a corresponding line connecting attribute
values of metadata is shown.

Corresponding principles to gain geographic and thematic relevance are discussed
as follows.

4.2.3. Area of interest relevancy
The geographic coverage of metadata (either proprietary data or map and feature
services) is commonly expressed as two corner points of a box specifying the
coverage extent, known as the bounding box. In this work, the area of interest of
the query is conceived as the box too. In this respect, the area of interest of a query
can be selected from the list of administrative units or typed as a place name or
drawn as a rectangle over the map. To measure the box matching or the proximity
between the query and the metadata summary, the Hausdorff distance algorithm is
applied. Hausdorff distance measure is commonly applied to detect shape similarity
(shape, size, and location) in the ﬁelds of image matching and pattern recognition
(e.g., Veltkamp 2001). In geo digital libraries, this algorithm has been applied in the
Alexandria Digital Library project (Janee and Frew 2004). The algorithm is chosen
in this work, due to its simplicity to be implemented and its sensitivity to position (the
whole shape of the boxes will be considered) (Grégoire and Bouillot 1998).
The distance, deﬁned in the literature as “maximum distance of a set to the nearest
point in the other set”, is computed using this equation:
h(A,B) = max { min { d (a,b) }}
aεA bεB

(1)

Here, h(A,B) is the Hausdorff distance between two (ﬁnite) set points A and B, where
a and b are points of sets A and B respectively. In addition, d(a,b) is the Euclidean
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distance between these points. In addition to this distance calculation, the centres
of search results are used to calculate the orientation of search results against the
query (in this respect the centre of search area). This information is used to plot
search results on top of the bull’s-eye display.
This approach, however, suffers for its inabilities to deal with more expressive spatial
query such as: ‘overlap’ and ‘contain’ as for example implemented in Alexandria
Digital Library (Hill 2000) or FAO portal (FAO 2006). Further, more advanced
approaches have also been discussed for example in (Jones et al. 2003; Schlieder et
al. 2001). As the geographic coverage of metadata is mostly expressed as a simple
bounding box, the current “box matching” approach is assumed to be sufﬁcient to
yield competent areas of a search.

4.2.4. Thematic relevance
This work measures the thematic relevance by combining the matched keywords and
the topic class. The notion of the closeness degree in social networks is applied to ﬁnd
the matching of keywords (Wasserman et al. 1994). In this respect, the results are
conceived as a radial graph organized by their topics (Figure 4.4.). Here, the values
of search terms (topic and keywords inputs) are matched against the elements of
the title, abstract, and topic of search results. The use of such a centrality measure is
motivated by other works in using the concept to determine the relevancy of search
results (Chakrabarti et al. 1999) and to visualize the relationships (Fluit et al. 2002;
Golbeck and Mutton 2005).

Figure 4.4. Measures of the closeness centrality are determined using the search terms of the query and
the values of the title, topic, and abstract elements of the search results. The structure of search results
is perceived as a radial graph.
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To determine the topic class, the value of topic of the results is matched against the
topic category graph mentioned earlier. As the classes of topics of search results are
returned, only the result that has equal class to the topic of query is given an extra
weighting factor. For the sake of clarity, Alani and Brewster (2005) have deﬁned a
formal expression of such similar class matching. The strategy of class matching
is implemented to identify objects that are conceptually close but not identical or
having a same term (Rodriguez and Egenhofer 2004). The formulation for combining
keywords matching and topic class matching in attempt to produce the thematic
relevance (TR) is given as follows:
TR = α[KM.Ti] + β [KM.TC] + γ[KM.Abs] + [CM.TC]

(2)

Here, [KM.Ti] refers to a Boolean value of matching in <dc:title/> element, [KM.
TC] refers to the Boolean value of matching in <dc:subject/> element, and [KM.
Abs] refers to the Boolean value of matching in <dc:abstract/> element. The [CM.
TC] corresponds to Boolean value of class matching between the topic of item of
results and the topic search term. Meanwhile α, β, γ are indexes representing the
closeness degree of the title, topic, and abstract element. To attain to these indexes,
the following measures are calculated:

(3)

(4)
(5)
In these measures, qtopic refers to the topic expressed in the search term, qkey refers
to the keywords in the search term, and g refers to the number of items in search
results. Ti, TC, and abs denote the title, topic, and abstract of each search results.
Here, the distance d(qxx,Tx), refers to number of lines linking “actors” of query and
search results, which are 1, 2, and 3 for TC, Ti, and abs respectively. As the structure
of networks is perceived as a radial graph, these number of lines are equal across
the set of matched elements (Wasserman et al. 1994).

4.3. Implementation
The development of user interfaces of search and visualization strategies discussed
in this chapter has been discussed in Chapter 3. In particular, query services and
search interfaces developed for Aim4GDI prototype have been discussed in Section
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3.5 and 3.6. The calculations of formula (1) to formula (5) discussed above are
done by a Java servlet that corresponds to “Search Servlet” shown in Figure 3.6.
The results are then processed and presented as a table, thumbnail, and a bull’s
eye view in the ExplorerView discussed in previous chapter and also in Section 4.2
above. Additionally, the implementation of metadata mapping (projecting a metadata
footprint on top of MapView) and the superimposition of the results with thematic
layers and WFS in the prototype have also been discussed in Section 3.6.

4.4. Evaluation
This section will ﬁrst describe the test that has been done to evaluate the search
interfaces of the Aim4GDI prototype, and then, present the test results. The aim
of the test was to collect feedback regarding the design decisions of the table,
thumbnail, bull’s-eye display and metadata mapping offered in the search interface.
For this test, the approach of scenario-based design (Carroll and Rosson 2003) has
been used. It regards the system development as a cycle, and the claim analysis
is used to generate and evaluate potential causal relationships between features
of a design and both the positive and negative consequences of the design. By
explicitly exposing the process of the design into activity, information, and interaction
scenarios, the implementation of iterative development can be more systematic and
manageable (Carroll and Rosson 2002) (see more detail in Chapter 6).
Seventeen subjects agreed to participate in this test activity. All subjects were
graduate students in Geoinformation Management of an MSc programme ran jointly
by four Dutch universities (referred to as GIMA in Figure 6.3 of Chapter 6). They
could be divided into two groups: group A (mid-career people with GIS background)
and B (no GIS background). Group A contained twelve individuals experienced
in GIS projects (e.g. GIS specialist, geologist, surveyor), ranging from one up to
twelve years. The other ﬁve test participants, were individuals working as either IT
Specialist, web developer, teacher or student, were put together in Group B.
A scenario of a search task was developed in this test (discussed in more detail
in Chapter 6). In summary, the scenario was about creating a noise map for the
Province of Overijssel. To complete the task, some data related to roads, noise, and
environmental qualities are required. In the test, the participants are asked to only
deal with data related to road and transportation in the province of Overijssel. Along
with this scenario, activities to be completed are described in the test instructions.
These activities can be listed as follows: (1) deﬁning search terms using where and
what tabs, (2) assessing search results using a table display, (3) assessing search
results using a thumbnail display, (4) assessing search results using the bull’s-eye
display, (5) projecting items on top of a map, and (6) cascading metadata items and
thematic layers. Test participants were required to step through these activities and to
answer the corresponding questions. Each question, phrased as a statement-based
question, had ﬁve possible answers, ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly
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agree”. Their responses were administered with the Likert scale (Likert 1932), so
responses of participants can be seen as ordinal data, and as such, strongly disagree
is conceived as 1 and strongly agree is conceived as 5 (Table 4.1. and Table 4.2.).
In addition to multiple choices, a blank column was offered to facilitate additional
comments the test persons might want to express. Based on several previous trials,
the time for each participant was limited to 60 minutes for completing the test.
The focus of this test experiment was to evaluate the effectiveness of the search
interface developed to enable users to interact (i.e. sorting, previewing with tool tip)
and to convey information presented (i.e. to indicate, to compare, to relate with the
search context, and to assess the geographic and thematic relevance). Responses
regarding these aspects are important to evaluate whether the design decisions for
visual displays and the interaction strategy proposed will be really useful to the GDI
users and have been appropriately accommodated in the search interface developed.
After completing the test, test participants were asked to participate in a short focus
group discussion (40 minutes), which was used to obtain additional comments and
help validate the test. Figure 4.5 shows responses of the test participants regarding
the assessment of search results.

Figure 4.5. Feedback regarding the use of visual methods or displays offered in the search interface to
support test participants to indicate, compare, overview, assess the thematic and geographic relevance,
and sort the search results. Responses were measured on the Likert scale (with 0 = no data; 1=strongly
disagree until 5 = strongly agree)
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Three statistic tests were used to analyse the feedback gained in the use test. The
Friedman’s test, a two-way analysis of variances, was used to assess methods for
indicating and comparing results (referred to as Statistical Test A1). The Wilcoxon
signed rank test for a single sample was used to assess whether the designed
visual methods or displays were considered helpful to the users (referred to as
Statistical Test A2). In addition, this study was also interested to see whether there
was a difference of perception or preferences between a group with GIS working
experiences and a group with less GIS working experience (referred to as Group A
and Group B deﬁned above). For this purpose, a Mann-Whitney test was applied to
assess whether there was evidence to conclude that the effectiveness of the use of
the atlas for the two groups was different (termed as Statistical Test A3). In Chapter 6
(Section 6.3.3), the rationale for the use of the tests mentioned above as well as the
relationship of these statistic tests to the overall design evaluations done in the study
will be discussed. The results and analysis of the evaluation of the visual methods
and strategies of the atlas metaphor in this speciﬁc test are given in Table 4.1 and
Table 4.2 below.
Table 4.1. Two-way analysis of variances for inidicating and comparing results (critical signiﬁcance =
0.05):
To Indicate

Thumbnail

Table

Footprints
via the
table view

Footprints
via the
thumbnail
view

Bull’s
eye

0.696

0.402

0.131

0.000*

0.655

0.264

0.001*

0.502

0.004*

Footprints via the table view is
better used than bull’s eye view
to indicate the required data

0.029*

Footprints via the thumbnail view
is better used than bull’s eye view
to indicate the required data

Table
Footprints via
the table view
Footprints via
the thumbnail
view
To Compare

Thumbnail
Table

Interpretation
The thumbnail view is better used
than bull’s eye view to indicate
the required data
The table view is better used than
bull’s eye view to indicate the
required data

Table

Bull’s eye

Interpretation

0.927

0.000*

Thumbnail is better used than
Bull’s eye to compare the results

0.000*

Table is better used than Bull’s
eye to compare the results
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Table 4.2. The effectiveness of the searching mode: an investigation whether the median of design issues
related to the completion of six search activities (listed in the text) is equal to “no effect” or not useful (with
0.05 level for a non-directional test). The results are presented according to the use of visual methods to
enable users to interact and to convey information presented (Figure 4.5)

Use Issues

Indication

Visual
Methods/
Displays

Ho

M

P-value

Conclusion

Design
Implementation

Table
Thumbnail
Bull’s eye

Ho: M = 3
Ho: M = 3
Ho: M = 3

4
4
3

0.000
0.000
0.781

Reject Ho
Reject Ho
Accept Ho

Acceptable
Acceptable
No value

Footprints via
the table view

Ho: M = 3

4

0.004

Reject Ho

Acceptable

Footprints via
the thumbnail
view

Ho: M = 3

4

0.001

Reject Ho

Acceptable

Footprints and
thematic layers

Ho: M = 3

4

0.005

Reject Ho

Acceptable

4
4
2
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
4

0.008
0.009
0.001
0.014
0.002
1.000
0.617
1.000
0.273
0.875
0.000

Reject Ho
Reject Ho
Reject Ho
Reject Ho
Reject Ho
Accept Ho
Accept Ho
Accept Ho
Accept Ho
Accept Ho
Reject Ho

Acceptable
Acceptable
Bad
Acceptable
Acceptable
No value
No value
No value
Not optimal
No value
Acceptable

Table

Ho: M = 3
Ho: M = 3
Ho: M = 3
Ho: M = 3
Tooltip
Ho: M = 3
Ho: M = 3
Ho: M = 3
Geographic
relevance info
Bull’s eye
Ho: M = 3
Table
Ho: M = 3
Thematic
relevance info
Bull’s eye
Ho: M = 3
Sorting
Table
Ho: M = 3
Ho = Null hypothesis, M = Median of the responses
Comparison

Thumbnail
Bull’s eye
Table
Thumbnail
Bull’s eye
Table

From the test results, it can be seen that the table view and thumbnail view and
metadata mapping (footprints) receive positive user feedback. As shown from Table
4.1, in order to indicate which data matched the search terms test participants had
chosen, test participants found that the thumbnail display seems to be the most
useful and effective display, followed by the table display. The ability to compare
search results textually and visually, as currently implemented in many internet
shops, allows users to easily see which datasets matched their needs. Such utility is
argued by some participants to be difﬁcult to be found in “ofﬁcial” GDI clearinghouses
or geoportals. This is one of the motivating points collected during the focus group
discussion. In contrast, as shown in the Figure 4.5 and Table 4.2, they see that
possibilities to compare items can be facilitated using the table and thumbnail
displays.
The bull’s-eye display is proven to be an ineffective means to visualize search results.
As shown in Table 4.2, the use of a bull’s-eye display to indicate, to compare, and to
rank results were more rejected than accepted by the test participants (“no value”).
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In this respect, only one participant out of group B agreed with the effectiveness of
the bull’s-eye display to indicate, to compare, and to rank results (Figure 4.5). In
relation to the presentation of geographic and thematic relevance, it can be seen
that the presentation of Hausdorff distance values and degrees of closeness in the
table display were more preferred than graphic representations of geographic and
thematic relevance in the bull’s-eye display. It should be noted here though, that test
participants found that the information regarding geographic relevance and thematic
relevance is not so useful (“no value” and implemented “not optimal” as shown in
Table 4.2). With regard to the ineffectiveness of the bull’s-eye display, during the
focus group activity, it was revealed that they have had difﬁculties with the bull’seye technique especially when the search produced multiple hits, where metadata
items were placed too dense. In the case that the hits were very few (only one or
two points on the circles), they perceived the display as expected: the closer to the
centre is the best.
From the test, it was apparent that opportunities to project metadata footprints and
to cascade footprints with relevant thematic layers on top of a map display are useful
to help them assess data suitability. Another feature that was considered useful by
test participants in all display types is the tool tip box.
The results of Statistical Test A3 (comparing the response of Group A and Group B)
conﬁrm that there was not enough evidence to reject hypothesis that the responses
had the same median. Hence, there was no signiﬁcance difference in the use of
the search interface for a group with GIS experiences and other group without GIS
experiences.
In addition to six groups of questions related to the assessment of search results
(Figure 4.5.), the participants were also asked to provide feedback of ﬁve questions
concerning the working environment (Figure 4.6). Questions asked were related to:
(a) interfaces to build queries, (b) the strategy of providing multi-linked displays, (c)
map supports, (d) perception on the thumbnail view (as they may or may not give
more conﬁdence), and (e) their willingness to use this kind of search interface. At
least eleven participants answered positively to the question (a) to question (d).
From their feedback, it can be concluded that the strategy to allow users to establish
metadata mapping and thematic layers cascading are acceptable. This was also one
of the important points that many test participants commented on during the focus
group. Further, the strategy to provide more than one way to present results in one
environment (and to enable them to switch into a speciﬁc display easily) was highly
appreciated by the test participants. In relation to question (e), it seems that test
participants hesitated to comment that they would use or would not use this search
interface for their daily GIS projects, as a result, almost half of them preferred to sit
on the fence (neutral). This can be understood since they used the prototype for
the ﬁrst time and only to solve one scenario out of many possible search tasks that
they could have.
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Figure 4.6. Responses of the test participants to the questions related to the working environment

Based on these results and the focus group discussion conducted after the test,
the claim analysis is developed to guide further the improvement of the prototype
(Table 4.3). In relation to the design improvement to support activity (1), minor ﬁxes
include improving the clarity to show users how to search, how to select a display
of search results, and visual cues for signifying the bounding box deﬁnition. Design
improvements related to activity (2) and (3) are considered minimal and mainly are
concerned with the clarity of the display, such as improving the steadiness of the tool
tip appearance. When the bull’s-eye display is still to be offered to support activity
(4), a major redesign would be required. The current bull’s-eye display lacks proper
symbol and text placements. Design improvements related to activity (5) and (6)
meanwhile should include an enhancement of symbolization of metadata elements
and the development of an interactive legend for metadata mapping.
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Table 4.3. The claim analysis and the indication of the design improvements
No.

Activities
+

1.

Deﬁning search
terms using the
where and what
tabs

+
+
+

2.

Assessing
search results
using a table
display

+
-

3.

Assessing
search
results using
a thumbnail
display

+
+
+

4.

Assessing
search results
using a bull’seye display

+
-

+
5.

Projecting
metadata on top
of a map

-

+

6.

Cascading
metadata
footprints and
thematic layers

Design
Improvement

Claims

-

Where-what (and when) tabs were considered effective
to express users’ search terms.
Where-what (and when) tabs were considered easy to
navigate and convenient to be used.
It lacks clarity: such as many users ask for a normal
“search” button (instead of icons of table, thumbnail, and
bulls-eye).
Previous searches should also be accommodated
(“history”/”favourites”)
A table display gives an advantage to users for its
familiarity.
The combination of the tool tip and table offers an
effective search strategy.
Filtering and contrasting results can be more convenient
with a table view.
Values of geographic and thematic relevance shown to
the users can be confusing. Categorical representations
perhaps can be of help?
The sorting functionality should be offered with more
apparent icons (hints for interacting with the table could
be improved).
The thumbnail view (in combination with a textual tool
tip) can signiﬁcantly increase the efﬁciency of search
process.
Comparing items can be facilitated well.
The quality of graphics preview can mislead the
assessment of data suitability
The bull’s-eye display can provide a quick overview of
the pattern and relevance of the data against the query
It can indicate the matching of area of interest and of
topic of interest with search results.
The method to place symbols and text requires major
redesign or reconsideration.
The lack of legend and hints for the meaning of
symbolization causes users considered this display is
difﬁcult to be used.

Low

Low

Low

Very High

Using this strategy, users are capable to examine the
overview the data characteristics and also to compare
and interrelate the search results.
In the case that a search returns multiple hits that need
to be mapped on top of map, users will have difﬁculties
to discern the symbols.

Moderate

Mapping of thematic layers and metadata offers
possibilities to investigate suitability of data in
accordance to users’ search context.
But, the clarity of map is easily becoming low as many
footprints are projected and many thematic layers
cascaded.
It lacks information that help users understanding the
symbols of metadata (legend)

Moderate
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4.5. Discussion
This chapter deals with metadata management and visualization of the search
interface component of the Aim4GDI prototype. Metadata offered by the providers
are summarized and stored as RDF data. They are organized by their topics, which
are expressed as RDF schema topic classes. To transform metadata summaries
into textual and graphical representations of metadata, the SPARQL query language
is used to process matching of constrained graphs and multiple dataset graphs. In
order to highlight these matches, geographic and thematic relevance are examined.
For determining the geographic relevance, the Hausdorff distance between the
bounding box of individual search results and the query is measured. For deﬁning the
thematic relevance, the notion of the closeness degree in social networks is applied.
To enhance this, the query against the schema of topic classes was performed.
In relation to the geographic relevance of search results, the measure of Hausdorff
distance between the bounding box of metadata (using the values of two corners
of the bounding box) and the area of interest of a query may produce inaccurate
ranking. Consider a user searching for a road dataset for a speciﬁc municipality
in the country. The search results may include dataset A and dataset B with the
value of Hausdorff distance of dataset A lower than dataset B, whereas in fact the
dataset B covers some districts within the municipality that the user is looking for
and dataset A covers the neighbouring districts where the municipality is located.
Hence, the accuracy of the distance measure can be improved such as with the use
of ontologies of place (see e.g., Jones et al. 2001) linked to the Placeboxes data.
The same improvement (of the use of additional ontologies) can also be relaised
to improve the accuracy of the thematic relevance including the use of WordNet
ontology to support the topic class matching (see e.g., Fonseca et al. 2002)
The results of the test experiment indicate the beneﬁts of table and thumbnail
displays in combination with graphic previews and metadata mapping. From the
test it was also clear that the current bull’s eye display is not preferred by most
test participants to assess search results. As existing geoportals lack sorting and
comparison features as well as the ability to link to the relevant thematic information,
the design strategy (combining table and thumbnail displays with metadata mapping
and thematic layers) can be really useful when implemented in a search interface
for a GDI.
In relation to the effectiveness of metadata visualization in GI retrieval, previous
studies revealed that star plots and parallel coordinates plots (Ahonen-Raino and
Kraak 2005), SuperTable + ScatterPlot (Klein et al. 2003), and 3D scatter plots of
thumbnails (Hobona et al. 2006), are highly appreciated by test participants.
The results of the evaluation of SuperTable (Klein et al. 2003) show that the combination
of table-based visualizations: level table and granularity table are preferred to be
used correspondingly to overview and to inspect the results in more detail. This
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ﬁnding is similar to what was found from the test. Whereas SuperTable combines a
traditional table with bar charts, tile bars, textual displays, this study uses a simple
design of textual table representation. Even though the use of textual and thumbnail
tables seems trivial, the decision to present search results as a simple table view was
highly appreciated by test participants, as shown in their responses as well as noted
in their comments. Three participants in Group A (with GIS background) speciﬁcally
encourage the design decisions. One of them comments: “As an interface to ﬁnd
new data, it is very useful”. In this study, the visualization of the geographic and
thematic relevance using the bull’s-eye display seems to fall short in comparison to
3D scatter plots of thumbnails (Hobona et al. 2006).
The strategy to represent metadata footprints on top of a map has been applied
in many GI retrieval systems. Nevertheless, the integration of thematic layers and
metadata footprints in a GI retrieval system has not been tested so far. The results
of the test experiment encourage the strategy to enable cascading of metadata and
thematic layers. During the focus group discussion, it was noted that the ability to
cascade metadata footprints and thematic layers is useful and logical to be used
for their search task. One of the participants argues though, that to be more useful,
the map display in the search interface needs to be bigger or resizable. From the
test, it was also conﬁrmed that the depictions of items’ relevancy and the legend in
metadata mapping and thematic layers cascading need improvements in terms of
visual clarity. In response to these design issues, some uses of visual variables in
symbolizing metadata elements (such as the level of transparency, colour coding,
and symbol selection) were improved.

4.6. Concluding remarks
In summary, an alternative strategy to provide visual displays, interaction strategies,
and the mapping environment that improve the usability of search process in the
GDI context using Semantic Web technology has been discussed in this chapter.
The rationale for the need of better indication, comparison, and sorting in current
geoportals and clearinghouses has been demonstrated via the developed search
interfaces. In general, table and thumbnail displays were seen as useful strategies
to complete the data selection. Further, the availability of the combination of search
results presentation (i.e. combining table –thumbnail displays, metadata mapping,
and thematic layer) was proven to be useful to help users indicating and selecting
the dataset required. In this regard, uses of RDF/XML encoding and RDF query fulﬁl
the design rationale to handle organization and semantics consistency of metadata
and to enable dynamic approaches to visualize and integrate metadata with thematic
layers. This approach offers possibilities for further data integration, for example to
search and to juxtapose the content within the GDI organization with the content of
non-geospatial web contents.
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CHAPTER 5

A Storytelling Atlas: Facilitating Browsing
Interaction & Collaboration with GDI
Chapter 3 focused on the practical aspects of developing the prototype to support
searching and browsing modes of information-seeking behaviour. Whereas Chapter
4 went on to focus on the use and evaluation of the searching mode, this chapter
will focus on these aspects of the browsing mode of the atlas metaphor. For this, the
use of storytelling and information foraging theories, as the underlying principles of
the browsing mode, will be discussed ﬁrst. In addition to the use and evaluation of
browsing strategies for individual purposes, this chapter will demonstrate a possibility
for extending the atlas metaphor to collaborative efforts with GDI.

5.1. Introduction
Popular desktop and web-mapping applications such as Google Earth, Google
Maps, and Yahoo Maps are contributing greatly to the public awareness of geospatial
information access and sharing. For example, the responses to the Hurricane
Katrina and Pakistan earthquake disasters, in which data access and participatory
mapping via Google Earth and Google Maps proved to be useful in supporting
community-based relief operations in the ﬁeld (Miller 2006; Nourbakhsh et al. 2006).
As explained in Chapter 1, more than two decades before the inception of Google
Earth and Google Maps, the idea of building a national and public infrastructure
for accessing geospatial data was being discussed through the development of a
Geospatial Data Infrastructure (GDI) (Groot and McLaughlin 2000b).
Considering the prospective use of GDI to facilitate access to geospatial resources,
utilization of geoportals would have been as prevalent as, or even more prevalent
than, the use of Google Earth or Google Maps. Unfortunately, this is not the case,
or at least not yet. It seems that more efforts are needed to make GDI more widely
accessible and geoportals more useful. The surveys conducted by Crompvoets et al.
(2004) observed a declining trend in the use, management, and metadata content of
the geoportals. In addition, the surveys also conﬁrmed that geoportals are not used
very much: only 30 percent are visited by more than 2000 visitors per month. One
of the main reasons for this could be that communities are not satisﬁed with the
functional capability of geoportals, which still seems to be data-oriented instead of
application-oriented (Crompvoets and Bregt 2006; Crompvoets et al. 2004). This
situation indicates that the user aspect, including the usability of the GDI interface,
should be taken into account more seriously.
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The usability of the web has been considered crucial in avoiding loss of revenues
and proﬁt in E-commerce. The following ﬁgures reported by Pirolli (2003) and Chi
(2002) illustrate why the usability is so important. In a study of E-commerce sites,
the users’ success rate in completing their intended tasks was, on average, only
56 percent (Nielsen 2001). DoubleClick reported that 57 percent of all shopping
cart sessions were abandoned (Kerner 2004), while Forrester Research reported
that 65 percent of all online shopping trips end in failure (Souza et al. 2000), and
that 40 percent of every 1 million visitors do not return to a site because of design
problems (Manning et al. 1998). Usability aspects of web site design that need
serious consideration include strategies to provide effective, efﬁcient, and satisfying
navigation and interaction schemes through the browsing session (see e.g., Ivory
and Hearst 2002; Shneiderman 1997). For geospatial data access, aspects related
to navigation and interaction of the user interface are also considered important
in advancing the usability of the interface (Cartwright et al. 2001; Dykes 2005;
Fuhrmann et al. 2005b; Plaisant 2005).
The work described in this thesis positions the web atlas as a gateway to information
resources associated with GDI. To this extent, the atlas can be used as an alternative
to geoportals as a means to discover, interact, and make sense of the GDI resources.
This chapter will discuss strategies associated with navigation and interaction
schemes in the atlas metaphor to provide users with an effective and helpful browsing
experience. As emphasized in Section 2.3.2, the navigation and interaction schemes
of the atlas metaphor rely on the atlas structure. As mentioned in that section and
also discussed in Section 3.3, the atlas storyteller and GDI storyteller are linked to
each of the thematic maps in the atlas structure to provide information that can be
useful in improving the user’s understanding and assisting in ﬁnding the required
information.
This chapter will expand on this particular issue and discuss a strategy built upon
the concept of storytelling. In this respect, to support navigation and interaction
schemes of the atlas metaphor, the possibilities of delivering a narrative style or
storytelling type of visualization using the atlas concept (Keller 1995; Monmonier
1992; Ormeling 1995b) are explored. In addition, some principles proposed in the
information foraging theory (Pirolli 2003; Pirolli and Card 1995) to provide a “strong”
information scent for improving the interface’s usability are also applied (see Section
5.2.2). Four crucial aspects in building the storytelling strategy include techniques
on: (1) how to organize the resources, (2) how to build the narrative structure, (3)
how to manage users’ attention and retention through navigation, and lastly on (4)
how to present and juxtapose resources for access and analysis purposes.
With regard to the organization of geospatial resources, aspects associated with the
management and queries of geospatial resources in the Aim4GDI prototype have
been discussed in Chapter 3 (see also Aditya and Kraak 2007a). The organization
of geospatial resources is intended to support functionalities required in the atlas
metaphor for completing tasks related to the exploration, analysis, and synthesis
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of geospatial resources. The resources to be indexed and represented are not
only limited to data (i.e., proprietary datasets, WMS, and WFS) published by GDI
providers, but also encompass online resources published by non-GDI providers,
including individuals and any participating parties (e.g., geocoded news and images).
The resources are grouped into the GDI storyteller items and will cover those that
are from WMS, WFS, ofﬂine datasets, or geocoded news or alerts, for instance. If
the resources include charts, graphics, or textual narrative related to the thematic
maps, they are grouped into the atlas storyteller.
The development of narrative structures as well as the navigation and interaction
schemes will be the focus of the following sections. In addition, an extension of these
schemes, aimed at supporting collaborative efforts using the GDI resources, will be
presented. This chapter will also present the ﬁndings from the tests on the browsing
interaction for individual use and collaborative use.

5.2. Methods
5.2.1. Developing a storytelling atlas
Crawford (2005) stated that through the ages, storytelling remains “the most
powerful medium for communicating complexly inter-related ideas”. As a means
for communicating ideas and experiences, it has been used widely to convey
information and messages in entertainment, communication and education, and
other areas, in the forms of oral, written, and visual stories (Laurel 1991; Mateas and
Sengers 2003). Particularly with respect to visualizing information, Gershon and
Page (2001) argued that, in situations where complex and massive amounts of data
and information need to be presented, a narrative or story-based visualization could
help users understand the content efﬁciently and coherently.
In the ﬁeld of geovisualization, the concept of narrative has been applied for instances
in the design of atlases (Ormeling 1995b) and interaction systems (Monmonier 1992),
as well as in the development of a game-based metaphor for geoinformation access
(Cartwright 2004). The following section will look more closely at the narrative
aspect of atlas design.
Kraak and Ormeling (2002) stated that the way that maps are arranged in atlases
to convey certain objectives is similar to rhetoric: “if a number of arguments are
presented in a speech in a given sequence, a speciﬁc conclusion is reached”. To
give one example from Kraak and Ormeling (2002): an electronic school atlas of
Sweden might use the scenario of simulating the ﬂight of geese from south to north
over the country. During the ﬂight, a low-pitched view of the landscape is shown. By
interacting with the atlas, the students can stopover in a speciﬁc place or choose a
speciﬁc theme, so that they, in place of geese characters, can investigate an area
or topic of interest in detail. As such, atlases can be perceived as a geographical
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narrative (Monmonier 1992; Ormeling 1992) or storyteller since they are built upon
several factors: a sequence of events of interaction made to highlight the objective,
map layers and datasets to be displayed, choices to ﬁnd solutions for speciﬁc
geospatial questions, and structures for elucidating the relationships between the
datasets. These correspond to some of the narrative properties (Crawford 2005;
Pentland 1999): sequence, someone or something, choices, and plot or structure.
In relation to the ability of atlases to convey a pre-determined sequence, choices, and
structure for narrative means, Ormeling (1992) differentiated three typical storytelling
manners that atlas readers (or users in the case of digital atlases, including web
atlases) can comprehend from the atlases’ presentation. These three means are:
chronicle, classical epic, and mystery storytelling. As illustrated by Ormeling, for a
chronicle type of atlas, the narrative is built upon the sequence of ﬁrst A happened,
then B, then C (e.g., triggered by a cause-effect relationship). An example of this is
the Polish primary school atlas for fourth grade pupils, which starts its presentation
from a plan of the classroom (A) and ends with the world (C). Whereas a classical
epic style could start ﬁrst with B, and then move back to A and proceed to C. The
Dutch secondary school atlas (“de Grote Bosatlas”) (Ormeling 1981) is an example
of the classical epic type of atlas; it ﬁrst portrays the Netherlands as a country (B),
then focuses on the country’s constituent parts (A), and afterwards zooms out to the
world (C). A mystery story type of atlas would start with (C) or the world ﬁrst, and
work back to (A) or the parts through (B) the country, with some information being
deliberatively hidden in the early stages. The Economic Atlas of Ontario (Dean 1969)
ﬁrst presented the synthesis of the province (C), then worked back to concentrate on
all the deﬁning factors in the synthesis process (A) to partial syntheses (B). As such,
this atlas can be seen as the spatial equivalent of the mystery story type.
The following section will elaborate further on how a narrative framework should be
built to deliver the intended type of storytelling.
Narrative Structures
In a storytelling system, developing presentation as stories requires a generic process
for building the plot or narrative structure (Crawford 2005). In the ﬁeld of storytelling
for entertainment and training, there can be two types of plot generation: linear and
branching (Riedl and Young 2006).A linear narrative is an event’s arrangement from
start to end with no possibilities for users to alter the story (e.g., movies), whereas a
branching narrative allows users to alter the way a story progresses. This branching
plot can be generated by means of: autonomous agents or character-based planning
and use of mediation (Riedl and Young 2006). With the latter, the system provides
a linear narrative representing the ideal story and considers all the options that
users have – through interactivity – to unfold possible branching stories. Narrative
structures built for hypermedia presentation tend to implement this approach. For
example, through “structured progressions” (Rutledge et al. 2003), a linear structure
of hypermedia can be generated while users are still allowed to interact with the
options leading to the branching links.
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Similar to this differentiation of linear and branching models, at least three basic
models can be distinguished in the narrative structures in book and web/electronic
atlases: radial (i.e., centripetal, centrifugal), regular linear (confrontation and regularlinear-interrupted), and irregular linear (or interrupted) models (Ormeling 1995a;
Ormeling 1997b) (see Figure 5.1). This narrative structure works as a framework “to
which all information items are related” (Ormeling 1997b, p. 28) and as a deﬁning
component for delivering narrative means. If these structures are related to the
manner of storytelling (that of chronicle, classical epic, and mystery), then radial
and regular linear structures might be used to deliver a chronicle type of atlas, while
the irregular linear models could be used to support classical epic and mystery-type
atlas presentations.

Figure 5.1. Some types of narrative structures in the atlases: (A) centripetal (B) centrifugal (C) regular
linear interrupted model (source: (Ormeling 1997b))

A radial model applies a gradual surrounding movement of information presentation
by constantly using a particular reference as a yardstick or a focus of interest. The
focus of interest may be a place, a theme, or a time. The radial structure can use
a constant zooming-in sequence (i.e., centripetal) or zooming-out sequence (i.e.,
centrifugal). In a typical centripetal model, the presentation progresses by referring
to one’s own habitat, whereas in a typical centrifugal model the focus is to gradually
add or accommodate new knowledge according to one’s mental map. For example,
in an atlas dealing with history from a strictly impartial viewpoint, the reader can
learn about historical events by relating them to his or her own time (Ormeling 1992;
Ormeling 1997b).
Confrontation models provide pairs of maps related to two opposite issues (e.g.,
political atlases related to communism versus capitalism, prospective versus
capitalized natural resources, or offer versus demand as in tourist atlases). In
regular linear interrupted models, all areas (or topics) of interest are given equal
emphasis, and the ﬂow of the narrative covers all areas equally (e.g., reference
atlases). Irregular linear interrupted models can be found in biographical atlases
related to the life of a revolutionary leader of a country: showing the place of birth
and the place where the “leader” or “hero” died and events in between, with the
A Storytelling Atlas
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atlas progressing to show all the areas where the leader worked and phenomena
affecting his or her life.
Advances in computer and web technology permit visualization of geospatial data
and information that combine two or more of the models discussed above through
one interface. For example, via GoogleEarth (2007a), by utilizing the “Fly-To” or
“Tour” navigation in combination with the arrangements of add-on thematic layers
and geocoded news related to global awareness on bird ﬂu, one can gain both
centripetal and centrifugal presentations. In the case of a centripetal presentation,
one may focus on the global distribution, highlights, and probes on the bird ﬂu, while
also monitoring the spread of the virus in one’s own country. Meanwhile, if the focus
is to observe the progress made by one’s own country in combating its spread in
comparison to efforts made by neighbouring countries, then the “Tour” and geocoded
news can be prepared according to the centrifugal principle.
The following section will look more closely at the role of the atlas structure in
supporting the designated narrative structure for the browsing mode.
Building the narrative structure for the atlas metaphor
A scenario of a traveller looking for a path intended to bring him or her to the
information destination is used in this work. This scenario is considered appropriate
to the activity of browsing geospatial resources. In this respect, an “Ariadne’s thread”
navigation scheme similar to the one explained in Ormeling (1993) is used here.
Thus, a chronicle type of atlas is envisaged as a narrative framework here. For this
work, the narrative structure used is typically that of “structured progressions” or
the regular linear interrupted models mentioned in Section 5.2.1.1. The narrative
structure involves four steps: sequencing the display, offering the branching scheme
through links, focusing on the resource, and inter-relating the resources (Figure
5.2).
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Figure 5.2. The conceptual narrative structure used for the atlas metaphor. Four principles of narrative
structure are generated on the ﬂy: sequencing the display to attain an emphasis set, offering links of
options (branching), focusing on a speciﬁc resources (explaining), and interrelating its relevancy to other
resources or content (section 5.3 explains how this is implemented as a web application).

For building the display sequences, user interactions are transformed into a chain
of visualization: topic à map à atlas and GDI storyteller. This means that for each
selected mouse event (mouse-over or mouse click) over the particular link, the
relevant query is processed. The corresponding query results are then dynamically
populated into the currently sequenced display. For example, when a user selects
the GDI storyteller link that is presented in “Road Developments from 1990-2005”
in the topic of Transportation, then the query retrieving all geospatial resources for
that context is processed (similar to what was presented as the listing Q3 in Section
3.5 in Chapter 3). Using a stylesheet template, the resulting responses are then
arranged in a section of the web page with other sections to where the contents of
the next display to be populated will also be created.
The branching scheme is offered via links. The links are not bound to speciﬁc
references but are generated dynamically in response to a user selection. The
generation of links is started when the user selects a speciﬁc map related to a
particular topic. In this context, each thematic map that is incorporated can also
be used as a starting point to access resources associated with the atlas and GDI
storyteller.
The words of the storyteller in this context relate to the methods for representing an
object of interest in certain narrative units. When either the atlas or GDI storyteller is
clicked, the relevant information can be accessed through the StorytellerView, which
is located next to MapView and ExplorerView (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3. StorytellerView: The realization of the narrative structure of the atlas metaphor presented in
Figure 5.2.

If the user selects the GDI Storyteller, the “Related GDI resources” will be offered
according to the types of GDI resources linked to the map (e.g., ofﬂine data, WMS,
and WFS). In addition, a link for “Alternative Views” is always shown to offer the user
displays of all these associated resources as a set of thumbnail displays (similar
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to the thumbnail view presented in Chapter 4) or as projected lines in a Parallel
Coordinates Plot (PCP) view (shown in Figure 5.5). Through thumbnails and a PCP
view, the user can be shown the overview of the resource displayed via the mouseover interaction. Such representation strategies are designed to provide a way for
users to inter-relate the topical relevance of the resources.
To focus on a speciﬁc resource, the user needs to click on the headings given in
the “Related GDI resources” or on an individual thumbnail, or on a line in the PCP.
Each time a resource is selected, a new view detailing the description of the selected
resource is shown with a bigger thumbnail. This new view also contains links to
project the footprint or to load the resource on top of the map (in the case of WMS
and WFS) or to access directly the metadata description stored in the provider’s
website. If a user selects the atlas storyteller, the “Related atlas resources” will be
offered according to the types of narrative resources associated with the map (e.g.,
images, graphics or charts). The alternative view only contains a link to display the
resources as thumbnails.
The combination of the sequenced display with thumbnails and the PCP view aims
to enable users to study the relationships among the resources and to ease their
navigation of the contents. As such, the navigation can stimulate comprehension
and making sense of the information (Gretzel and Fesenmaier 2002).

5.2.2. Information scent and navigation schemes: Maintaining users’
attention and retention
In combination with narrative structures, some principles from information foraging
theory can be applied to offer users a useful browsing experience.
Information foraging theory addresses issues related to information-seeking
behaviour by individuals using the analogy of animals hunting for food (Pirolli and
Card 1995). For animals, ﬁnding food that provides energy involves strategies of
maximizing “the rate of net energy returned per effort expended” (Pirolli and Card
1999). Further, Pirolli and Card (1999) state that the theory assumes that people will
probably adapt their strategies in seeking, gathering, consuming, and structuring
information to maximize their success in gaining valuable information or “maximum
beneﬁt for minimum effort” (Nielsen 2003b).
Information scent refers to the imperfect, subjective perception regarding the value,
cost, or access path of the distal content (i.e., page or information at the other end),
represented by proximal cues including text- and graphic-expressing web links (Chi
et al. 2001; Pirolli and Card 1999). Through the web, users forage for information
by navigating from page to page or section to section via web links. In this regard,
foragers (i.e., users) use text- or graphic-expressing web links as proximal cues to
assess the distal content.
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The generation of narrative structure is speciﬁcally intended to support browsing.
As summarized in Bodoff (2006), browsing is “actively looking through information
(active) or keeping one’s eyes open for information (passive), without a particular
problem to solve or question to answer (unfocused need)”. Through the narrative
structure deﬁned, users are expected to page through the sequential paths offered.
But like cartoons, storytelling should retain the users’ attention (Eisner 1996). In
information foraging theory, this refers to the stickiness of the web site: how much
users stay browsing the paths and do not leave the web site.
Users have a limited attention span, yet the amount of information to consume
continues to grow (King 2003, p. 30). Studies show that people tend to switch or
leave a web site when the information scent gets low (Chi et al. 2001; Pirolli 2003). In
a hierarchical navigation space, a strong information scent requires a low navigation
effort (e.g., time allocated and numbers of clicks) (Pirolli et al. 2003). Thus, how to
preserve the users’ attention and retention are also relevant aspects in developing a
storytelling web atlas.
One of the crucial considerations for catching the users’ attention includes the provision
of web links that have a strong information scent. For this purpose, designers can
include more summary words targeted to the links (Pirolli 2003). In addition, crossreferences and clear links on the page will give strong information scents (Nielsen
2003a). Further, use of thumbnails in combination with a summary or text, termed
enhanced thumbnails, can improve the information scent (Woodruff et al. 2001). As
Woodruff et al. explained, enhanced thumbnails were proven to be more consistent
and efﬁcient in assisting users searching for Homepage, E-commerce, and Sideeffects type of information in comparison to text summaries and plain thumbnails.
When looking for Picture type of information though, plain thumbnails seems to be
more efﬁcient than enhanced ones. In this regard, the combination of text summaries
and thumbnails, images, graphics, and maps is intended to enhance the narrative
of the atlas. As Ormeling (1992) showed, the textual commentaries on the maps in
the atlas are an analogy to a dialogue or direct conversation in a story or drama.
They can provide an interesting perspective to gain users’ attention and can further
users’ understanding. In an interactive geographic visualization, narrative scripts can
stimulate users’ interest to interact more with the interface (see e.g., Monmonier
1992).
In the Aim4GDI prototype, the techniques applied for strengthening the information
scent of links include: enlarging text in active links, inserting a short summary for every
thematic map, using thumbnails (plain thumbnails rather than enhanced thumbnails
with titles) and cross-references. Here, a cross-reference perspective is facilitated
through “alternative views”, similar to “See also”. Considering that the items in the
GDI and atlas storyteller are mainly “pictures” (e.g., ofﬂine geospatial data, images
and graphics) and as plain thumbnails are good for dealing with pictures, the plain
thumbnails with titles are used as an intermediate way to access the actual resources
within the GDI and atlas storyteller (Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4. Strengthening information scent in the StorytellerView. Plain thumbnail of a thematic map
or layer and the summary of the map are given for each of thematic layer listed in the topic of the atlas
directory.

The automatic narrative generation (Figure 5.2) begins when users start looking
through the GDI resources using the directory. Sequential plots are generated as
a consequence of user interactions and the contents are dynamically populated.
Two principles are applied in sequencing the content: ﬁrst, the newest items
(corresponding to the newly added maps, charts and documentations, or the newly
published resources) are displayed ﬁrst. Secondly, an emerging display box on the
screen is displayed in response to users’ interactions. In the case of a mouse-over
on a link, a pop-up box containing an overview of the content under that link will be
shown. Meanwhile, for an interaction with a mouse click, as discussed earlier, the
follow-up box containing more detailed information related to the link selected, or
graphical overviews of the related resources, will be displayed. For instance, after
loading the road networks map into the display for Lisa’s task (see Chapter 3), she
can open charts on the number of cars per 1000 inhabitants and the length of road
developments in the study area while browsing the directory.
To support users’ retention, predictable and consistent navigation schemes are
offered. For example, as users unfold new sequential plots, the path that led to the
current selection can still be re-traced. Thus, in Lisa’s case, after she has extracted
the most important information from the atlas storyteller, she could then move back
to her previous path to start browsing the GDI storyteller. To facilitate this, a pop-up
box providing interaction hints is always available along the paths. In addition, visual
cues to emphasize new active links and visited links are also offered throughout the
links in the Aim4GDI.
Along with taking care of users’ attention and retention, the approach described
above also aims to maintain the coherency of the overall presentation. In this regard,
the graphical overviews of the resources are presented within the browsing path.
The views are presented as a set of thumbnails and a Parallel Coordinate Plot (PCP)
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view (for browsing resources through the GDI storyteller). The goal is to provide
users with more than one way of seeing all the related resources within a theme of
interest. In this respect, the views are intended to provide different, and sometimes
contrasting, points of view on the same subject matter. A similar perception on the
importance of providing alternative views in a web portal has been addressed by
Gahegan and Pike (2006). They considered that the role of metadata in a web
portal could be enhanced by using ontology (see also Schuurman and Leszczynski
(2006)), but contended that to better represent meaning, ontology is not the only
component that is needed. Providing users with many alternative perspectives helps
users to “explore and come to understand the resources and concepts it contains”
(Gahegan and Pike 2006). In the context of the atlas metaphor, an opportunity to
inspect the spatial component of the GDI resources is not only offered through the
PCP attributes of west limit, east limit, north limit, and south limit (the bounding
box values of a metadata summary as described in Chapter 3), but also, as brieﬂy
mentioned in the previous section, through providing an opportunity to project the
metadata footprint once the resource has been selected (in focus) (Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5. The Parallel Coordinate Plot view is offered to provide an alternative view to thumbnails and
individual links. The view is intended to help users compare and interrelate geospatial resources within
the same theme. A tool tip box is shown when a user pointing an individual line. The metadata footprint of
the corresponding item is projected on top of a map when the user clicks the line.

In order to maintain the users’ attention and retention, a consistent and clear trail
of navigation has to be provided to avoid users’ dissatisfaction during browsing
interactions and to help them understand the content (related to the stickiness
mentioned above). Modelling users’ paths or navigation pattern has been a point
of interest in information foraging studies. The theory states that by providing an
optimum predictive model of users’ navigation, the design processes can become
more effective and efﬁcient (Card et al. 2001; Chi 2002; Chi et al. 2001; Huberman
et al. 1998; Ivory and Hearst 2002). A predictive measure for modelling user and web
interaction can be produced using techniques like Longest Repeating Subsequence
(LRS) (Pitkow and Pirolli 1999) and Web User Flow by Information Scent (WUFIS)
(Chi et al. 2001), for example. WUFIS is a simulation of a number of agents (seen
as users) traversing the links and content of a web site, comparing the agents’
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information goals against the pages’ content. The LRS technique captures surﬁng or
browsing paths that are likely to re-occur and ignores noise from browsing activities.
In this regard, WUFIS is better for assessing the information scent of web links,
whereas LRS is useful for identifying browsing patterns.
The LRS technique can be used to extract signiﬁcant surﬁng paths by identifying
the longest repeating subsequences (LRS) of browsing behaviour for both real and
simulated users (Pitkow and Pirolli 1999). The LRS is a sequence of items, where
the word “subsequence” refers to a set of consecutive items, “repeated” means
that the item occurs more than once, and the “longest” determines that at least
one occurrence of the sequences has the longest repeat. Figure 5.6 illustrates the
pattern of LRS for four possible cases of browsing. The use of LRS in this work will
be discussed in Section 5.6.

Figure 5.6. Four diagrams illustrating the formation of longest repeating subsequences (LRS) for four
possible cases of browsing and the corresponding LRS produced. Thick-lined arrows indicate more than
one traversal whereas thin-lined arrows indicate only one traversal (source: Pitkow and Pirolli 1999).

5.2.3. Advancing the atlas metaphor to support collaborative work
Collaborative GIS deals with the potential for spatial analyses, like multi-criteria
decision analysis as well as mapping and discussions, to be used in group work to
resolve decision problems and facilitate decision-making (Balram and Dragicevic
2006; Jankowski et al. 2006). This method is applicable for a wide range of group work,
including collaborative efforts involving web GIS technology for crisis management
(Cay et al. 2004; Tsou 2006) and planning (Mason and Dragicevic 2006; Rinner
2001). The decision-making process in such group work, often, if not always, involves
visualization of data and information. Methods and tools associated with collaborative
geovisualization have not yet been used optimally to enhance group work using
GIS technologies (MacEachren 2005). For this reason, geocollaboration has been
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considered as a fundamental research challenge for GI science and information
science (MacEachren and Kraak 2001).
The reason for extending the concept of the web atlas metaphor to support
geocollaboration is based on the potential of GDI resources to provide decision support
(Feeney 2003; Groot 1997; Rajabifard et al. 2002). GDI can be seen as a sharing
mechanism that inter-relates data, people, and technological components. In the
GDI setting, decision-making activities are inﬂuenced by deﬁning factors associated
with data, people, and technological issues (Feeney 2003). In this respect, the use
of distributed geovisualization to support group work can effectively and efﬁciently
connect the supply and demand associated with people, data, and technological
resources (Brodlie et al. 2005). As the storytelling atlas is aimed at better structuring
GDI resources speciﬁcally for knowledge and information discovery, adding extra
tools for groups to share knowledge is seen as a pragmatically useful way to further
exploit the GDI potential to support coordinated work for various national programmes,
including national crisis management and collaborative planning.
The present section attempts to show and assess the possible add-in collaborative
tools developed on top of the storytelling atlas. It attempts to present one of many
alternatives of how maps and visual displays in the atlas, which is designed as a portal
of geospatial resources, can be used to support collaboration activities. In relation to
this issue, the need for an integrated portal to access and use spatial data and services
for decision support in, say, a critical situation or for planning, has been endorsed,
implemented, and tested across academic and industry domains (MacEachren et
al. 2005; MacEachren and Brewer 2004; OGC 2003a; OGC 2003b; OGC 2003c).
As envisaged by the OGC, the infrastructure of geospatial data and services can be
used as a foundation for building a basic geocollaborative environment at national
level, such as for a national crisis centre (OGC 2003c). The next section will ﬁrst
revisit the role of maps (and other visual displays) in encouraging collaboration and
then go on to discuss some design issues related to the development of add-in tools
to facilitate synchronous collaboration efforts.
The atlas for mediating collaboration with GDI
In a collaboration context, tasks involving maps and graphics span collaborative
exploration – collaborative conﬁrmation or analysis – collaborative analysis – and
collaborative presentation (MacEachren and Brewer 2004). Indeed, the tasks can
be perceived as an extension to the goals of map use proposed by MacEachren
and Kraak (1997) that built upon the research or problem-solving steps discussed in
Chapter 3 to which the prototype of the atlas metaphor was subjected. The typology
of the collaborative tasks mentioned above can be related to four processes that are,
in general, required in group work: generate (idea and options), negotiate, choose,
and execute (see McGrath (1984) in MacEachren and Brewer (2004)), which are also
parallel to the notion of four decision-making phases: intelligence, design, choice,
and review (see Simon (1977) in Rinner (2006)). Intelligence involves assessing
or exploring the opportunities to make a decision. The alternative solutions are
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developed in the design phase, and then one particular alternative is decided on in
the choice phase and evaluated in the review phase.
With regard to the use of maps for collaboration efforts, as elaborated by MacEachren
and Brewer (2004), and building on the notion of Peirce’s semiotic triangle connecting
referent, interpretant, and sign-vehicle (MacEachren 1995; Peirce 1955), the maps
can be valued as sign-vehicles. The maps (and components of maps) can provide a
medium to better signify the referent (i.e., objects being represented on a map) and
effectively strengthen understanding shared with the interpretant (i.e., the meaning
derived by a collaborator from sign-vehicles about the referent) for group work.
A map-based sign-vehicle can have a role as an object of the collaboration,
as a visual depiction to support dialogue, or as a device to support coordinated
activity (MacEachren 2005). As reviewed by MacEachren (2005), initial attempts
to investigate these three types of roles of a map in a collaboration environment
include: the design of a map to facilitate location selection (thus, as an object of
the collaboration (Armstrong and Densham 1995)), the use of geo-referenced
discussions on top of a map to facilitate group dialogue in a planning context
(i.e., a device to support dialogue (Rinner 2001; Rinner 2006)), and an analysis
resulting in an indication that the group prefers using maps during the analyticintegration phase more than in the exploratory-structuring phase (i.e., a device to
support coordinated activity (Jankowski and Nyerges 2001; Jankowski et al. 2006)).
According to MacEachren (2005), as an object of the collaboration, the emphasis on
using the map is to better deal with the referent, so that collaborators can structure
their discussion and understand how their individual perspectives differ or coincide.
As a device to support dialogue, when the collaborator’s perspectives on a speciﬁc
issue and its corresponding feature on the map is explicitly connected through a
georeferenced link (as in Rinner’s work (2001)), the differences in the conception
can be better articulated. As a device to support coordinated activity, a map should
enable interpretants’ differences to be identiﬁed and their perspectives on a speciﬁc
issue to be coordinated (Figure 5.7). A more detailed discussion on this can be found
in MacEachren (2005) and MacEachren and Brewer (2004).
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Figure 5.7. The semiotic triangle applied to understand geocollaboration. A triangle consists of the
referent, the object being signalled; the sign vehicle, which is the object or device (e.g., a map symbol)
that stands for or signiﬁes the referent; and the interpretant, the meaning derived from (or perhaps read
into) the relationship. Here, two groups of semiotic triangles are presented. The top triangle depicts four
users with substantially different interpretants for the same sign vehicle-referent relationship and the
bottom triangle shows a subsequent convergence of interpretants as a result of joint work (MacEachren
and Brewer 2004) (Reprinted with permission from Informaworld: http://www.informaworld.com).

A thematic map in the atlas functions as an index to various types of information
resources related to an issue to be solved jointly by collaborators. For collaboration
work, the resources organised in the GDI storyteller can involve not only the GDI
resources in the form of ofﬂine data, WMS, or WFS, for instance, but also more
varied graphics and images including images or digitized features uploaded from
the ﬁeld, for example. In addition, the GDI storyteller may also link to relevant news
and alerts as well as online documentation in the form of articles or stories that
are georeferenced using GeoRSS format, for example. In this respect, although
information resources are not by default taken into account as stories, they can be
combined and stylized to develop an integrated form of narrative on the topic or a
thematic map to which the information resources are bound. For example: browsing
the best practices for, say, on how to handle a new disease outbreak can be done
by assessing the links in the GDI storyteller from which the best practices offered
by other relief or medical aid groups can be accessed while also accessing relevant
GDI resources that can be of help in preparing a relevant response. As addressed
in Gershon and Page (2001), a story needs to be effectively structured and built on
the ﬂy. Using the atlas as implemented in some European museum- and art projects
(e.g., Alani et al. 2002; Geurts et al. 2003), the stories are generated from semantic
data using story templates or a narrative structure as shown in Figure 5.2.
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In the atlas metaphor, the organization and navigation of GDI resources is intended
to support collaborative exploration, analysis, and synthesis of the atlas and GDI
resources toward a shared understanding on issues or problems associated with a
speciﬁc topic in group work. For exploration and partial analysis, the visualization
techniques aim to offer descriptive and exploratory visualization, while distributed
collaborative analysis and synthesis often require methods and tools for sharing
the group members’ perspectives while discussing the decision to be made and for
facilitating awareness for group cognition.
Regarding descriptive and exploratory visualization, Brodlie et al. (1998) stated that
descriptive visualization is used when “… the phenomenon represented in the data is
known, but the user needs to present a clear visual veriﬁcation of this phenomenon
(usually to others)”, whereas exploratory visualization is “necessary when we do not
know what we are looking for … (and need) to understand the nature of the data”.
With descriptive and exploratory visualizations, all the collaborators are expected
to have opportunities to build a requirement and draw up a possible solution based
on their own perspectives, for example, assessing the suitability of datasets and
services, mining speciﬁc geoinformation on a map, and juxtaposing available
datasets or services. To do this, members of a collaboration team might need, for
instance, to compare certain items and investigate attributes correlated to a speciﬁc
GDI resource in more detail. This requires a set of exploratory displays enabling
them to overview, sort, drill, and conﬁrm the suitability of the items. They must also
be able to display all the relevant data or resources available and compare which
resource meets the criteria of use according to a group member’s perspective. Using
the atlas metaphor, a group member or collaborator can assess and examine the
ﬁtness-for-use by making sense of the representation of search results presented
in a table, thumbnail, bull’s eye, or PCP view through ExplorerView (Chapter 4), as
well as through the narrative structures and content presented by StorytellerView
(Section 5.2.2).
The following section will discuss methods and tools to facilitate the awareness for
team cognition and support collaborative analysis and synthesis tasks.
Shared visualization in support of collaborative analysis and synthesis
Collaboration activities can be differentiated according to their temporal and spatial
situations, such as: same place-same time, same place-different time, different placesame time, and different place-different time (see e.g., Applegate 1991; MacEachren
2005). A list of examples of related work in geocollaboration that involves those
different temporal-spatial settings and the role of (map) visualization (as the object,
to support dialogue, to support coordinated activity) can be found in MacEachren
(2005) and MacEachren and Brewer (2004). To mention some: the work of Schafer
and Bowman (2006) and Brodlie (2005), for example, focused on the same time
(synchronous) distributed collaboration using a map as the object of collaboration to
generate a group decision. The work of Rinner (2006), mentioned earlier, focused on
the asynchronous distributed collaboration using an argumentation map that supports
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dialogue by linking the geographic features on the map to the group discussions.
While the work of MacEachren and Brewer (2004) can be seen as an attempt to
deal with a synchronous distributed collaboration using graphic displays to support
coordinated activity across collaborators.
The add-in collaborative tools developed in this study are aimed at supporting
synchronous distributed interactions for a wide range of collaborative activities
through a national GDI organization, such as collaborative spatial planning and
crisis management. Using these collaborative tools, it is envisaged that GDI users
will be able to work together to make sense of GDI resources in combination with the
atlas maps and structure through all the phases of decision-making. In this regard,
the intelligent, design, and choice phases of decision-making (as explained in the
ﬁrst part of Section 5.2.3) are phases that can be conceptually supported through
collaborative exploration, analysis, synthesis and presentation using the web atlas
metaphor (Figure 5.8). As a ﬁrst step toward this idea, this study attempts to assess
how shared visualization of GDI resources can be facilitated through the atlas
metaphor and help resolve the necessary individual exploration, and group analysis
and synthesis.

Figure 5.8. An extension to the concept of atlas metaphor: in addition to descriptive and explorative
visualization by browsing, the add-in collaborative tools are offered. The tools are aimed at supporting
shared representations for GDI users involved in a collaboration activity to, for example, plan the
trafﬁc survey activities. The shared representation for group cognition is supported by a typical online
teleconference or voice-only or text-only communication program.

Sharing map representations means that an exchange of geospatial ideas related
to a physical space with contextual reference information is becoming plausible
(MacEachren and Brewer 2004). Using the atlas metaphor, the participants involved
in the group work can search and browse GDI resources through ExplorerView
(Chapter 4) or StorytellerView (Section 5.2) ﬁrst, before taking part in a collaborative
session in which a limited number of alternatives are jointly assessed through
synchronous discussion and shared visualizations. The discussion and shared
visualization of GDI resources, for instance combining thematic layers for a particular
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topic with a speciﬁc WFS, means the group participants can base their discussion
on the same representation to perform a joint collaborative analysis (MacEachren
and Brewer 2004).Furthermore, the combined visualizations of different sources of
information, including thematic maps and WFS, can hypothetically help develop an
understanding of the differences between perspectives, and where practical, can
help generate a common perspective (collaborative synthesis) (MacEachren and
Brewer 2004)).
Throughout these collaborative tasks, in enabling shared visualizations of thematic
layers and GDI resources, the parameter settings that correspond to actions
completed by each participant (such as map selection and colour modiﬁcation)
are distributed near real-time. In relation to this, of the three different options in
which collaborative visualization can be facilitated: single shared, single replicated,
and multiple linked application (Brodlie 2005), the atlas metaphor uses the single
replicated approach, which gives full control to each participant for interacting with
his or her own user interfaces. Each action taken by a participant will affect the user
interfaces of the other participants involved in a synchronous collaborative session.
The shared representation is considered important to build group awareness during
the completion of joint tasks. This issue deals with the system’s ability to provide
awareness of “who does what and where” during the collaboration process. Questions
such as: Who is participating? Who is doing that? What are they doing? Where
are they working? are typical “workspace awareness” issues required for group
work (Cuevas et al. 2006; Gutwin and Greenberg 2004). Graphic representations
to build up group awareness include what Gutwin and Greenberg (2004) deﬁned
as: embodiments (such as telepointers, video techniques, and avatars), expressive
artefacts (such as process feed-through, and graphical or sound cues associated
to actions), and visibility techniques (such as radar views). For a synchronous
distributed application, such awareness issues as well as the ability to use voice
communication to discuss perspectives have been identiﬁed as essential elements
in supporting collaborative geospatial analyses (MacEachren and Brewer 2004). To
share a representation of areas of interests of the collaboration participants, a simple
(traditional) radar view (Gutwin et al. 1996; Schafer and Bowman 2006) is used
in which information regarding the area of interest for each participant (“who sees
what”) can be indicated on the overview map as rectangles with different colours
representing the roles of each participant (see Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.9. The developed user interfaces to enable collaborative work through the atlas metaphor.
The collaborative features include the functionality to enhance the group awareness. This is offered via
presentations of ‘who are online’ (the right ﬁgure) and ‘traditional radar views’ (the left ﬁgure). Other
collaborative features include functions to enable collaborators to express their perspectives through
graphical representations of pin board points (referred to as user interface components for “bookmarking
comments”) and areas on top of the map (referred to as user interface components for “digitizing
areas”).

To facilitate tasks related to collaborative analysis and synthesis, the atlas metaphor
offers annotation and digitizing features. Annotation enables participants or group
members to express their perspectives on top of a map and, where possible, make a
link to a supporting information resource, like a topic thread in a discussion forum or
relevant reasoning expressed by a group member (or others) through a blog page. The
idea is to provide basic functionalities to manage perspectives and reasoning linked
to features on the map as in Rinner’s work (2001; 2006), and to guide collaborative
learning discourse (MacEachren 2005). With reasoning and perspectives embedded
in the graphics, the atlas is intended to be not only the object of collaboration but also
a visual interface to support dialogue. Two types of graphics, pin board points and
polygon areas, are embedded on top of the atlas interface when a participant uses
the annotation and digitizing features (see Figure 5.10).
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Figure 5.10. The pin board plotting with annotation (top) and digitizing features with annotation (bottom)
embedded on the map

5.3. Implementation
5.3.1. Navigation and interaction schemes applied on the web atlas
The application framework presented in Chapter 3 discusses the handling of queries
in response to searching and browsing requests. That chapter, however, does not
elaborate the techniques implemented in the prototype to generate links and storyteller
content in order to comply with the narrative structures envisaged in this chapter.
The present section in particular will discuss the techniques used to sequencing the
display, offering the branching scheme through links, focusing on the resource, and
interrelating resources (correspond to Figure 5.2. shown earlier). Similar to Figure
3.6 in Chapter 3, which focuses more on the system responses to search requests,
Figure 5.11. speciﬁcally presents the handling of requests and responses associated
with browsing strategies.
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Figure 5.11. The ﬂow of the handling of a request for presenting the atlas and GDI storyteller content: Q2
and Q3 refer to possible query syntaxes of the browsing directory given in section 3.5 (Chapter 3).

In general, the handing of requests and responses to facilitate the browsing interaction
is similar to the handling of requests and responses for the searching interaction that
has been shown in Figure 3.6 as well as explained in Section 3.6. The data queried
here is mainly the (web) atlas directory. Meanwhile when the browsing interaction
involves the GDI storyteller, the query is processed against the atlas directory in
combination with metadata summaries. Table 5.1 provides an overview of the types
of displays offered in the prototype that relate to the browsing mode.
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Table 5.1. A summary of the components utilized in the browser and server side for each particular display
presented to a user during the browsing activities.

Server

Browser + JavaScript

Display

RDF data
queried

XML data

Map Lists

Directory



XML Results



listmaps.xslt



Map Metadata
(XHTML)

Atlas Resources

Directory



XML Results



listAtlasST.xslt



Related
resources
(XHTML)

GDI Resources

Directory &
Summaries



XML Results



listGDIST.xslt



Related
resources
(XHTML)

Thumbnail

Directory &
Summaries



XML Results



ThumbnailST.
xslt



Thumbnails
view (XHTML)

PCP

Directory &
Summaries



XML Results



DrawPCP.xslt

Resource in
focus

Directory &
Summaries



XML Results



Selid.xslt

CSS/XHTML/
SVG

XSLT template

PCP Lines
(SVG)


Highlighted
resources
(XHTML)

The content generation is started when a user begins selecting a topic of interest.
Accordingly, as a result of this action, a query requesting the list of thematic layers
is issued. Once the query produces matches, then the list of thematic layers is
dynamically populated. The title, metadata and the thumbnail of each thematic layer
are organised as expandable links. To form this presentation, the strategy is to create
two sections in which the ﬁrst is designed as a text link through which users can load
the map and to make the second section, which is containing summary and technical
details of the map, expand or collapse.
The provision of a summary and a thumbnail surrounding the map link is intended to
provide the necessary information scent to users. In this regard, to provide a stronger
information scent for each link, a direct indication regarding what will be found for
each link is given. In addition, the bigger fonts effect as a result of a mouse over
is also applied to all links in the interface with the help of Cascading Style Sheets
(CSS). The options to explore the atlas storyteller and GDI storyteller are always
offered at the end of the second section within each selected thematic layer.
In case that the user selects the atlas storyteller, a query against the atlas directory
to load the graphics and images associated with the thematic layer is executed
accordingly. The returning matches of XML elements including their projective
navigation trails are visualised in the StorytellerView section. In the case that the
user selects the GDI storyteller, a query against the atlas directory in combination
with metadata summaries is performed. As in the case of the atlas storyteller, in
visualizing the links, the resources are organized according to their types of data,
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such as: ofﬂine data, WMS, WMS, and other relevant GDI information including
(although not yet implemented in the system) processing services, updates from the
ﬁeld, gecoded alerts, and geocoded news, for instance.
These two types of representation (Atlas and GDI storytellers) aim at providing a
possibility to view all related resources for a selected thematic layer at once. This
strategy is related to the design for providing many perspectives to compare and
assess the relevant resources. For projecting the resources as a set of thumbnails,
the technique involves a similar stylesheet to create a table view presented earlier
in Chapter 3, but the cell is ﬁlled in with the corresponding resource’s thumbnail
instead. For a PCP view (Figure 5.5), the attributes of a resource are connected as
a line across the attribute lines on the display.
Throughout the trails of navigation, a small pop up window presenting cues relating
to description and the use of the resource is consistently given. Additionally, a user
can focus on only a speciﬁc resource to gain more detailed descriptions regarding
the resource and, more importantly, to execute options for projecting its footprint,
accessing the full metadata view, and loading directly the resource into the MapView
when practical (i.e., the resource is offered as WFS).

5.3.2. The add-in collaborative tools applied to the web atlas
The strategy to extend an ordinary single-user visualization (as the case of the atlas
metaphor developed in this study) for synchronous collaboration activities requires
the ability of the system to manage and share the setting parameters of the intended
distributed visualization (Brodlie 2005; Brodlie et al. 1998). Considering the stateless
nature of HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), where an individual request is treated
discretely so there is no continuing interaction between a browser and a server, to
fulﬁl the need to share required setting parameters across the collaborators, the
AJAX approach (mentioned in Chapter 3) can be of help. Using AJAX, the ways
through which the server and browser communicate can be engineered to support
synchronous collaboration using techniques such as: distributed events and periodic
refresh (Mahemoff 2006). With distributed events, in essence, the parameters are
shared only when an event of interaction is initiated in one of the collaborating user
interfaces. Meanwhile the periodic refresh sets an interval period during which the
changes in each interface is registered and then shared accordingly, so the user
interfaces of the collaborators get synchronized. The present collaborative features
in the atlas metaphor Aim4GDI prototype implement the periodic refresh technique
to synchronize visualizations.
Figure 5.12 illustrates the handling of requests and responses associated with a
collaborative action, such as plotting a pin board and its associated annotation. The
ﬁgure also shows the metadata required for collaboration activities.
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Figure 5.12. The handling of a request and synchronization: when one user plots, for example, a pin
board, the user interfaces of co-workers in the collaboration replicate the display by executing the same
method that has recent parameters through periodic checking.

Every time a collaborator interacts with a user interface component associated with
the collaborative use of the atlas, the setting parameters of the corresponding method
are registered into an action metadata. In this respect, for each method invoked, the
data regarding the name of the method and its corresponding parameters as well
as the username and the invocation time are created and grouped in a session the
collaboration is subjected to (stored in actions RDF, see the following excerpted as
an example).
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<atlas:session rdf:about=”http://kartoweb.itc.nl/atlas/sessions/ﬁre_test”>
<dc:title>Collaborative Planning</dc:title>
<dc:description>
This session is intended to facilitate a spatial planning via the web atlas
</dc:description>
<dc:created>2006-12-21</dc:created>
<ms:geocov rdf:parseType=”Resource”>
<ms:placename>Overijssel</ms:placename>
<ms:district>
<dcterms:Box epsg:code=”28992”>
<dcterms:northlimit rdf:datatype=”&xsd;double”>539400</dcterms:northlimit>
<dcterms:westlimit rdf:datatype=”&xsd;double”>191521</dcterms:westlimit>
<dcterms:southlimit rdf:datatype=”&xsd;double”>462325</dcterms:southlimit>
<dcterms:eastlimit rdf:datatype=”&xsd;double”>266068</dcterms:eastlimit>
</dcterms:Box>
</ms:district>
</ms:geocov>
<atlas:actions rdf:parseType=”Resource”>
<atlas:action>
<atlas:action_detail atlas:code=”DESKey@18774”>
<atlas:actiondate rdf:datatype=”=”&xsd;dateTime”>Mar 2, 2007</atlas:actiondate>
<dc:created rdf:datatype=”&xsd;dateTime”>8:04:23 AM</dc:created>
<atlas:doneby>ptr</atlas:doneby>
<atlas:function>plotCritical</atlas:function>
<atlas:parameters>ptr;Planner;SurveyLocation ;Alternative;www.itc.nl</atlas:parameters>
</atlas:action_detail>
</atlas:action>
</atlas:actions>
</atlas:session>

With the periodic refresh approach, within each collaborator browser, a routine
retrieving the last actions committed is performed for every speciﬁc interval period.
This routine is in fact issuing a SPARQL query against the actions metadata to
gather last (e.g., ten) actions executed by the other collaborators. The ﬁltering on
the time (referred to <dc:created/>) and setting parameters (<atlas:parameters/>)
is then performed to make sure that there should be no redundant display. When
the action’s parameters are unique, they are then processed so the corresponding
display is replicated.

5.4. Evaluation
5.4.1. Case study: Individual use of the atlas metaphor
Test descriptions
In order to ﬁgure out whether the design decisions related to the browsing mode of
the atlas metaphor have met the objectives set, a test focusing on the use of the atlas
metaphor for browsing geospatial resources has been held. The feedback gained
from this test is used to develop recommendations for further improvements of the
Aim4GDI. As has been done in Section 4.4 (Chapter 4), where the approach of
scenario-based design (Carroll and Rosson 2002) was used to assist the evaluation
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of the searching interfaces of the atlas metaphor, the test activity described in
this section also utilized the scenario of use of the browsing mode of the atlas
metaphor.
The test experiment involved twenty-two individuals and was done in two sessions.
Nineteen graduate students of the International Institute of Geo-Information Science
and Earth Observations (ITC) participated in the ﬁrst session of the test. All the ﬁrst
session’s test persons were MSc students, except one person who was doing a
PhD study and having pre knowledge about the region. Seven test persons had no
experiences with GIS or Remote Sensing work before they joined the MSc study
courses starting three months before the test was conducted. Further, nine test
persons had a professional background as Planners, Geologist, IT Administrator,
Lecturer, and GIS specialist with working experiences ranging from one up to two
years. Meanwhile the other three test persons in this ﬁrst session of the test had
working experiences in GIS and Remote Sensing for more than 5 years. Test persons
did the test simultaneously in computer clusters at ITC.
The second session of the test was done at the Province of Overijssel in Zwolle.
The three test persons participated in the test were employees of the Province of
Overijssel dealing with GIS management and development. They had been working
with GIS for more than 20 years. For the purpose of analysis, these test persons
are regarded as Group A, while the test persons in the ﬁrst session are regarded as
Group B.
The browsing test in particular was aimed at investigating the effectiveness of the
narrative structure as well as the trail of navigation offered to support browsing
interaction with the web atlas metaphor. None of the test persons had been working
or evaluating the prototype before the activity. In the beginning of the test, no speciﬁc
introduction was given to the test participants (no learning). Before the test was
started, they were informed that the test was about interacting with a prototype.
A scenario of use, through which the test participants provided their feedback to
eleven questions (Q1 – Q11) related to their browsing experiences, was introduced
(textually) in the beginning of the test (presented in detail in Appendix C).
Similar to the test experiment presented in Chapter 4, each user’s answer to a
particular question (a statement-based question) was scored on the Likert response
scale (Likert 1932). Hence, their responses can be seen more likely as ordinal data.
In this regard, strongly disagree is conceived as 1 and strongly agree is conceived as
5. The ten test questions in fact are a reﬂection of the design evaluation regarding
the narrative structure developed: display sequences, branching schemes, in focus
visualization, and an ability to compare and interrelate.
In handling the test results, two statistic tests were used. The Wilcoxon signed rank
test for a single sample was used to assess whether the designed user interfaces
were considered helpful to the users (referred to as Statistical Test C1). In addition,
this study is also interested to see whether there is a difference of perception or
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preferences between a group with GIS working experiences and pre knowledge
about the region and a group with less GIS working experience (and with relatively
less geographic knowledge about the test area). For this purpose, a Mann-Whitney
test was applied to assess whether there was an evidence to conclude that the
effectiveness of the use of the atlas for the two groups (Group A and Group
B mentioned above) was different (referred to as Statistical Test C2). Chapter 6
discusses the rationale for the use of these tests as well as the relationship of these
statistic tests to the overall design evaluations done in the study. The results and
analysis of the evaluation of the navigation and interaction schemes of the atlas
metaphor are given below.
Test Results
The two tables shown below (Table 5.2 and Table 5.3) accordingly correspond to
the Statistical Test C1 and Statistical Test C2 mentioned above. From Table 5.2, it
can be concluded that there is statistical evidence that seven design issues that are
focused on in this chapter are acceptable or considered useful by the participants
to be useful. On the other four design issues, the test fails to conclude that the
interfaces developed are useful. This ﬁnding gives an indication that these four
issues: the use of Parallel Coordinate Plot (PCP) to indicate and to compare, an
ability to cascade Web Feature Services (WFS), and an ability to combine metadata
footprints and WFS), require low to moderate efforts of design enhancement when
the interface is to be improved (see Table 5.4). In this regard, the ﬁndings can also
be seen as a consequence for providing no learning opportunity before the test. The
results indicate that the use of those four related displays requires a considerable
learning curve from the users.
With regard to this issue, it is worth noting to mention here that according to the result
of the test referred to as Q10 in Table 5.3, that there is evidence that Group A (with
more GIS experiences and skills) has a stronger preference to the Aim4GDI to help
them directly display WFS on the interface than Group B. This is understandable, since
more than half of the participants put in Group B has less GIS working experiences
than participants on Group A and no pre knowledge regarding the essence of Web
Feature Services (WFS). Then, it is arguably also understandable that Group A sees
the ability to combine thematic layers with metadata footprints and WFS is helpful,
whereas with Group B there is no evidence to judge this ability is useful for Group B
(the Q11 in Table 5.3).
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Table 5.2. The effectiveness of the design implementation: The Wilcoxon signed rank test was applied to
the test results to check whether the median of eleven design issues is equal to “no effect” or not useful to
help them complete the task (with 0.05 level for a non-directional test)
Question

Use Issues

Ho

M

P-value

Conclusion

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9

Narrative Structure
Switching topic-area
Alternative Views
Thumbnails
PCP to indicate
PCP to compare
In Focus display
Interrelating Resources
Mapping footprints

Ho: M = 3
Ho: M = 3
Ho: M = 3
Ho: M = 3
Ho: M = 3
Ho: M = 3
Ho: M = 3
Ho: M = 3
Ho: M = 3

4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4

0.000
0.000
0.030
0.002
0.268
0.005
0.001
0.002
0.004

Reject Ho
Reject Ho
Reject Ho
Reject Ho
Accept Ho
Reject Ho
Reject Ho
Reject Ho
Reject Ho

Q10

Loading a WFS

Ho: M = 3

3

0.073

Accept Ho

3

0.267

Accept Ho

Combining thematic
layers, footprints, and a Ho: M = 3
WFS at once
Ho = Null Hypothesis, M = Median of the responses
Q11

Design
Implementation
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Not optimal
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
Acceptable
See Q10 at Table
5.3
See Q11 at Table
5.3

Table 5.3. The comparison of the responses between Group A and Group B: The Mann Whitney test was
applied to the test results to check whether the median of eleven design issues between Group A and
Group is the same (with 0.05 level for a non-directional test)

Question

Use Issues

Ho

MA

MB

P-value

Conclusion

Design
Implementation

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10

Narrative Structure
Ho: MA = MB 5
4
0.069
Accept Ho
Acceptable
Switching topic-area
Ho: MA = MB 5
4
0.014
Reject Ho
Acceptable
Alternative Views
Ho: MA = MB 4
4
0.356
Accept Ho
Acceptable
Thumbnails
Ho: MA = MB 5
4
0.035
Reject Ho
Acceptable
PCP to indicate
Ho: MA = MB 3
n/a
n/a
PCP to compare
Ho: MA = MB 4
4
0.464
Accept Ho
Acceptable
In Focus display
Ho: MA = MB 4
3
0.185
Accept Ho
Acceptable
Interrelating Resources Ho: MA = MB 4
4
0.358
Accept Ho
Acceptable
Mapping footprints
Ho: MA = MB 3
4
0.087
Accept Ho
Acceptable
Loading a WFS
Ho: MA = MB 5
3
0.002
Reject Ho
Acceptable for A
Combining thematic
Q11
layers, footprints, and a Ho: MA = MB 4
3
0.153
Accept Ho
Acceptable for A
WFS at once
Ho = Null Hypothesis, MA = Median of the responses from Group A, MB = Median of the responses from
Group B, n/a = no data

From the test results, it can be seen that offering users a browsing interaction with
narrative structures is an acceptable approach. This ﬁnding also suggests that in
general, test participants used the links and navigation trails of the atlas metaphor
with no difﬁculties. Additionally, providing alternative views to users to look through
the required geospatial resources in forms of thumbnails and a PCP view is an
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effective approach. In this regard, the PCP can be used speciﬁcally to compare
the resources within the theme of interest, and not to indicate in detail each of the
resources presented in the StorytellerView.
The comparative assessments presented in Table 5.3 give an interesting perspective
on the issue of target users of the atlas metaphor. In relation to issues associated
with navigation and interaction, the responses are the same for both groups of users
(there is not enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis, except for Q4, where the
difference is that Group A assesses the thumbnails’ view as very useful and Group B
assesses it as useful). Although the intended users of the atlas include both novice
and expert users, the advanced abilities to deal with WFS (and perhaps the other
OGC’s web mapping standards) are more seen to be useful by persons who know
and have been familiar with WFS. Nevertheless, the test has revealed some issues
related to the design implementation. In this respect, when the atlas metaphor is
going to be used in a real GDI organization in the country, the improvement is required
especially in the clarity of mapping and integration of WFS and other geospatial
resources. More detail on this is given in Table 5.4 below.
Table 5.4. The claim analysis and the indication of the design improvements
No.

Activities
+
+

1.

Browsing through
the links

-

2

Making senses
the summary
of visualization
of geospatial
resources

3.

Mapping
(combining
metadata
footprints with
thematic layers
and WFS)
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+
-

+

-

Claims

Design
Improvement

The need to quickly compare, select, and
interrelate is supported by the narrative structure
The narrative framework envisaged is suitable to
support the completion of loosely deﬁned tasks
(Chapter 2)
The organization of the topics is still too broad,
hence users need more time to assess which map
to select
The clarity of the title of the links of maps,
datasets, WFS could have been improved to
strengthen the information scent of the atlas.

Low

The possibility to inspect the resources as a group
in alternative views and as an individual resource
is useful
The PCP is not so useful to assess the suitability
of geospatial resources. As suggested by some
test persons, the ability to ﬁlter only some of
attributes in the PCP view would be of usefulness.

Low

The combination of WFS access and
representations of thematic layers and metadata
mapping offers possibilities to investigate
suitability of data in accordance to users’ search
context.
But, the clarity of map is easily becoming low as
many footprints are projected and many thematic
layers cascaded.

Moderate

5.4.2. Case study: Collaborative use of the atlas metaphor

Test Descriptions
While the test targeted for an individual use in Section 5.4.1 was considered as the
usability test, the test described in the present section was more considered as a
usability inspection. For this activity, four test persons who are active researchers in
the ﬁeld of GIS and environmental studies at ITC were involved to test the collaborative
tools of the atlas metaphor. The result of the test was targeted to gather meaningful
feedback to advance the design of the atlas metaphor when the collaborative work is
to be facilitated. A scenario of use for a collaborative work using the atlas metaphor
Aim4GDI was used for this activity (Appendix D).
For the sake of simplicity, the four collaborative test persons are referred to as CTP-1,
CTP-2, CTP-3, and CTP-4. All of them had not had any experience with synchronous
collaboration using GIS tools. CTP-1 was paired with CTP-2 while CTP-3 was paired
with CTP-4. Each of these two pairs completed the test independently. The author
was also involved as a technical assistant on both tests. The role of the technical
assistant here was to help collaborative test persons to deal with the interfaces when
they had difﬁculties of use and, when needed, to moderate the pair in order to reach
the objective set in the scenario of use.
To support the required synchronous communication during the test, the Yahoo!
internet messaging system was used. The tests actually were intended to make use
of the voice conference function. However, due to an unexpected technical problem
(i.e., disconnected internet connection), the voice conference function was only
applied at the beginning of each collaboration.
After the collaboration, CTPs were asked to provide feedback to nineteen questions
related to exploration (individual use), group awareness and shared representations,
and overall tasks. The exploration questions (Q1 – Q11) were in fact the same
questions asked in the use test for individuals presented earlier in section 5.4.1.
Therefore, to investigate whether the responses of CTPs and Group A plus Group
B described earlier in Section 5.4.1 have different median, the Mann-Whitney test
was used (referred to as Statistical Test D1). The Wilcoxon signed rank test for a
single sample was used to assess whether the designed user interfaces related to
collaborative features of were considered helpful to the users (referred to as Statistical
Test D2).
Test results
During the test or the inspection activity, the pairs were browsing the atlas and GDI
resources, loading the thematic layers, discussing the steps taken, and taking a
decision (in this case, plotting points on top of the map to indicate the areas or
locations where the group should do surveys related to an environmental study).
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The results of the test are given in the Table 5.4, Table 5.5., and Table 5.6 below. Table
5.4 below presents the comparative assessment to reason whether there is evidence
that the setting of the work (context of use) has been affecting the use of browsing
mode of the atlas metaphor (Statistical Test D1). Meanwhile Table 5.5 reviews the
design decisions of the add-in collaborative tools. Table 5.6 presents a summary as
to how the test participants involved in the collaboration judged the feasibility of the
atlas metaphor to support their interactions and thinking during exploration, analysis,
and synthesis phases (Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 correspond to the results of Statistical
Test D2).
Table 5.5. The comparison between responses of the test persons working for an individual project
(Section 5.4.1) and test persons working for a collaborative work: The Mann-Whitney test was applied
with 0.05 level for a non-directional test.
Question

Use Issues

Ho

MI

MC

P-value

Conclusion

Design
Implementation

Q1
Q2

Narrative Structure
Switching topic-area

Ho: MI = MC
Ho: MI = MC

4
4

4
3.5

0.706
0.150

Accept Ho
Accept Ho

Acceptable
Acceptable

Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7

Alternative Views
Ho: MI = MC 4
4
0.352
Accept Ho
Acceptable
Thumbnails
Ho: MI = MC 5
4.5
0.543
Accept Ho
Acceptable
PCP use
Ho: MI = MC 4
4.5
0.252
Accept Ho
Acceptable
In Focus display
Ho: MI = MC 4
4
0.369
Accept Ho
Acceptable
Interrelating
Ho: MI = MC 4
4
0.157
Accept Ho
Acceptable
Resources
Q8
Mapping footprints
Ho: MI = MC 4
4
0.150
Accept Ho
Acceptable
Q9
Loading a WFS
Ho: MI = MC 3
4
0.389
Accept Ho
Acceptable
Q10
Combining thematic
Ho: MI = MC 3
3
0.971
Accept Ho
See Q11 at
layers, footprints, and
Table 5.3
a WFS at once
Ho = Null Hypothesis, MI = Median of the responses from Test C1 (individual use), MC = Median of the
responses from Test D1 (collaborative use)
Table 5.6. The effectiveness of the design implementation of add-in collaborative tools: The Wilcoxon
signed rank test was applied to the test results to check whether the median of ﬁve design issues (Q11Q15) is equal to “no effect” or not useful to help them complete the task (with 0.05 level for a nondirectional test).
Question

Use Issues

Ho

Who are online
Ho: M = 3
Simple radar view
Ho: M = 3
Map displays
Q13
Ho: M = 3
synchronised
Colour changes
Q14
Ho: M = 3
syhnchronised
Q15
Plotting pin boards
Ho: M = 3
Ho = Null Hypothesis, M = Median of the responses
Q11
Q12
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M

P-value

Conclusion

Design
Implementation

5
3.5

0.125
0.500

Accept Ho
Accept Ho

Acceptable
Not optimal

4

0.125

Accept Ho

Acceptable

4.5

0.125

Accept Ho

Acceptable

4.5

0.250

Accept Ho

Acceptable

Table 5.7. The responses of test persons in assessing the completion of collaborative tasks with the atlas:
The Wilcoxon signed rank test was applied to the test results with 0.05 level for a non-directional test.
Question
Use Issues
Ho
Q16
Helpful for exploration
Ho: M = 3
Q17
Helpful for analysis
Ho: M = 3
Q18
Helpful for synthesis
Ho: M = 3
Ho = Null Hypothesis, M = Median of the responses

M
5
3
4

P-value
0.125
1.000
0.125

Conclusion
Accept Ho
Accept Ho
Accept Ho

Table 5.5 strengthens the ﬁndings regarding the exploration of geospatial resources
by browsing, drawn in Section 5.4.1. In this sense, the responses from CTPs have
insufﬁcient evidence to reject the hypothesis. Thus, the exploration of geospatial
resources with browsing mode is not affected by the context use of the atlas.
The results presented in Table 5.6 indicate that the simple implementation of group
awareness such as an indication on who is online is useful for the collaboration
activity. The shared representation was made available through synchronization of
colour changes and map displays as well as collaborative drawing of points and
areas. These displays can reasonably be perceived well by the CTPs. One of CTPs
found that the implementation of a simple radar view as shown in Figure 5.9 has a
lack of clarity especially when two or more collaborators focused on the same area
of interest. This suggests a design improvement on the use of graphic variables
to indicate the collaborators’ area of interest. The previous ﬁndings on the issue
of windowing for collaboration activities as presented in the study of Schafer and
Bowman (2006) can be of help to improve the clarity of the display.
Meanwhile regarding the collaborative tasks supported by the atlas (Table 5.7), the
CTPs or participants regarded the atlas to be more useful during the exploration and
synthesis phases than during the analysis phase. This can be understood since the
analytical functions like buffering are not available in the current prototype developed.
This issue was also pointed out by CTPs during the focus group discussion. For
completing such a scenario used in the test, CTPs argues that a wide range of GIS
functionalities, for instance buffer creation or multi criteria analysis, should have
been available. In response to this feedback, the atlas should indeed provide more
analytical functions to make sense of the data and GDI resources accessed. Research
has been done in this area where GIS functions are integrated into electronic atlases
(Schneider 1999). Using today’s web mapping standards, the development of Web
Processing Services can also be integrated in the system.
The test results presented in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7 indicate that there is not enough
evidence to reject the hypothesis (eventhough the medians for the responses to the
questions of Q16 and Q18 are all higher than 3). This can be due to the small numbers
of observations. In this regard, when the collaborative features will be offered in the
atlas metaphor for real uses, use tests involving more paired individuals trying out
the interface are required.
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5.5. Discussion
Individual Use
In relation to Activity 1 in Table 5.3 (Browsing though the links), the browsing test
targeted to individuals was also intended to assess whether the browsing behaviour
that users show during the test was in accordance with the narrative framework
envisaged. As mentioned in the end of Section 5.2.2, the LRS can be used to present
a model regarding the actual paths that users take during their interactions with a
website. Based on some screen recording data collected during the test, the LRS of
the atlas metaphor can be developed. In summary, the LRS constructed during the
test matched the hypothesized narrative structure presented earlier in the Section
5.2 and shown in Figure 5.3 (atlas storyteller and GDI storyteller) and Figure 5.5
(PCP). A scenario of a traveller who makes a journey to ﬁnd the right information
is envisaged as a trail of: Topic – Map – Atlas Storyteller (AS) – images (AS-i) and
graphics (AS-g) which is connected to GDI storyteller (GS) – GDI resources (both
WFS (GS-WFS) and ofﬂine data (GS-od) in this case) - Resources as Thumbnails
(GS-av-t) – Resources as PCP (GS-av-pcp) and In Focus (GS-if) display (Figure
5.13).
As shown in Figure 5.13, the LRS developed (represented as orange solid ﬂow lines)
corresponds exactly to the speciﬁc traveller plot mentioned above (see Section 5.2.1).
When some individual interactions were plotted, indeed it could be seen that the
variation of the paths was very minimal. Figure 5.13 presents the model and some
individual users’ path as solid ﬂow lines in a Space Time Cube. The lines correspond
to the interaction performed by users and the model constructed throughout the
StorytellerView. Meanwhile the projected footprint is referred to the browsing path
constructed for the model. This result proves that there is more evidence to conclude
that the narrative structures developed in the atlas metaphor can be well understood
by the users.
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Figure 5.13. Users’ interactions and the LRS developed are plotted onto a Space Time Cube. The Z axis
corresponds to browsing time in seconds (until 500 seconds). Meanwhile the footprints relate to the path
constructed by the LRS model (see the detail of the targets plotted in the text). In this cube, the yellow line
refers to the LRS model (discussed earlier in Section 5.2.2), while the purple, green, and blue solid lines
refer to example trajectory interactions generated by three users.

Collaborative Use
In relation to the development of collaborative tools on top of the atlas metaphor,
from the test activity, it was clear that the role of atlas metaphor is still limited as
an object of collaboration. In addition, to some extent the use of pin board makers
and annotation on top of the map can be used to evoke further discussions and
exchange ideas (thus, can be used to support dialogue). However, the role of visual
methods to support coordinated activity has not been addressed or covered by the
atlas metaphor. As also addressed by 2-paired CTPs, the organization of the actions
and the execution of the tasks related to collaborative exploration, collaborative
synthesis, and collaborative analysis between their private realm and group realm
are still in mixture. In that way, the shared representation offered lead to confusion
and unawareness.
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The problem mentioned calls for a clear structure in the atlas metaphor that allows
users to move back and forth throughout different stages of collaboration efforts. On
this issue, MacEachren and colleagues (MacEachren et al. 2004) have presented
a conceptual approach on how collaborative processes can involve knowledge
extraction from data to information sharing to a decision and back to data again,
updating procedures and practices (e.g., stored as ontologies for instance) previously
visited or chosen. When reﬂected in Figure 3.1 presented in Chapter 3, the transition
(back and forth) between personal realm and group realm (instead of public realm)
should be facilitated.
The ability to switch between the personal and group perspectives without necessarily
loosing track of collaboration efforts is required. In this context, the notion of group
memory and decision history can be introduced to the atlas metaphor. This can
be done for example by connecting actions metadata presented in Section 5.3.2
to ontology of methods, data, and procedures, so the actions can be traced (and
visualized) based upon their association to particular group tasks or methods, for
example (see also (Kemp 2005)).
For this to be effective, maps and graphics developed in the atlas are designed not
only to explore-synthesize-analyze-present geodata, but also to depict the effects
and connectivity between those processes as a timeline (a kind of decision story
(Eisenhardt and III 1988)). In this aspect, the role of maps (and graphics) to help
indexing and representing the group memory (e.g. past interactions, goals, and
procedures) has not been a research focus in geovisualization. Empirically, the use
of group memory speeds up the group decision-making (Paul et al. 2004). Hence,
the effective visualization of group memory in combination with decision history is
considered promising for collaborative decision-making. As such, the group members
can gain insight and guidance not only about ways to reach the ﬁnal choice (solution)
for a problem (how), but also the analytical reasoning for that solution (why).

5.6. Concluding remarks
What has been discussed in this Chapter is the conceptual framework of the
navigation and interaction schemes of the browsing mode of the atlas metaphor to
facilitate exploration of geospatial resources. By providing a clear navigation trail,
the processes of exploration of geospatial resources can be made more meaningful.
This has been seen as an important requirement to step further in making sense of
geospatial resources during the analysis and synthesis phases. In addition to that, a
conceptual approach to extend the use of the atlas metaphor for collaborative efforts
has also been demonstrated in this study. From the test activity evaluating the use
of the atlas metaphor for an individual use and the group work, it can be concluded
that the narrative structure developed can be used with no difﬁculties. Meanwhile the
abilities to support analysis and synthesis efforts via thematic, metadata, and WFS
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mapping have not been offered optimally, leaving some important issues for design
improvements.
Geobrowsing (Peuquet and Kraak 2002) refers to a process of making sense of
maps and geo images for data exploration, synthesis, and analysis. In so doing,
geobrowsing is not only dealing with a combination of ad hoc query and map displays
permitting the user to access geographically indexed information in a database or
library, such as using hypermaps concept (Laurini and Milleret-Raffort 1990). But
also, the tools and displays developed should facilitate visual thinking by which
users are capable to gain insight and to reveal new knowledge during the course of
interaction. To effectively support this, tractable navigation trails that enable users to
move back and forth from exploration to other phases of map use (i.e., synthesis,
analysis, and presentation) are required.
This chapter attempts to address this issue. In this study, the storytelling concept
was used to assist users exploring and synthesizing the GDI resources. The concept
has been used to tell users: how they come to a selection, which resource is relevant
to their needs and how they can interrelate and combine their focused resource with
other supporting information. Considering that activities related to geospatial analysis
and synthesis could be either with plot or plot-less, to be useful and effective, the
use of narrative structures should not limit users’ choices to unfold the subsequent
series and actions through interactions. In fact this has been considered as a threat
in building a storytelling system: how to balance the plot and interactivity (Crawford
2005).
During the exploration phase, an ability to combine searching and browsing
interactions at once has not been offered. For general web interactions, best practices
have been suggested by scientists and practitioners to how searching and browsing
modes can be effectively combined and assess how a seamless transition between
the two modes can be delivered to improve users’ online experiences. Some of the
techniques developed include: exploiting behaviour observation (Beale 2006; Rose
2006), handling the mixed behaviour (Gremett 2006), and advancing the topical
relevance (Bodoff 2006). For collaborative efforts, the transition to be facilitated
along the narrative structures is not only the map use phases (i.e. exploration,
analysis, synthesis, and presentation) and information seeking behaviour (searching
and browsing), but also the use context (individual and group use). Chapter 6 will
bring back the test, design, and ﬁndings resulted from this chapter into the big picture
of the development of the national atlas metaphor, relating this chapter to previous
chapters.
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CHAPTER 6

Design and Evaluation Revisited: Applying
Scenario-Based Development
This chapter will review the use of scenarios to envision, develop and assess the use
of the national atlas as a metaphor in the access to a geospatial data infrastructure.
As explained in previous chapters, when gathering requirements, illustrating the
typical use of functionalities, and assessing the usefulness of the prototype, scenarios
were involved. In this chapter, the scenarios discussed in various stages of the
design processes will be presented and interrelated as a unifying tool that provides
an understanding of the speciﬁcations and impact of the envisioned national atlas
metaphor.

6.1. Introduction
The development of geospatial data infrastructures (GDIs) is evolving. From the
literature, one can notice that this was mainly characterized as a collection of at least
four deﬁning components, i.e., policy, technology, institution, and standards, served
as basis to facilitate geospatial data access and sharing (Coleman and McLaughlin
1997; Groot and McLaughlin 2000). In addition to this idea, to some authors, the
emphasis of the GDI should be on the aspects associated with the processes of
the facilitation and coordination of the exchange and sharing of geospatial data
(Rajabifard et al. 2002; Rajabifard et al. 2000). Moving further from this processbased understanding, the scalability and adaptability to serve users’ needs and the
required business processes have been considered to be the focal points for the
success of the GDI (Morales 2004; Wytzisk and Sliwinki 2004).
For the purpose of serving users’ needs, the focus of this study has been on the issues
related to the use aspect of the GDI. It deals with the development of the national
atlas that is intended to help users understand, make sense, and gain access to
geospatial data in the GDI. For this purpose, an understanding of the functionalities
and speciﬁcations of the atlas is required. To develop this understanding, an analysis
of the concept of the national atlas has been presented in Chapter 2. To evoke design
ideas on the conceptual level, that analysis has been combined with a review of the
current strategies associated with data discovery via geoportals as well as with an
inquiry on the Netherlands’s clearinghouse. Scenarios of use were used to provide
concrete feedback in relation to required activities and interactions that users require
when looking for geospatial data. Scenarios have also been used to make sense of
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technical aspects associated with searching and browsing GDI resources (Chapter
3) as well as to assess the impact of the use of the atlas metaphor (Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5).
Scenarios have been used pervasively in website development and software
engineering (Bødker 2000; Carroll and Rosson 2002). The most prominent feature
of the use of scenarios is that they can be used effectively to support implementation
of usability engineering. In this respect, the analysis of the user requirements as well
as the usability evaluation can be accomplished using scenarios as the medium. The
approach of incorporating scenarios has also been applied in many developments
of new visual methods and interfaces associated with geospatial data exploration
and analysis. Recent examples that are closely related to this study include use
of scenarios during the evaluation and redesign of the National Atlas of Canada
(Kramers 2005) or use of scenarios to assess the usefulness of a visualizationgeocomputation display based on Self-Organizing Map (SOM) for exploration tasks
(Koua et al. 2006).
In contrast to the mainstream of geovisualization research foci in utilizing scenarios
to assess the usability of user interfaces (Fuhrmann et al. 2005; Slocum et al. 2001),
this study, as mentioned above, incorporate scenarios in various stages of the design
process using the scenario-based development principles (Rosson and Carroll
2001). The decision to apply the scenario-based development was motivated by the
fact that the real practices associated with the use of the GDI are still limited. This
study claims that the potential impact of the use of GDI is more than an improved
data access. Other potential uses of the GDI for decision-support analysis and
collaborative planning for instance, have not been extensively exploited. To improve
the usability of the GDI interface in order to advance the potential uses of the GDI,
the concept of national atlas was introduced. Through an analysis focusing on the
structural deﬁnition of the atlas (Section 2.3), some potential uses of the national
atlas as a metaphor can be speciﬁed. However, when moving toward the design
activities, these abstract speciﬁcations must be transformed into explicit and focused
speciﬁcations that can be operationalised. In the absence of the detail speciﬁcations
of GDI use through the national atlas, scenarios can be of help. In this way, the
potential use of the national atlas as a metaphor in the GDI context as well as the
possible drawbacks from its use for people (human users) can be situated and
argued.
This chapter discusses the use of scenario-based development for enabling
successful interaction between the users and the national atlas in accessing and
making use of geospatial resources in the GDI. The principles will be discussed ﬁrst.
What will be described afterwards is the development of the national atlas metaphor
using a scenario-based design paradigm. The evaluation of the prototype of the
national atlas metaphor will be reviewed including the comparison between the use
of the atlas metaphor and a typical current geoportal. After discussing these stages
of development, the effectiveness of the design decisions and the feasibility of the
atlas metaphor are discussed.
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6.2. Scenario-based development
6.2.1. Task-Artefact Framework
Section 2.5 (Chapter 2) has brieﬂy mentioned the notion of design rationale and
task-artefact framework. As mentioned in that section, a design rationale speciﬁes
the reasoning behind a design decision (MacLean et al. 1989; Shum and Hammond
1994). In this regard, the rationale includes “justiﬁcation, the other alternatives
considered, the tradeoffs evaluated, and the argumentation that led to the decision”
(Lee 1997). A design rationale can be used in three different ways: a set of records
documenting reasons for the choice of an artefact, a set of psychological claims
embodied by an artefact (known as a task-artefact framework), and a description of
the design space (Lee and Lai 1996). It gives an explanation of the reason why the
system is the way it is. This approach has been used and represented in software
engineering and design interaction in different ways, including as QOC (Questions
Options Criteria), Storyboard, usage scenario descriptions, screen shots, textual
descriptions (MacLean and McKerlie 1995) and formal programming (Gruber and
Russell 1996; Lee and Lai 1996). Some beneﬁts that the design rationale offers
during the design process include: structuring design problems, communication
throughout the lifecycle, reuse of design knowledge, presenting arguments for
design trade-offs, and maintaining consistency in decision-making (Carroll 1997a;
Shum and Hammond 1994). In this respect, to some extent, the design rationale can
contribute to the usefulness of usability engineering (Carroll 1997a).
Of the three ways of the use of a design rationale mentioned above, this study focused
on the use of the notion of task-artefact framework (TAF) introduced by Carroll and
Rosson (Carroll and Rosson 1992; Carroll and Rosson 2003). The argument for this
approach to be valid is that most technical activities in human-computer interaction
can be captured as transaction between tasks and artefacts (Carroll and Rosson
2003). Tasks that users need to do specify requirements for new artefacts.
These new artefacts accordingly unleash new possibilities for human activities, new
ways to do familiar things, thus new tasks, as well as impacts and consequences such
as new complexities, new errors, and other difﬁculties that users might have. These
possibilities and their consequences have been termed as ‘upside’ – ‘downside’,
are furthering the cycle of design, leading to new requirements, which are in turn
provoking another transaction. To deal with “trade-offs” resulting from those upsides
and downsides, claims explicitly specify design rationale relating properties of the
artefact with speciﬁc consequences for a contextual use. The (upper) claims explore
users experience in completing the task and specifying requirements for designing a
new artefact in which other (lower) claims will raise opportunities and consequences
for human action (Carroll and Rosson 2003).
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Figure 6.1. Task-Artefact Framework (Carroll and Rosson 2003) (Reprinted with permission from Morgan
Kaufmann, Elsevier)

Task artefact framework facilitates the use of scenarios of use to reason and organise
the design process. In this context, use scenarios are a relevant approach for
representing, analyzing, and planning how a computer system might affect its users’
activities and experiences (Carroll 1997b). Here, a scenario contains a description
(in forms of text, storyboard, graphics, or others) regarding what the user might do
and perceive during his/her interactions to the interface for a particular context.
Carroll and Rosson (1992) see scenarios as a “vocabulary that can span both
descriptions of existing tasks, incorporating existing technology, and of future
tasks, incorporating envisioned technology”. This study sees that this opinion has
fundamental grounds in practice. Indeed, scenarios describe the motivations and
experiences of users on speciﬁc activities. It is not merely about the interaction’s
event as recognized in the use-case approach of the object-oriented software
engineering (Preece et al. 2002, p.226). Setting scenarios in the task-artefact cycle
enables iterative requirements’ gathering and artefact improvement. With not merely
incorporating empiric results of the evaluation but also analysis regarding users’
motivations and experiences, the design process seeks to ensure both usability and
use-ability of the artefact or the system. In order to make the use of scenarios in the
task-artefact framework is more systematic and organized during the design, Rosson
and Carroll (Carroll and Rosson 2002) introduce the scenario-based design.
The scenario-based design regards the system development as a usability
engineering process throughout three main spaces: problem space, design space,
and evaluation space. The problem space refers to the exploration of the current
setting of the system in accordance with the goal of the design. It is concerned with
problems and opportunities of the current setting and aims at supplying a requirement
analysis to be used in the design space. The design space encompasses three
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stages of the design: activity, information, and interaction design. The activity design
focuses on the basic goals and motivations for the new activities users will engage
in, using the system. The information design emphasizes what the users will see
and understand about the systems. Meanwhile the interaction design speciﬁes
the concrete exchanges between the user and the system. The evaluation space
deals with feedbacks, reviews, usability inspection, cognitive walkthrough, and
usability testing (all analytical and empirical methods of evaluation) of the old & new
systems.
Another important aspect of the scenario-based design is that it considers the
system development as a cycle. The use of scenarios throughout the cycle is aimed
at critically evaluating the design decisions through the claim analysis. The claims
analysis (Figure 6.1 above) is an analytical method to generate and evaluate
potential causal relationships between features of a design and consequences of
use (Carroll and Rosson 1992). Inevitably, each design contains claims reasoning
about the design decision. Within the scenario-based design, claims embodied in the
design must explicitly be speciﬁed. That claims analysis enhances reﬂective design
and guides the developer to consider both the positive and negative consequences
of the design on the user as well as the “trade-offs” to be decided to improve the
design (Carroll and Rosson 1992).
By explicitly exposing the process of the design, the implementation of iterative
development can be more systematic and manageable. It enables summative and
formative evaluations throughout the iterative development (Carroll 1997a, p.511). A
summative evaluation aims to quantify a design against a scale (e.g., response time
in seconds), whereas the goal of the formative evaluation is to delineate aspects of
a design for improvement.

6.2.2. Tasks to accomplish
Task analysis is used to investigate the underlying principle of users’ cognitive
processing and action in interacting with a system ranging from high-level abstraction
to low level execution. The most common approaches in doing task analysis are:
decomposing a task into subtasks and modelling knowledge plus cognitive process
of the users based upon the goals, operators, methods, and selection rules for a
given context (Preece et al. 2002 p. 231). The ﬁrst approach is known as Hierarchical
Task Analysis (HTA) and usually is resulting in a typology of tasks, as widely applied
in the geovisualization studies (see e.g. (Andrienko et al. 2005; Plaisant 2005)). The
second approach is known as GOMS, which is used mostly for performing predictive
evaluations (John 2003).
The characterization of users’ task is an important step in addressing requirements
in the interface design. This has been obligatory in the ﬁeld of HCI from task-oriented
interface development and usability evaluation perspectives (Carroll and Rosson
1992; Carroll et al. 1992). For interacting with websites in general, according to
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Shneiderman (1997), users can have four possible tasks: speciﬁc fact-ﬁnding,
extended fact-ﬁnding, open-ended browsing, and exploration of availability. When
interaction is more speciﬁc and related to information access, information-seeking
behaviour can be addressed using information-foraging theory. The theory, derived
from optimal foraging theory in biology and anthropology studying food-foraging
strategies, is analyzing “trade-offs in the value of information gained against the
costs of performing activity in human-computer interaction tasks” (Pirolli and Card
1995). Within this theory, human activities for iterative information seeking can be
identiﬁed as the following: (1) looking for speciﬁc answers, (2) browsing without a
speciﬁc representation in mind, (3) using overviews to discover relevance with the
need, and (4) aggregating and assimilating related information through information
workspaces (Borner 2002).
The practical goal of the GDI is to provide data access mechanisms. The literature
commonly discusses this from organizational and institutional points of views (e.g.
(Onsrud and Craglia 2003)). While looking from a technological point of view,
discussions are centered on the provider-registry-requester paradigm and semanticsyntactic interoperability (e.g. (Maguire and Longley 2005; Tait 2005)). Some also
describe the interaction between provider-registry-requester in the form of case
scenarios using object oriented modelling (e.g. (Bernard et al. 2003)). However,
discussions on the kind of tasks, and more speciﬁcally activities, that should be
supported by the geoportal for enabling access and sharing practice in the GDI are
still lacking.
In a geoportal, the discovery or exploration tasks required can be more extensive
than what the fact-ﬁnding task (mentioned above) refers to. As discussed in Section
2.4 (Chapter 2), the tasks that users can accomplish through geoportals vary from
tightly deﬁned task to loosely deﬁned task of geospatial metadata exploration. With
the ﬁrst task, the aim of users’ actions is to locate speciﬁc geospatial data or services
that fulﬁl their needs and to identify the possibilities to access them. In contrast, a
loosely deﬁned task aims at locating appropriate data in which the ﬁtness for use is
not simply depending on matching values of certain elements in metadata.
This study is not interested to develop a typology of the tasks for discovering geodata.
It is also not to determine discovery tasks to be more mechanistic and predictable, so
that they can be modelled and measured against the time scale. It considers that the
real-world tasks for discovering data can be very complex. Hence, the description of
a complete set of typology of the tasks was avoided from the very beginning of the
design. For this study, the focus is more on understanding how human activities for
iterative information seeking (i.e., searching, browsing, reviewing and aggregating
mentioned earlier), which involve tightly deﬁned and loosely deﬁned exploration
tasks, can be facilitated by the user interface. In this regard, tightly deﬁned and
loosely deﬁned exploration tasks can be referred to users’ abilities to perform some
operations related to visual explorations successfully when interacting with the
interface. These operations include identiﬁcation, ranking, comparison, association,
and correlation of metadata items. In such a focus, for ﬁnding the required geospatial
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resources, users can require, say, identiﬁcation and comparison tasks during either
their searching or browsing interactions. In this regard, as has been mentioned in
Koua et al. (2006), a more comprehensive list of visual explorations or tasks than
listed here has been suggested for instance by Keller & Keller (1992) and Wehrend
and Lewis (2000).

6.3. Design & development revisited
In this study, when the framework reviewed above is associated with the metaphor
development levels explained in Section 2.4 (Chapter 2), then, it can be observed
that the issues related to the conceptual level were mainly handled in the problem
space. The issues associated with the operational level of the metaphor development
were sorted out in the problem space (e.g., rapid prototyping) and design space
(e.g., activity design). Meanwhile issues related to the implementation level were
processed in the design space of the framework. The evaluation space refers to
use assessments of the prototype of the metaphor developed. Figure 6.2 presents
activities related to the metaphor development as a unifying scenario-based
development.

Figure 6.2. Development activities accomplished in the creation of a national atlas metaphor. The ﬁgure
can be seen as a reverse view and detailed steps of thesis execution presented in Figure 1.6 (Chapter
1)
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The present section will discuss activities that took place in problem, design, and
evaluation spaces in more detail.

6.3.1. Problem space
Within the scenario-based design, tasks can be represented through scenarios of
use. In this way, scenarios can be useful to gather information regarding the user’s
strategies. Additionally, they can help designers in understanding why users do
what they do (Carroll 1994). Another important aspect to note is that the scenarios
developed should not consider the features and functionalities of the current artefact
(so, in this regard is the current Netherlands’ GDI portal or clearinghouse).
In this study, two problem scenarios were generated and tested to participants.
These two scenarios (see Table 2.3) provide descriptions concerning users’ needs
and users’ goal to ﬁnd data via the current portal, i.e. Nationaal Clearinghouse GeoInformatie (NCGI). Basic guidelines regarding functionalities of the NCGI portal were
given, but participants were not given any detailed instructions on how to search and
on what tools should be used. They were free to experiment with the tools.
Contextual inquiry is one of the techniques used in user-centered design to gather
data for task analysis (Beyer and Holtzblatt 1998). It can help designers or developers
understand “the real environment people live in and work in, and it reveals their
needs within that environment” (Kuniavsky 2003). This technique is considered good
at exploring issues (Preece et al. 2002, p.211). According to a practical guideline
(Kuniavsky 2003), ﬁve to eight people are sufﬁcient for the ﬁrst round of inquiry and
should give designers a proper idea of how the typical users accomplish their tasks.
Since the objective of this inquiry is to develop abstraction of requirements and not
to elaborate detailed design using their experiences, thus seven test participants
involved (Section 2.2.2) is considered sufﬁcient.
This inquiry activity has two-fold intentions. The ﬁrst was to investigate users’
experiences in making sense of the current portal. The second intention was to test
whether the proposed metaphor (i.e. the atlas) provides strong grounds to support
the task (especially the loosely deﬁned task). For revealing the users’ perceptions in
the use of an atlas to help users complete the task, users were asked whether they
have a willingness to use an atlas for supporting their arguments to decide which
data to select.
A set of inquiries was made to test participants in completing these two exploration
tasks using the NCGI interface, and has been described in Chapter 2.
Regarding the use of problem scenarios, test participants were successful in completing
a tightly deﬁned discovery task. However, they were expecting more functions in the
current NCGI interface like the tools to enable them to sort and compare metadata.
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Meanwhile, concerning the second task i.e., ﬁnding relevant data to produce a map to
support a trafﬁc survey planning, most of them required more geospatial information,
such as maps pertaining to demography and the trafﬁc of the area, than what was
provided. At the moment, the interface only offers a country map depicting province
areas, intended to support the search area deﬁnition. Their responses show a lack of
schemes in the current portal to support the discovery context and lack of interfaces
to accomplish the user’s tasks. These ﬁndings were relevant to the results gained
from the review activity. As discussed in Section 2.2.1 (Chapter 2), from the activity
of reviewing geoportals, it can be seen that most geoportals lack abilities to assist
users’ understanding in making sense of the search results. Additionally, appropriate
navigation tools and interactions to enable users review the results were considered
not optimal.
As explained in Section 2.5, these ﬁndings have motivated the development of an
early prototype of the atlas metaphor (a rapid prototype) for accessing geodata. As
discussed in that section, the goal of this activity was mainly aimed at assessing
issues related to the operational level of the atlas metaphor. In other words, the
development of a rapid prototype was intended to assess whether the design
concept and functionalities proposed are feasible. In addition, as was also mentioned
in Section 3.3, another goal of this activity was to elicit design improvements
concerning the concept and functionalities developed. Using the rapid prototype,
the exploration of the design ideas was done by the author and supervisors of this
study. From the rapid prototype development, some design considerations were
drawn. Some limitations of the rapid prototype were: no detailed scheme of the GDI
resources should be presented, only data discovery was considered, not integrating
information. Additionally, the clarity of the projected metadata summaries needed to
be improved. Further, a more straightforward structure for the users’ navigation and
a direct and simpler use of colour hues were needed.
Table 6.1 shows some of functional requirements that can be summarised from
contextual inquiries and the rapid prototype development. In this stage, negative
consequences of the claims were also considered.
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Table 6.1. Claims analyses: positive and negative consequences to be considered in the design based on
the inquiry and the rapid prototype development activities
Task I: completing tightly-deﬁned tasks
1

+
-

2

+

3

+
-

4

+
-

The options to query should be
thorough to allow users specifying
questions or search terms
But if too detailed or
disorganised, it will require users
to spend more time to use it

Task II: Issues in completing loosely-deﬁned
tasks
1
+
Users intend to browse more for
assessing data suitability
But it may end-up nowhere and users
may change their focus of interest
But users may need to remember some
information during their visit

Users prefer to have more
tools to control the results and
displays, and should not coerce
users to adapt
But users need guidance too

2

The completeness and coherence
of the presentation of search
results are important to users
But the complete information
(mainly textual) can be distracting
to users and make the search
inefﬁcient.

3

Search results can be presented
as symbols to offer an efﬁcient
exploration or visual thinking
But users, in some cases,
might prefer textual displays to
scrutinize the results

4

+
-

+
-

+
-

5

+
-

Visualizations vis-à-vis what is available
or not can be helpful to users
But it can be misleading when the
user only depends on the information
presented
An atlas-like structure to browse the
content was regarded useful to support
the users’ task
But users’ strategies during the search
process may require quick searching with
keywords
Using graphical cues to assist searching
might also be useful
But the use of too many forms of visual
displays can also be confusing and
coerce users to understand all the details
Map and metadata can be combined to
enhance the data analysis
But too advanced and too complicated
interaction required will limit users interest

The beneﬁt of the use of problem scenarios and claims analyses is that important
features required in the interface can be identiﬁed. In addition, desirable and
undesirable consequences that the users might gain in using the interface can be
listed. The outcomes of this analysis are used to develop an evolutionary prototype,
an SVG-based atlas metaphor.

6.3.2. Design space
When problem scenarios have been processed and analyzed, from that stage
onward, scenarios regarding possible activities engaged by users using the atlas
as a portal were outlined. The activity scenario provided solution ideas to how the
concept of national atlas should be realized to support users’ activities. This activity
scenario and its corresponding claims lead to the detailed descriptions for designing
possible information and interaction offered in the atlas with the use of information
and interaction scenarios. The information scenario provided insight and analysis
how the proposed visual methods offered in the metaphor could support this.
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The interaction scenario provided a possibility to investigate in details the design
alternatives and options to support users’ action. In these design stages, possible
prospects and constraints, their trade-offs were elaborated.
In the design space, the feedback, ideas, and concepts gained from the problem
space were used to develop the user interfaces. In this regard, as described in
Chapter 3, the development of user interfaces of an evolutionary prototype, called
Aim4GDI, was initiated. The Aim4GDI (Atlas Interface Metaphor for Improved Use
and Accessibility of the GDI) was intended to help users complete the tightly deﬁned
and loosely deﬁned tasks. With evolutionary prototype, is meant that all or the part
of the prototype is retained in the ﬁnal product (Gordon and Bieman 1995). As
mentioned in Section 3.3 (Chapter 3), the prototype has been iteratively improved
during the course of this research study.
During the development of the prototype, activity, information, and interaction
scenarios and their claims analyses were built in order to guide and improve the
design decisions. In this view, the claims analyses can be used to enhance a
balanced view in understanding both opportunities and constrains of the proposed
functionalities and interfaces. Such analyses are useful to avoid drawbacks from the
so-called “solution-ﬁrst” approach (Carroll and Rosson 2002), an approach in which
designers generalize and analyze a candidate solution as a means of clarifying the
problem state and the goal. The danger of this approach is that it tends to quickly
deﬁne the solution, simpliﬁes the problem space, and inadequately analyzes other
alternatives (Carroll and Rosson 2002). In the context of the national atlas, the
rapid prototype discussed in the problem space can be considered as a solutionﬁrst approach. When the design space only looks at the opportunities or positive
outcomes of the prototype and the concepts, the resulting solution can be inaccurate
and ineffective.
The following sub sections review the design process of two main components built
within the Aim4GDI prototype, the ExplorerView and the StorytellerView interfaces
accordingly. Users are expected to be able to complete a tightly deﬁned task via
visual displays presented in “ExplorerView” as well as to complete a loosely deﬁned
task of data discovery using visual displays and navigation schemes related to
“StorytellerView” interfaces. For each component, the details on how the activity,
information, and interaction scenarios were used to improve the prototype using the
claim analysis will be given.
ExplorerView
In this study, as discussed in Chapter 1, the atlas metaphor is envisaged as an
alternative means to discover the required geospatial resources in a GDI organization.
Scenarios were used to envision how such an atlas interface could be realized. The
activity scenario aimed at making positive consequences of the problem scenario
listed in Table 6.1 became more salient to support the users’ goal while minimizing the
negatives. Table 6.2 below presents the activity scenario used during the prototype
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development. In this context, the case of Danny the GIS specialist (presented in
Chapter 3) is recalled.
Table 6.2.
Facilitating users’ activities for completing tightly deﬁned tasks: the scenario and some
corresponding claims
A. The activity scenario
Danny, a GIS specialist at an environmental consulting ﬁrm, is involved in a project studying the
environmental impacts of roads extensions in the urban areas of the southern part of Overijssel
province. One of several items he has to do is to prepare a map depicting the road quality and the
zoning of the sound pollution (to be served as map service within his ofﬁce’s intranet). In order to
produce this map he needs datasets such as: road network, trafﬁc statistics, health and pollution
indicators from the government’s environmental bureau, as well as other complementary data such
as demography, and land use datasets. The challenging job he faces is to locate suitable datasets for
this purpose. He decides to go to the national GDI portal to ﬁnd the datasets required. With this portal,
he can deﬁne area of interest by its place name, administrative unit, or by drawing a box over a map.
Place name and administrative unit options help him when he knows little about the study area and
does not know its position on the map. He also needs to speciﬁcally deﬁne constrains for selecting
the data he wants, including the data currency, level of detail (scale), and coordinate systems as well
as their availability and accessibility. In a later stage, he needs to assess the matching of search
results presented to his needs.
B. Activity claims
Wide-range users’ inquiries are systematically categorized by where-what-when constraints
+
+
+
+
-

In accordance with users strategies to deal with daily problems
Helps users to decide which categories should be chosen
Speeds up the inquiries process rather than using the directories approach
Enables users to submit joined queries
But other users might want to skip them and only want to type in keywords
But too detailed constraints will require more time to discern
But users need guidance for clarity since attributes offered can be overlapping

Assessment for the matching and the ﬁtness of use using the summary of metadata
+
-

Simpliﬁes the understanding of the complexities of geodata characteristics
But the metadata summary can be misleading

The design process is continued towards more concrete functionalities and more
detailed interfaces. Information scenario was built to identify visual methods that
can help users during their discovery or exploration interactions. Table 6.3 shows
the activity scenario used in this stage.
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Table 6.3. Information presentation for completing tightly deﬁned tasks: the scenario and some
corresponding claims
A. The Information scenario
Danny then opens up the portal application using his favourite browser. He opens up the explorer
window. Two tabs are available within the “Explorer” main bar: Deﬁning Questions and Reﬁning
Questions. He goes to the “Deﬁning Questions” component to express his inquiries. He wants to
assess data pertaining to road infrastructure and road trafﬁc statistics. He ﬁrst goes to the “Where”
subcomponent to exactly deﬁne the location of the data he is interested in. He decides to use
administrative options since he wants to have data covering two neighbouring municipalities at
once. Then he speciﬁes attributes of data to restrict the search through the “what” and “when”
subcomponents. Soon after submitting the query, as he expects, the portal is outputting the search
results in a table-view depicting a summary of the matched metadata: more than 50 items matching
to his queries! This requires him to scroll down the table to examine all items. He can group these
results based upon the available ﬁelds. For each selection, he can check the geographic extent of
the data by projecting this item into the map.
B. Information claims
Search terms are organised into where-what-when sections
+
It enables users to specify clear questions due to the clarity and familiarity of the “where-whatwhen” strategy
But a nested mechanism can also be confusing and difﬁcult to perceive
Combination of textual and graphical displays in information presentation
Visual information is generally remembered better than textual information
+
+
Images are helpful to support users localize information and to provide an overview while text
is good in representing abstraction of the data.
But the visual representation can give misleading information
Depiction of the metadata summary over a map
+
The categorization of data based on their geographical coverage, topical coverage, and
temporal coverage facilitates users’ needs to ﬁnd suitable data quickly
Offers possibilities to correlate and associate the two for a particular user’s concern
+
+
Users can study the relevance of the data to their goal
But the complicated metadata symbols may be distracting and confusing.
Familiar displays (e.g. table, map) with linking possibilities
+
Ease users learning curve
+
Allow users to explore more
But too many windows and information presented can be an overload for users wanting to
understand them.

Many of the positive consequences presented in Table 6.3 here are based on the
guidelines and theories within the ﬁeld of information visualization. So, in such a
way, the information scenario and claims related to it can be seen as a combination
of brainstorming of design ideas and best practices from the ﬁeld of information
visualization (and human-computer interaction). Regarding metadata categorization
to support searching mechanism for example, it has been conﬁrmed that the search
progress can be improved with the use of faceted metadata (indexed metadata) (e.g.
Yee et al. 2003). Another example is in the case of the claim regarding combination
of textual and graphical displays for presenting information. It has been empirically
proven that visual information is generally good for depicting spatial structures,
location and detail, whereas words are better for representing procedural information,
logical conditions, and abstraction (Ware 2004 p.304). Also, the claim that the tableDesign & Evaluation Revisited
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based visualization is effective was based on previous studies such as (Chi et al.
1998; Rao and Card 1994) (Aditya and Kraak 2007b). As the design evolves, the
improvement of the prototype can be managed using this set of information claims.
After having clear guidelines what and which kind of information should be presented
to support users’ activities, subsequently, design guidelines regarding how users
interact are the concerns of the interaction design. The interaction scenario (Table
6.4) is employed to guide the concrete development of the user interfaces comprising
windows and interfaces of components, menus, navigation tools, and icons.
Table 6.4. Interaction possibilities for completing tightly deﬁned tasks: the scenario and some corresponding
claims
A. The Interaction scenario
Danny chooses the available values suited to his need through where-what-when components. In
addition to drop-down menus, the portal offers the keywords facility as well: He only needs to type in
the search term(s) he is interested in. After having the questions completely deﬁned, he needs to click
the “Search” button to initiate the search process. The progress bar emerges on the screen, notifying
the progress of the query. Almost in no time, the results are then displayed in the table view. He is
interested in grouping these results by their currency ﬁrst, then by their scale and their coordinate
systems afterwards. Simply, he just needs to click the labels of the ﬁelds on the top of the table. As
a result, the items will be sorted into ascending or descending sequence. Every time he changes the
item selection by clicking each of them individually, the display of the overview of the data (its abstract
and thumbnail) is renewed. The overview window itself is linked to the data providers’ web site to
process the further order. Each item can be represented into a map. Qualitative and quantitative
aspects of the data characteristics are represented as symbols over the map.
B. Interaction claims
Formulating questions using where-what-when subcomponents
It supports users’ presumption and avoids users’ confusion
+
But too many options can be too crowded and complicated
Finding matched metadata using a table view or graphic previews
+
It is a simple yet effective means for dealing with a lot of records.
But users need guidance (cues) during their interactions with the table view.
But it should be used with caution since the aggregation of the metadata can give unintended
understanding.
Visual search with metadata mapping
+
It offers new ways of presenting search results
+
The metadata published can be put in a particular context on top of a thematic map
But metadata symbols over the map can introduce confusion to the user.
Assessing the data suitability using linked views
+
Expands the perspectives of the data suitability assessment
+
It provides supportive context for data discovery
But too many links and windows can distract the users’ attention.
Controlling the interaction
+
Encourages users to get involved more often with the portal
+
Makes users to feel in control with the interfaces
+
Permits users to sort and order data
But too many windows and information presented would slow down users’ action
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These claims brought up some considerations to proceed. These aspects than
were taken into account to improve the prototype built. After some revisions and
improvements, the prototype of the design looks as shown in the Figure 4.1 and
Figure 4.2 (Chapter 4).
StorytellerView
In dealing with the loosely deﬁned tasks, the following activity, information, and
interaction scenarios have been considered and used to develop the visual methods
considering the problem scenarios and claims analyses previously detailed in the
section 6.3.1. In this context, the case of Lisa the Transportation Engineer (presented
in Chapter 3) is recalled.
Table 6.5. The activity scenario and claims for the loosely deﬁned tasks
A. The activity scenario
The team in which Danny is involved, as has been scheduled, now is busy in preparing a trafﬁc
survey. The team gives a mandate to Lisa, an expert in transportation modelling, and Sarinah, an
environmental engineer, to combine their expertise in preparing the survey. They agree to design a
survey that focuses on gaining the following information. First, the information on the trafﬁc noise,
with emphasis on the distribution of sound levels over time-activity patterns of the area, should be
collected. Secondly, the results of the ﬁeldwork should provide quantitative data regarding people’s
perceptions of their noise/sound environments. This data should consider demographic concerns
(e.g. ages, and occupation) as well as geographic matters (e.g. high-density populated areas,
heavily-trafﬁcked highways).
Their goals are to evaluate where and how the survey needs to be done. They consider to access
data and information within the GDI that can be reused for their purpose. They know how to use
the national atlas which in fact can be used as a GDI portal: they can browse a complete set of
national maps, access several institutions’ map services, and ﬁnd the data required. They ﬁrst open
the population map to study the demographic aspects. The road features are also presented in this
population map, but it depicts only the main road classes, so then they decide to import a layer of
the existing road networks into the population map. They are also interested in importing a physical
planning map service offered by the Overijssel province ofﬁce. Further, they want to access the noise
map service recently created by Danny. This map service is available through their ofﬁce’s intranet.
Based on this visualization, they identify some potential areas to be surveyed. Now, they have to
assess what data are available and which of them are suitable to be reused for this survey.
B. Activity claims
Combination of spatial analysis and information access
+
It is a useful strategy that most users are looking forward to for their job
+
Shows the usefulness of spatial data sharing mechanism
But users require guidance and it can be too complicated to non GIS experts
Combining the metadata presentation over the map(s) visualization
+
Leverages a comprehensive interface to correlate data suitability
+
Improves the effectiveness of a research study because it provides information on the datasets
that are available or not on a particular topic of interest
But it can provide a wrong impression regarding the real potential or quality of the data
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Table 6.6. The information scenario and corresponding claims for completing the loosely deﬁned tasks
A. Information scenarios
Lisa and Sarinah decide to import only recent and planned land use layers into their current map. In
relation to the noise map accessible through their intranet, only layers zoning and label of that noise
map are loaded and overlaid into the map currently being discussed. Using these maps composition,
they discuss the possible areas to be surveyed. Their subsequent inquiries are to know what data
are available and how they ﬁt to this ﬁeldwork. Within the dataset storyteller, they can browse the
relevant text, images, and statistics graphs concerning the relevant data related to the population
map. They then activate the “metadata mapping” icon within the storyteller and get population
metadata mapped into the interface. The maps being discussed by Lisa and Sarinah now are very
complex; they ﬁnd it would be easier to limit the graphics and symbols displayed. Hence, they decide
to reduce the complexities by unloading some layers from the map. They do this by controlling the
layers shown in map and metadata legend in the right side of the interface. Subsequently, they want
also to know what data related to road networks are available for this study area. From the help, they
found that they could do this by loading metadata items based on their topic or their map. Following
the instruction in the help window, now all data pertaining to population and road networks have
been displayed. A set of visual variables is used in the metadata symbols to represent quantitative
and qualitative information of the metadata. They get a good overview on which data can be reused
for the survey.
B. Information claims
Combination of web atlas, web mapping service, and information mapping
+ Enables users to beneﬁt from this synthesis
But the map display can be too complicated and difﬁcult to perceive the information presented.
Combination of textual and graphical displays in information presentation
+ Visual information is generally remembered better than verbal information
+ Images are helpful to support users localize information and to provide an overview while text is
good in representing abstraction of the data
But the visual representation can also give misleading information.
Depiction of metadata summary over a map
+ Offers possibilities to correlate and associate the two for a particular user’s concern
+ Users can study the relevance of the data to their goal
But the complicated metadata symbols may be distracting and confusing the user’ s attention
Familiar displays (e.g. table, map) with linking possibilities
+ Ease users’ learning curve
+ Allow users to explore more
But too many windows and information presented can prevent users to perceive and
understand them
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Table 6.7. The interaction scenario and corresponding claims for completing the loosely deﬁned tasks
A. Interaction scenarios
The atlas, functioning as a portal, enables users to browse the maps (either by topic or area). Lisa
browses the tree menu within this “Browsing maps” component. She clicks transportation, and ﬁnds
new folders emerging within the tree menu. Among these folders, she then opens up the road folder.
She sees the existing networks road at the ﬁrst level of the list. Every time Lisa changes the selection,
the map description box renews its content accordingly. And as Lisa changes the map selection,
not only the map is displayed but also the storytellers’ (dataset and atlas story-teller) content is
also refreshed. After that, they come to a decision to reload the land use map service and Danny’s
noise map service using the “Visualise It” button within the dataset storyteller section. After the land
use map service and the noise map service are displayed, she then selects a small button with the
title “metadata mapping” within the dataset storyteller section. In response, the boxes with different
graphical variables representing metadata elements are displayed on top of the map. Using the
metadata sub-component in the legend view, Sarinah is asking Lisa to represent only the scale and
resolution symbols of the data, because these are their ﬁrst concern at this moment. The symbols
displayed cannot help them to effectively discern the temporal characteristics of the data. For this
reason, they decide to use the comparison functionalities offered. The selected data can be compared
and displayed according to their interest on speciﬁc attributes. They studied these representations
for a moment. Among the metadata symbols displayed, they are interested to examine two of them
in detail. Lisa then clicks both corresponding boxes; as a result two complete metadata descriptions
are opened in two separate windows. Now they get some clarity which data are appropriate for their
job.
B. Interaction claims
Providing dataset directories and navigation schemes based upon the topics available
Provides easier ways to see what is available or not according to the users’ preferences
+
But novice users might need clear guidance to complete steps for comparing the items
Focusing the interest on the basis of the concerned area or the topic
+
Provides a sufﬁcient context to start browsing
But topic categorization may introduce overlapping of interest
Maps and metadata storytelling
+
Provide more information to broaden users understanding
But when they are too broad, users require more time to complete the tasks
Metadata mapping
+
Provides a visual decision-support solution
But is can be frustrating when is too complicated (e.g., metadata with same area extent)
But User might lose attention and interest

The activity, information, and interaction scenarios and claims related to the
development of the StorytellerView presented here were taken into account during
the prototype development. The screenshots of the built prototype that are related to
the StorytellerView have been presented in Figure 5.3 (Chapter 5).
Some negative considerations mentioned in the claim analysis for interaction designs
of the ExplorerView (Table 6.4) and the StorytellerView (Table 6.7) came from a
participatory design survey held in the beginning of the prototype development. Four
persons provided feedback in this activity. The participatory design survey was done
during a workshop organised to restart work on the development of National Atlas
of the Netherlands. The persons were asked to provide negative consequences
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regarding the claims made in Table 6.4 and 6.7 based on their opinions in making
sense of the paper-based prototype presented. In the paper work that they received,
two graphics depicting the proposed user interfaces of the atlas metaphor to help
user search and browse data were presented. The corresponding claims for both
searching and browsing visual displays were given. The participants were asked to
complete or ﬁll in the “But” sentences (see Appendix Participatory Design Form).
In this way, during the development of the prototype, the scenario-based design
was combined with the participatory design. Participatory design is an approach to
design with active involvements of the end users in the design process to ensure that
the product designed is usable (see for example (Carroll et al. 2000; Kyng 1994)).
The (potential) users are considered to play an important role in determining the
functionalities and interfaces of the prototype. The negative considerations that they
provided were helpful to manage the trade-offs. In this sense, the outlook on how the
users judge the usefulness of the interface can be gained. Additionally, the failure of
the system can be avoided by taking into account these considerations appropriately.
In this way, urgent needs for speciﬁc improvement can be better identiﬁed.
From their feedback, it could be assessed that the most frequent concerns addressed
by participants are that there was no clear information regarding the where, what, and
when subcomponents and their fear that attributes within these three might overlap.
They needed graphical cues and instructional assistance for each of subcomponents.
Additionally, the clarity of the map display and the storyteller view was another major
concerns of the respondents. The outcomes of the activities undertaken in the design
space including the participatory design survey were used to guide the prototype
development.
Add-in Collaborative Tools
As it was mentioned in Section 5.2.3, the motivation for developing the collaborative
tools was to demonstrate the ability of the atlas metaphor to exploit the potential use
of the GDI to support group work. Based on the activity, information, and interaction
scenarios presented in Table 6.5 up to Table 6.7 above, the activity, information, and
interaction scenarios were created to envision the possible use of the atlas metaphor
to support Lisa and Sarinah tasks to plan a survey related to an environmental study
on the trafﬁc development. The scenarios and claims created for geocollaboration
are summarised as follows.
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Table 6.8. The activity scenario and claims for collaboration efforts
A. The activity scenario
Lisa and Sarinah had completed their job in assessing the data that are useful for planning their
survey activities. For that purpose (as also detailed in the previous section), they explored the atlas
content by browsing. The project they carried out was a group work involving another governmental
institute, specialised in mapping, as a consortium partner. In this particular institute, the person that
is responsible for the project is Ed. It has been planned that they (Ed, Lisa, and Sarinah) will have
a collaborative session aiming at selecting locations to determine where should they deploy their
people in the ﬁeld to do a survey. Ed is involved in this activity since he needs to produce a work
package for each of the survey teams including the forms, related high-resolution satellite images or
topographic maps of the proposed locations. In addition, his local knowledge and past experiences
with similar survey are valuable for the group to assess the feasibility of locations.
The national atlas that has been used by Lisa and Sarinah provides abilities to a group of people
to work together to draw points and areas so users can discuss and exchange ideas toward a
decision in addition to their exploration uses, searching or browsing the atlas contents. Ed has been
aware that Lisa and Sarinah had prepared some suggestions regarding the data to be used and
possible locations. From his perspective, he also has some proposals of survey locations. Using
the messenger module that is offered next to the atlas metaphor, they set up a joint conference that
enables them to exchange their text messages (and voices, too). Ed, Lisa, and Sarinah log into a
speciﬁc collaborative session that they have prepared. In this particular session, they share the ideas
regarding the location on the map. In fact, the ability of the atlas to share the progress of collaboration
is the core functionality that they expect to gain from their join interaction with the atlas metaphor.
B. Activity claims
Group awareness and collaboration progress
+
They are useful to provide feedback to each group member to stimulate effective collaboration
+
A synchronized view is important to coordinate the discussion and work
Large volumes and complex shared visualization will require more thinking or processing
Combining data access and group decision-making
+
Provide a straightforward impact on the usefulness of the GDI interface to a group of users
The use of the tools requires assistances. It can cause a complexity of use that will make users
dissatisﬁed with the other tools too.
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Table 6.9. The information scenario and corresponding claims for collaboration efforts
A. Information scenarios
In a group work setting, using the atlas, the map and metadata loaded by one of team member is
replicated in other screens. Point boards plotting, an annotation tool available in the collaborative
tools of the atlas, can be used to identify potential locations. Sarinah and Lisa use the digitizing
tools as well to show Ed the areas that they thought are best for conducting the survey. Areas and
point boards plotted by Sarinah have different colours with areas and points plotted by Lisa. The
colour properties of the areas correspond to the role of the collaborators. In this context, Lisa is a
transportation engineer and Sarinah is an environmental engineer. In all areas and points selected,
they specify the short title of the features, give a short description for each of them, and when
possible provide references or web links to which that particular feature is linked. In their context, the
link can refer to a speciﬁc term of reference of the project that is available on the web, or it can be a
speciﬁc issue addressed in the group meeting posted on the web.
B. Information claims
The differentiation of visual representations of features made by team members
+
Enables collaborators to identify “who do what where”
The map display can be too complicated and difﬁcult to perceive the information presented.
Synchronization of information displays
+
Makes collaborators participate in the session attentively
But when the rate of changes is high, the users will have difﬁculties to follow what others have
done

Table 6.10. The interaction scenario and corresponding claims for collaboration tasks
A. Interaction scenarios
The atlas enables collaborators to ﬁrst individually explore the atlas content before they join a
collaborative session. In joining into a collaborative session, Lisa, Sarinah, and Ed need to submit
their usernames, passwords, and to select a collaborative session name. Once an individual logs
into a collaborative session, his or her avatar is shown active to the other group members. During
the collaborative interactions, Lisa and Sarinah point out the proposed locations using the pin
boards plotting. In some occasions, they need to draw an area on the map to help Ed understand
the reasoning that they made. In return, Ed also needs to express his suggestions by drawing an
area on the map and provide a link to a photograph or a location description of the area that he
refers to. Every time a collaborator opens up a new thematic layer or cascades a metadata footprint
on the map, the similar displays are replicated in the other user’s interfaces that joined in the same
collaborative session.
B. Interaction claims
Pin Boards Plotting and its annotation
+ Provide shared understanding of the speciﬁc point of interest
+ Description and links to related resources (e.g., images, or group discussion) are useful
The clarity of the map will decrease as the collaboration involves more participants and more
locations to be assessed
Drawing an area of interest and its annotation
+ Provide a simple means to express the idea about the location
The clarity of the map will decrease as the collaboration involves more participants and more
locations to be assessed

The activity, information, and interaction scenarios and claims related to the
development of collaborative use of the atlas metaphor presented here were taken
into account during the prototype development. The screenshots of the built prototype
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that are related to the collaborative use of the atlas metaphor have been presented
in Figure 5.9 and 5.10 (Chapter 5).

6.3.3. Evaluation space
This section will brieﬂy review the implementation of use assessments or tests targeted
to the developed ExplorerView (related to the searching mode), StorytellerView
(related to the browsing mode), and the collaborative use of the atlas metaphor
prototype, Aim4GDI. During each of these tests, the test participants were asked to
interact with the interface according to a speciﬁed scenario of use.
The use assessment on the searching mode was done twice in this study. Chapter
4 has presented the results of the ﬁrst test on the searching mode. The second test
on the searching mode was done in parallel with the use test on the browsing mode
(referred to as browsing test or StorytellerView test and was discussed in Chapter
5). In addition, a use test on the use of GeoNetwork, an open source geoportal, was
also done in parallel to these two tests. Thus far, the second test on the searching
mode of the Aim4GDI interface (referred to as searching test or ExplorerView test)
and the test on the GeoNetwork interface have not been discussed, and it will be
described here:
In regards to the second test on the ExplorerView and the test on the GeoNetwork
and the StorytellerView, nineteen graduate students completed these tests in one
test session. In Section 5.4.1.1 (Chapter 5), when discussing the test participants
on the browsing mode of the Aim4GDI with StorytellerView, the proﬁles of this
group of graduate students have already been described. In that section, this group
was identiﬁed as Group B. That test session was divided into three test activities,
which were related to the use of ExplorerView, StorytellerView, and GeoNetwork.
The corresponding evaluation scenarios for the three test activities were given to
nineteen test participants in a random order. This means some of them tested the
ExplorerView ﬁrst, then moved to the GeoNetwork test, and then the StorytellerView
in the end. Some others took the GeoNetwork test ﬁrst, and then ExplorerView and
StorytellerView tests afterwards. The rest of the test participants started the test with
StorytellerView, and after that continued with the ExplorerView and GeoNetwork
related tests (illustrated in Figure 6.3). The strategy to vary the sequence of the
tests was intended to randomize test participants’ feedback to eliminate any potential
selection bias.
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Figure 6.3. The sequence of the tests on the ExplorerView (using Scenario A), StorytellerView (using
Scenario C), and GeoNetwork (Scenario B) was randomized among test participants (Scenario A, B, C are
presented in Appendix A, Appendix B, and Appendix C correspondingly). This test session corresponds to
Searching test II and Browsing test I in Figure 6.5.

The use assessment or more precisely the usability inspection of the collaboration
features of the Aim4GDI was done once. The corresponding results have also been
discussed in Chapter 5. While the browsing mode was tested in parallel to the
searching mode of the atlas metaphor (referred to as searching test or ExplorerView
test) and the GeoNetwork, the collaborative use tests were done in two separate
collaborative sessions. Each collaborative session involved two different individuals
and one technical assistant (was performed by the author). Figure 6.4 illustrates
the collaboration activities during the usability inspection of collaborative features of
Aim4GDI.

Figure 6.4. The activity of usability inspection of the collaborative features of the Aim4GDI.
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For analysis purposes, the test participants were asked to provide feedback
to questions related to their experiences during the tests on ExplorerView,
StorytellerView, and Collaborative features of Aim4GDI as well as on GeoNetwork
in forms of “strongly agree”, “agree”, “neutral”, “disagree”, and “strongly disagree”
responses. Their responses were measured on the Likert response scale (Likert
1932), ranging from 1 for “strongly disagree” to 5 for “strongly agree”. To assess the
signiﬁcance of their feedback, statistical test were applied to the responses or results
gathered.
In this study, test results were analysed with nonparametric statistical methods.
Nonparametric methods require no or very minimal assumptions about the normality
of the underlying data distributions. In this sense, nonparametric methods can be
useful to analyse unexpected and outlying observations that might be problematic
with a parametric method (Whitley and Ball 2002). These methods are also very
useful for measures that are inherently ordinal like a rating scale (Rosson and Carroll
2001, p.365).
All the tests done in this study do not assume the normality of the data distribution
and do not involve large samples (i.e., test participants). In fact, the KolmogorovSmirnov normality test was also randomly applied to test results related to searching
and browsing mode of the prototype. There was strong evidence to reject the null
hypothesis that the samples were normally distributed. Or, in other words the results
were not normally distributed. Hence, the use of nonparametric statistic test in this
study can be more justiﬁed.
Nonparametric methods that were used to analyse the test results in the evaluation
space include as follows:
1. Wilcoxon signed rank test
The Wilcoxon signed rank test is a nonparametric alternative to the t-test for two
correlated or paired samples. The test is aimed to test the null-hypothesis that
the median of a distribution is equal to some value. It can be used in place of a
one-sample t-test and in place of a paired t-test. In this study, this test was applied
for example to assess whether the designed table view provides effective means
to help test participants identify search results.
2. Mann-Whitney test
Mann-Whitney test or Wilcoxon rank sum test is a nonparametric alternative to
the unpaired t-test. The test is applied when a comparison is made between two
independent samples. In this study, this test was applied for example to compare
the use of the searching mode and browsing mode between Group A (employees of
the Province of Overijssel with GIS experiences) and Group B (graduate students).
3. Friedman Test
This method compares several related samples and can be used as a nonparametric
alternative to the two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The test was used in
this study, for instance, to assess which interface out of table view, thumbnail
view, Paralel Coordinate Plot (PCP), and footprints that was perceived better than
at least one of the other three by test participants to identify search results.
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The following table summarizes the use of the statistical tests mentioned above to
analyse the test results. In accordance to the summary of tests conducted in the
evaluation space, Figure 6.5 illustrates the users’ involvement and the evaluation
steps completed in the evaluation space including their corresponding statistical
tests.
Table 6.11. A summary of the use of statistical tests in the evaluation space
Statistical Evaluation
Group
Test
Scenario

Statistical Test Description

A1

A

GIMA

Two-way analysis of variances
Friedman’s Test for indicating and comparing
Chapter 4
results

A2

A

GIMA

Wilcoxon paired Analysis whether the median of
Chapter 4
sign rank
responses are equal to 3

A3

A

Analysis whether Group A
and Group B responses have
GIMA: A vs. B Mann Whitney U
the same median in case of
searching

A4

A

ITC & OV

Two-way analysis of variances
Friedman’s Test for indicating and comparing
Chapter 6
results

A5

A

ITC & OV

Wilcoxon paired Analysis whether the median of
Chapter 6
sign rank
responses are equal to 3

A

OV vs. ITC

Analysis whether Group A
and Group B responses have
Mann Whitney U
the same median in case of
searching

A7

A

Analysis whether Group GIMA
& Group ITC + Overijssel
GIMA vs. ITC Mann Whitney U responses have the same
Chapter 6
median in the case of searching
(checking the consistency)

A8

A&B

ITC

Analysis to compare the use of
Wilcoxon paired
Chapter 6
GeoNetwork and Aim4GDI to
sign rank
indicate and compare

C1

C

ITC & OV

Wilcoxon paired Analysis whether the median of
Chapter 5
sign rank
responses are equal to 3

A6

C2

C

D1

C&D

D2

D
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Analysis whether Group A
and Group B responses have
OV vs. ITC
Mann Whitney U
the same median in case of
browsing
Analysis whether samples
ITC & OV –
of Individual Use and
Collaborative
Collaborative Use have the
Mann Whitney U
same median in the case
Test Person
(CTP)
of browsing (checking the
consistency)
CTP

Discussed
in

Chapter 4

Chapter 6

Chapter 5

Chapter 5

Wilcoxon paired Analysis whether the median of
Chapter 5
sign rank
responses are equal to 3

Figure 6.5. Use tests and the users’ involvement in the evaluation space in this study. Searching Test
I was discussed in Chapter 4. The Browsing test and Collaborative test were discussed in Chapter 5.
Searching test II is presented in Section 6.4. The focus group discussions were done after Searching test
I and Collaborative Test.

In addition to gaining quantitative data regarding the use of the prototype, focus group
discussions were also done after the ﬁrst search test and after collaborative use test.
The purpose of the focus group discussions was to provide opportunities to test
persons to discuss design issues that were not covered during the use test. Focus
groups can be very useful to be used in the evaluation space because they are lowcost, provide quick results, and can easily scaled to gather more data (Preece et al.
2002, p.396) and to discuss crucial issues regarding the use of the tested interface.
The results of the focus group discussions have been discussed in Chapter 4 (related
to the ﬁrst search test) and in Chapter 5 (related to collaborative use test).
The following will concentrate on the results of the evaluation space and the overall
lessons learned that were gained from the implementation of scenario-based
development during this study. As indicated in Table 6.11 and Figure 6.5 above,
some of test results have been presented and discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter
5.

6.4. Results & lessons learned
Some of the evaluation activities have been discussed in previous chapters. The
results of the ﬁrst test have been discussed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4). The discussions
on the test on the browsing mode and collaborative use have been presented in
Chapter 5 (Section 5.4).
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In regards to the test results related to the browsing test and collaboration test, it
can be summarised that the developed interfaces gain the expected responses.
The exploration and synthesis activities required by test persons to facilitate their
needs to plan survey activities can be facilitated by the visual methods presented in
StorytellerView. The navigation and interaction schemes developed (in accordance to
activity, information, and interaction scenarios of browsing presented earlier) provided
a helpful browsing experience to test participants. In the case of collaboration using
the Aim4GDI, it has been demonstrated that some of envisioned features (as stated in
the collaborative use scenarios) were acceptable and considered useful to advance
the group work.
The following will discuss some of evaluation activities that have not been presented
thus far. This includes the comparison between the use of Aim4GDI and the
GeoNetwork, and the comparison between the ﬁrst test results and the second test
results on the searching mode of the Aim4GDI. Afterwards, some issues and lessons
related to the use of scenarios to develop the ExplorerView, StorytellerView, and
collaborative features of the Aim4GDI will be discussed

6.4.1. Searching through Aim4GDI (ExplorerView)
While Chapter 4 has discussed the results of the ﬁrst search test activity (indicated
as Statistical Test A1, A2, and A3), the present section will deal with the results of
tests indicated as Statistical Test A4 up to Statistical Test A7 in Table 6.11 above. The
corresponding results of these tests are presented in Table 6.12 up to Table 6.15.
Table 6.12. Two-way analysis of variances for identifying and comparing results:
To Indicate
Table

PCP

Interpretation

0.010*

0.000*

Thumbnail is better used than footprint and PCP
(Parallel Coordinate Plot) to indicate the data to
be selected

-

0.031*

0.000*

Table is better used than footprint and PCP to
indicate the data to be selected

-

-

0.107

-

Table

PCP

0.877

0.004*

-

Thumbnail is better used than PCP to compare
search results

-

0.007*

-

Table is better used than PCP to compare search
results

The
thumbnail
view

0.676

The table
view
Footprints
To Compare
The
thumbnail
view
The table
view
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Footprint

Interpretation

Table 6.13. The effectiveness of the searching mode: an investigation whether the median of eleven
design issues is equal to “no effect” or not useful to help them complete the task (with 0.05 level for a
non-directional test)
Question

Use Issues

Ho

Indication by the table
Ho: M = 3
view
Sorting by the table
Q2
Ho: M = 3
view
Q3
Thematic relevance
Ho: M = 3
Q4
Geographic relevance
Ho: M = 3
Indication by the
Q5
Ho: M = 3
thumbnail view
Q6
Indication by PCP
Ho: M = 3
Comparison by the
Q7
Ho: M = 3
table view
Comparison by the
Q8
Ho: M = 3
thumbnail view
Q9
Comparison by PCP
Ho: M = 3
Indication by metadata
Q10
Ho: M = 3
footprints
Metadata legend
Ho: M = 3
Q11
Ho = Null Hypothesis, M = Median of the responses
Q1

M

P-value

Conclusion

Design
Implementation

4

0.000

Reject Ho

Acceptable

4

0.004

Reject Ho

Acceptable

3
3

0.781
0.172

Accept Ho
Accept Ho

No value
Not optimal

4

0.000

Reject Ho

Acceptable

3

0.807

Accept Ho

No value

4

0.000

Reject Ho

Acceptable

4

0.000

Reject Ho

Acceptable

3

0.817

Accept Ho

No value

3.5

0.048

Reject Ho

Acceptable

4

0.016

Reject Ho

Acceptable

Table 6.14. The comparison of the responses between Group A (Employees in Overijssel Provinces) and
Group B (ITC’s graduate students) in the case of searching: The Mann Whitney test is applied on the test
results to check whether the median of eleven design issues between Group A and Group is the same
(with 0.05 level for a non-directional test)
Question

Use Issues

Ho

MA

MB

P-value

Conclusion

Design
Implementation

Indication by the
Ho: MA = MB 4
4
0.857
Accept Ho
Acceptable
table view
Sorting by the table
Ho: MA = MB 5
Q2
4
0.014
Reject Ho
Acceptable
view
Q3
Semantic relevance
Ho: MA = MB 3
3
0.634
Accept Ho
No value
Geographic
Ho: MA = MB 3
Q4
3
0.479
Accept Ho
No value
relevance
Indication by the
Ho: MA = MB 5
Q5
4
0.035
Reject Ho
Acceptable
thumbnail view
Q6
Indication by PCP
Ho: MA = MB 3
3
0.929
Accept Ho
No value
Comparison by the
Ho: MA = MB 5
Q7
4
0.125
Accept Ho
Acceptable
table view
Comparison by the
Ho: MA = MB 5
Q8
4
0.047
Reject Ho
Acceptable
thumbnail view
Q9
Comparison by PCP Ho: MA = MB 2
3
0.035
Reject Ho
No value
Indication by
Ho: MA = MB 4
Q10
3
0.191
Accept Ho
Acceptable for A
metadata footprints
Q11
Metadata legend
Ho: MA = MB 5
4
0.014
Reject Ho
Acceptable
Ho = Null Hypothesis, MA = Median of the responses from Group A, MB = Median of the responses from
Group B
Q1
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Table 6.15. The comparison of the responses between the ﬁrst and second search test: The Mann Whitney
test is applied to the test results to check whether the median of eleven design issues between test I and
test II is the same (with 0.05 level for a non-directional test)
Use Issues

Ho

MI

MII

P-value

Conclusion

Interpretation

Indication by the table
view

Ho: MI = MII

4

4

0.772

Accept Ho

Consistently
acceptable

Indication by the
thumbnail view

Ho: MI = MII

4

4

0.908

Accept Ho

Indication by graphics

Ho: MI = MII

3

3

0.940

Accept Ho

Ho: MI = MII

4

3.5

0.200

Accept Ho

Ho: MI = MII

4

4

0.138

Accept Ho

Ho: MI = MII

4

4

0.315

Accept Ho

Ho: MI = MII

2

3

0.002

Reject Ho

Indication by metadata
footprints
Comparison by the
table view
Comparison by the
thumbnail view
Comparison by
graphics

Consistently
acceptable
Consistently no
value
Consistently
acceptable
Consistently
acceptable
Consistently
acceptable
Consistently no
value, but the PCP
was regarded better

Ho = Null Hypothesis, MI = Median of the responses from search test I, MII = Median of the responses
from search test II

From these details of comparative assessments, the following summary can be
made. From Table 6.13, it is apparent that the developed thumbnail view and table
view were more helpful to users than the use of graphics (either as bull’s eye view as
explained in Chapter 4 or Parallel Coordinate Plot (PCP) view that was intended as
a replacement to the bull’s eye view). From the test results, it is clear that information
on the table regarding thematic relevance and geographic relevance were not so
helpful. While the information on the thematic relevance was proven to be “no value”,
the information on the geographic relevance was also not so useful. This issue
indicates a need to improve the visualization of the numbers (with more intuitive
symbols, for instance) and to provided clearer deﬁnition to the terminologies used.
On the issue of target users (table 6.14), it can be seen that there were no extreme
differences in the responses between group A and Group B. As in the case in the
use of metadata footprints in the browsing, the use of metadata footprints to support
searching was regarded to be more useful by Group A than by Group B.
The other aspect that was apparent is that the use of PCP view to indicate and
compare search results was not considered so useful to test persons (referred to as
“conisistently no value” in Table 6.15). Nevertheless, the use of PCP view to search
data was perceived better in comparison to the use of bull’s-eye view (referred to as
indication Table 6.15). It is interesting to note here that the PCP was perceived to be
useful to compare the items to support browsing interactions (Table 5.3 in Chapter
5). Hence, in thinking of the usefulness of the PCP view to support searching and
browsing, it can be seen that PCP view was regarded more useful to support browsing
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than searching interactions. In this respect, further investigation is required to really
assess the usefulness of PCP to support search activities. From Table 6.15, it can be
seen that the observed responses of test participants in both two tests to the issue
of indication and comparison with visual methods developed show no differences.
Hence, the visual methods developed including the table view, thumbnail view, and
metadata footprints are useful to help users indicate and compare metadata items.

6.4.2. Comparing the use of Aim4GDI and GeoNetwork for searching
Since the intended use of the Aim4GDI is to provide an alternative interface to GDI
users to look for data, hence this study was interested to investigate whether the
developed interfaces are really feasible to be used as geoportals. In this sense, the
interface that is considered comparable to the geoportal interface is the ExplorerView
or the searching mode of the atlas metaphor.
In this study, GeoNetwork (GeoNetwork 2006) was chosen as the comparative
interface. GeoNetwork is an open source catalogue system for geospatial metadata.
GeoNetwork was chosen since the search interface components for deﬁning search
terms and assessing search results can be seen as a typical interface for today’s
geoportals (Figure 6.6 and 6.7 below). The analytical observation on this issue has
been done in in Section 2.2.1. GDI administrators can make use of GeoNetwork to
help them manage geospatial metadata. The metadata management that can be
facilitated by a GeoNetwork system includes abilities to index, store, and harvest
geospatial metadata as well as to handle the registration of OGC Web Map Services.
Once data are published through a GeoNetwork catalogue system, the GDI users
can search for data, assessing the full view of metadata descriptions, and viewing
the data in the case that the data published is an OGC WMS compliant web maps.
For comparison purposes, the same metadata set used in the Aim4GDI were stored
locally into the GeoNetwork system (GeoNetwork open source desktop 2.0.3 was
used for this study). The scenario of use for testing the GeoNetwork (the evaluation
scenario) was similar to the evaluation scenario for testing the ExplorerView. The
differences were only in the detailed steps that the test participants had to follow
(i.e., accessing the GeoNetwork web portal available in the intranet) (see Scenario
B in Appendix B).
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Figure 6.6. User interface components of the GeoNetwork to deﬁne search terms

Figure 6.7. User interface components of the GeoNetwork to review the search results. Search results
are presented as a list of title, abstract, and the corresponding thumbnail of data. Link ‘Metadata’ gives an
opportunity to users to see the full deﬁnition of metadata.
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The Statistical Test A8 was applied to the responses of test participants in making
use of Aim4GDI and GeoNetwork to indicate and compare the search results. The
results of the Statistical Test A8 are shown in Table 6.16 below. From the test results,
it can be concluded that the use of Aim4GDI to indicate and compare the search
results was more useful than the use of GeoNetwork. More speciﬁcally, the thumbnail
view gave better assistance to test persons to indicate and to identify search results.
The table view gave better assistances to test persons to compare the results.
Meanwhile, to indicate the required data, the table view also gave better assistances
than GeoNetwork, but the difference is not signiﬁcant at alpha = 95%.
Table 6.16. The comparison of the responses between the use of Aim4GDI and GeoNetwork to search for
data: The Wilcoxon sign rank test is applied on the test results to check whether the median of responses
regarding the abilities of Aim4GDI and GeoNetwork to indicate and to compare are the same (with 0.05
level for a directional test)
Number of
participants

M-A

M-GN

P-value

Conclusion

Interpretation

Ho:
M-A = M-GN

19

4 (76)

4 (66)

0.063

Accept Ho

Ho:
M-A = M-GN

18

4 (73)

4 (62)

0.016

Reject Ho

Suggests a
difference,
not proven at
alpha = 95%
Slightly better

Ho:
M-A = M-GN

17

4 (71)

4 (62)

0.047

Reject Ho

Slightly better

Use Issues

Ho

Indication
by table vs.
GeoNetwork
Indication by
thumbnail vs.
GeoNetwork
Comparison
by table vs.
Geontwork

Comparison by Ho:
17
4 (70) 4 (62)
0.043
Reject Ho
Slightly better
thumbnail vs.
M-A = M-GN
GeoNetwork
Ho = Null Hypothesis, M-A = Median of the responses related to the Aim4GDI’s use (with its associated
sum of scores), M-GN = Median of the responses related to the GeoNetwork’s use (with its associated
sum of scores).

The outcomes of the test clearly showed that the Aim4GDI can be used in the place
of a geoportal to search for a speciﬁc data. In this regard, the processes of data
selection (i.e., indicating the required data and comparing search results) can be
better performed through the Aim4GDI. Since the GeoNetwork search interfaces have
no capabilities to allow users to sort search results and cascade metadata footprints,
sorting and mapping capabilities offered through the AimGDI search interfaces can
be considered to provide more beneﬁts to users to assess the search results.
It is worth noting that in the context of looking for Overijssel datasets, a comparison
test between the Aim4GDI and a specialised data catalogue for the province of
Overijssel: Meta-informatiesystem (MIS) was not done. MIS is an ofﬁcial metadata
catalogue for geospatial data that is accessible via the intranet of the ofﬁce of the
Province of Overijssel and used by employees working in the ofﬁce (Province of
Overijssel 2007).
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A comparison test between the use of the Aim4GDI and the MIS may provide a better
insight whether the Aim4GDI is also really useful to specialised users or not. However,
as the objective of this study is to assess the feasibility of the national atlas metaphor
as an alternative to national or regional geoportals, hence, such a comparison test
was not considered a priority in this study. Nevertheless, the interfaces of the MIS
are presented here to provide an illustration on how a typical Dutch governmental
organization provide a data catalogue to enable its employees to look for geospatial
data in the house and on how the atlas metaphor (Aim4GDI) can be used instead of
a such data catalogue (see Figure 6.8 below in comparison to Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2,
and Figure 4.3 presented in Chapter 4).

Figure 6.8. A Meta-Information System to search for Overijssel datasets. Search terms can be entered
through “Zoeken” input textbox (A). A list of data titles with matching keywords is presented in the listbox
(B). The corresponding thumbnail of selected data in B is shown on the left of the MIS’s screen. The
data can be visualized through a web map interface (presented as a Flash movie format) (C). The detail
description of the data is given through the tab “Metagegevens” (D). The overall list is offered through the
tab “Bestandoverzicht” (E).

6.4.3. The use of claims analysis
In this study, the claims analysis plays a signiﬁcant role to motivate thinking on the
best possible solution and to capture possible drawbacks of the proposed solution
(i.e., design tradeoffs). For example, when dealing with metadata mapping, the
downsides listed in the activity, information, and interaction scenarios provide a speciﬁc
direction on the design of symbols to represent metadata elements. Which symbols
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and colour hues should be used to represent the topic of interest of the data? What
tools to be offered to enable users control the clarity of the combination of thematic
layers and metadata footprints? Another example was the design of StoryTellerView.
In relation to the claim for the need of familiar displays and possibilities to link to the
associated resources, the tradeoff to be made was an interface that does not offer
many new windows but does ease the users’ learning curve to explore the contents.
In this regard, the focus was to look at the organization of the atlas contents. How
the structure of the atlas can be exploited to facilitate users navigating easily a wide
range of associated content and links?
Another advantage of the use of claims analysis is that when it is used in combination
with a use test, it can provide a solid reasoning to develop and reﬁne the prototype.
In this regard, the claim analysis provided many conceptual insights where the use
assessments provided empirical ﬁndings concerning a speciﬁc design issue. As
an example, through information and interaction scenarios, the clarity of metadata
mapping has been considered signiﬁcant. From the ﬁrst searching test, it could be
learnt that when the metadata legend has not been developed properly, users would
be unable to control the display of metadata footprints. Such a situation caused
confusion for many test persons. In the second searching test meanwhile, when the
metadata legend had been developed as was envisioned, the test persons regarded
the metadata legend interface to be very useful to support their search context (listed
in Table 6.13 and Table 6.14 as Q11).
As addressed by Sutcliffe (2000) the advantages in documenting the claims include
possibilities to reuse claims for subsequent interface developments. Some of the
design interaction knowledge that had been produced during a prototype development
can be reapplied to other design problems in other projects (Sutcliffe and Carroll
1999). As exempliﬁed in the Sutcliffe’s work, the claims were stored and indexed
for reuse purposes. In this respect, one of the approaches to make claims and their
associations more visible and reusable is through the development of a claims map.
A claims map is a visual representation of claims in a scenario-based development
project that shows the relationships among the claims and the present status of the
claims (Wahid and McCrickard 2006). The organization of the claims has not been
the focus of this study. At the moment, the claims and the corresponding upsides and
downsides have been represented as the concept map (Figure 6.9). However, there
is no linking functionality that enables viewers (e.g., other designers) to examine the
history of design changes to the speciﬁc claim selected, for instance. In this respect,
the idea to develop a claims map and its link to the detailed claims analysis deserves
a priority in order to better manage changes associated with the interface design
during the development of a national atlas metaphor.
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Figure 6.9. The claims used in the study are represented as a concept map. A warning symbol is given to each of claims in the design space. The “OK” and “erase”
symbols correspond to the upside and downside of the claim. The link symbol signiﬁes that the two claims exist in two different design stages are correlated.

It is also worth noting that many anticipated downsides indeed caused users’
dissatisfaction (e.g., metadata footprints combined with thematic layers and WFS).
Although users judge this ability to be useful, it seems that the degree of satisfaction
of the users on the clarity of the mapping capabilities can be improved. In this regard,
the results of use assessments and the claims analysis can be combined to provide
a solid basis to ﬁnd a design solution in the next cycle of the interface development
(the cycle of improvement can be started from the design space onwards as shown
in the Figure 6.2 above).

6.5. Discussion
One of the research objectives of this study (as speciﬁed in Chapter 1) is to determine
the feasibility of the national atlas concept as a metaphor in the access to the GDI.
In Chapter 2, the feasibility was ﬁrst argued through an analytical observation of
the national atlas concept. In looking at the potential use of the national atlas as a
metaphor, speciﬁc usability problems were deﬁned and the envisioned functionalities
to handle the usability problems were also speciﬁed. Through the design space, an
evolutionary prototype was developed. In this regard, from Chapter 3 onwards, the
feasibility of the national atlas as a metaphor was probed and tested.
From the development and evaluation activities, it can be conﬁrmed that conceptually
and empirically the national atlas can be used to assist users explore the geospatial
resources in the national GDI. In this respect, users can make use of the browsing
mode of the national atlas to help them complete a loosely deﬁned discovery task. To
complete a tightly deﬁned discovery task, the searching mode of the atlas metaphor
was useful to help them indicate, compare, and associate the search results. The
extension of the atlas metaphor to facilitate group work has been demonstrated
and considered promising. Although the focus of the use of the atlas metaphor was
to support exploration of geospatial resources in the GDI, the atlas metaphor was
seen useful to help users to synthesize and to some extent analyse the geospatial
information in the country.
When analytical functions (intended to support the collaborative use as well as the
individual use) of the atlas metaphor are to be enhanced, then, the new problem,
activity, information, interaction, and evaluation scenarios need to be developed. For
this purpose, a good understanding on the application domain can be helpful to
capture the required activities, information, and interactions to be supported when
users are making use of analytical functions of the atlas. As an example, this study
frames typical activities and interactions required by users for producing a noise
map and planning a trafﬁc survey. In actual implementation of such activities, many
survey methods like random selection or mesh method and GIS processing like split
and buffer operations can be required to complete the job (as indicated by some
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studies related to the implementation of noise mapping and trafﬁc survey activities
(Klæboe et al. 2006; Piccolo et al. 2005; Sommerhoff et al. 2004)).
In relation to the applicability of the atlas metaphor developed in this study for real
use, the concept, use assessments, and claims analysis developed during the
study can be used as a ﬁrst step to develop an effective national atlas metaphor.
The organization of scenarios of use throughout of the development of the atlas
metaphor was useful to deal with the problems and opportunities of the use of the
national atlas.
The most prominent feature of the use of scenarios is that they can be used effectively
to support implementation of usability engineering. Thus the analysis of users’
requirements as well as usability evaluation can be accomplished using scenarios
as the medium. This has been seen as a suitable approach to combine developers or
designers’ ideas with user’s mental models. For this reason, scenario-based design
has been used pervasively in the website development and the software engineering
in the ﬁeld of HCI (Bødker 2000; Carroll and Rosson 2002). However, the scenarios
approach also has drawbacks. Since scenarios are usually concrete stories that
concentrate on realistic and speciﬁc activities, they can “obscure broader issues
concerned with the wider organizational view” (Preece et al. 2002, p. 230). It can
be ambiguous especially in the phase of analyzing needs and requirements. One
possible solution for overcoming this is to apply a method called as “essential use
cases”. It combines the user intentions (abstractions of scenarios) and the system
responsibility (Preece et al. 2002). Despite this disadvantage, nevertheless, the
scenario-based design has been considered to play an important role in the domain
of interaction design (Hertzum 2003).
As an evolving concept, the GDI can be seen as the ﬁeld of study that seeks to
implement design in practice and to consider people’s intention, motivation, and
willingness. The balance of these two must be managed. Scenario-based development
can play an important role for this, as exempliﬁed in this chapter for designing the
atlas in support of the access to GDI. In fact use of scenarios has been prominent
in delivering the understanding about the GDI (see e.g. (McKee 2000; Wegener and
Masser 1996)). In addition, the scenario-based design has also been pervasive to
ﬁelds of distributed cognition and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW)
(Bødker and Christiansen 1997), two types of studies that share a similar vision with
GDI on the use of IT to promote usefulness of integration and sharing. As presented
in this chapter, the collaboration features were developed by extending the scenarios
related to StorytellerView.

6.6. Concluding remarks
This chapter attempts to contribute to the design and evaluation of geoportals
for the GDI in two ways. It considers the development of the geoportal as activity
combining the exploration of design ideas and the investigation of user experience.
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In this regard, in reasoning the feasibility of the national atlas as a metaphor, the
study is not only specifying the mapping of the source domain into the target domain
but also envisioning the metaphor in the contextual uses through problem, activity,
information, interaction, and evaluation scenarios. The claims associated with the
design tradeoffs in the activity, information, and interaction scenarios were useful to
guide the design implementations. In this way, the abstract concept of the national
atlas metaphor could be speciﬁed more detail and developed to be real. In addition,
the impact on the use of the metaphor could be quantitatively and qualitatively
assessed. In the ﬁeld of geovisualization, for developing a map-based user interface,
when the use is the aspect to be emphasized (see Section 2.3 in Chapter 2), arguably
the deployment of scenarios and claims as what has been done in this study can be
very useful to organize the design tradeoffs and to structure the design ideas.
The role of geoportals can be redeﬁned beyond their present term. Geoportals must
be seen as a potential interface to enhance the use of and acceptance of Geospatial
Data Infrastructures. On the GDI initiative, the national atlas can be developed as
a decision-support visual display that enables users to explore, synthesise, and
analyse geospatial resources of a country. During the scenario-based design, critical
insights and challenges can be better understood. From the prototype developed
and from the feedback gained, it is clear that the combination of scenario-based
design coupled with usability engineering, constitutes a prospective approach to
advance the success of geoportals. In this regard, the atlas is proven to be a feasible
metaphor in the access to the GDI. One of the empirical ﬁndings that support this
argument is that the searching mode of the atlas metaphor was seen more useful by
test participants than that of GeoNetwork, a typical current geoportal.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions & Recommendations
This study deals with the development of a web national atlas for improved usability
and accessibility of a Geospatial Data Infrastructure. In developing the web national
atlas as a metaphor in the access to the GDI, this study dealt with the processes of
interface design and evaluation. As discussed in Chapter 6, these processes took
place throughout the problem space, design space, and evaluation space of the
metaphor development.
With regard to research activities associated with the problem space, Chapter 2
delved into the conceptual level of a metaphor development, where the usability
issues of the current practices of geoportals were examined and the national atlas
was proposed as a metaphor. Chapter 2 also discussed the operational level of the
metaphor development in great detail, thus transforming the problem into a potential
working solution. Chapter 3 stepped further into the design space, by presenting the
application framework of the prototype of a national atlas metaphor, Aim4GDI.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 discussed the underlying principles, use, and evaluation of
the searching and browsing modes of the atlas metaphor. Searching and browsing
were considered important in this study, as they are two main human activities when
interacting with a GDI interface. Chapter 6 reviewed all of the methods that were
applied when developing the metaphor. Thus, Chapter 4, 5, and 6 in effect tried to
conﬁrm the usefulness of the metaphor developed and to analyse how and why the
visual methods or displays developed work (or do not work) as expected.
This chapter will present the main ﬁndings that resulted throughout the problem,
design, evaluation space or phase in this study. In so doing, this will relate the results
of this study to the research objectives stated in Chapter 1. Finally, the prospects
and any unresolved issues will be discussed.

7.1. Conclusions
Surveying and mapping practices have been considered critical in order to sustain
the existence of mankind and to advance human abilities to resolve problematic and
challenging issues associated with land, water, and natural resources management
as well as with the development of society. One of the basic requirements needed
to ensure the efﬁciency and effectiveness of the use of geospatial information
products, resources, and services is the existence of an infrastructure of access.
The infrastructure of access will thus allow others to have access and use of those
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products and services (termed as resources). The vision of “created once, used many
times” has been spread out across the globe through the development of national
geospatial data infrastructure (GDI) initiatives, including their clearinghouses and
geoportals. When judged only by their number, national geoportals can be considered
a worldwide success (Crompvoets and Bregt 2006). However, as also stated by
Crompvoets and Bregt (2006), only few of the geoportals are highly functional in
providing effective and efﬁcient mechanisms for data access. Furthermore, this
study argued that from the user’s point of view, a more effective and efﬁcient data
access mechanism and a more useful interaction with the geoportal interface could
have been offered. This study proposed an alternative way of thinking about the way
users can effectively and efﬁciently access data, such that they can really make use
of the GDI. In this regard, the national atlas was chosen as a metaphor in the access
to the GDI.
The ﬁndings of this study are presented below, according to the four speciﬁc research
objectives stated in Section 1.4 (Chapter 1).

First Objective:

To design a new paradigm of interaction methods to facilitate the process of searching
and browsing geospatial resources and more speciﬁcally geospatial data through
the atlas metaphor.
The outcome of this study is the ‘national atlas metaphor’ developed for a geospatial
data infrastructure. The national atlas metaphor is deﬁned as intentional combinations
of specially structured maps, text summaries, and visual methods (such as graphics
and thumbnails) organized within the atlas information structure. It is aimed at
representing a synthesis of knowledge of physical and geographic elements that
characterize a country as well as providing a synthesis of accessible geospatial
resources in that country. When users look for accessible geospatial resources,
the tasks can range from tightly deﬁned to loosely deﬁned discovery tasks. For this
purpose, the national atlas metaphor facilitates searching and browsing information
seeking behaviour so that users can complete the two corresponding tasks effectively.
Such abilities need to be facilitated, since the problems related to data discovery and
use can be better solved when users can gain options to get an answer that satisﬁes
their speciﬁc search terms. Also, users can ﬁnd appropriate resources satisfying
their needs for data or information that is not simply dependent on matching values
of certain metadata elements.
When dealing with a tightly deﬁned discovery task, by searching, users can interact
with the table view, the thumbnail view, the bull’s-eye view or the Parallel Coordinate
Plot (PCP) view in the atlas metaphor in order to review the search results. The
rationale for the need of better indication, comparison, and sorting in today’s
geoportals and clearinghouses has been demonstrated via the developed search
interfaces (i.e., ExplorerView). From use assessment activities (Section 4.4 in
Chapter 4 and Section 6.4 in Chapter 6), it can be concluded that interaction with the
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table view and thumbnail view (that were combined with the tool tip box containing
related information regarding the data in focus) was considered an effective means
in order to review the results. Meanwhile, the use of graphical representations of
search results either as the bull’s-eye view or as the PCP view is not very effective
or even useful in order to help users complete the search task. Also, the ability to
combine table and thumbnail views with metadata mapping and thematic layers was
proven to be useful in helping users to indicate and select the dataset required.
As a contribution to the development of national geoportals, the search strategies
and interfaces developed in this study can be used to advance the effectiveness
and efﬁciency of search strategies that are presently applied in many national
geoportals.
When dealing with a loosely deﬁned discovery task, by browsing, users can make
use of navigation schemes and interfaces associated with the StorytellerView in
order to help them explore relevant information during their interaction activities.
Information and geospatial resources related to the selected theme can be easily
retrieved throughout the navigation trails, which were developed based upon the
narrative structures. In the case of geospatial resources, Web Feature Services (as
well as Web map Services and metadata footprints) can be cascaded and overlaid
in order to support the exploration context. The sequence of displays, the list of
links, the ‘focus of interest’ view, and the alternative views offered as a PCP view
and thumbnails (where users can examine all related resources as a one entity)
were considered useful to support user needs to indicate, compare, associate and
interrelate geospatial resources (as discussed in Section 5.4). Today’s geoportals
lack such abilities and hence it is necessary to develop navigation and interaction
schemes in order to support the completion of a user’s loosely deﬁned task. By
providing such a set of navigation trails (i.e., narrative structures), users are able
to optimally explore and synthesize the GDI resources through one single interface
with minimal effort.

Second Objective:

To develop visualization methods to produce a uniform design and approach that
allows users to easily understand the metadata offered and to assess and indicate
the ‘ﬁtness for use’ of geospatial data.
This study deals with the issue of aggregation, management, representation, and
mapping of metadata of geospatial resources in the GDI. The developed application
framework of the national atlas metaphor combines metadata access and visualization/
cartographic design templates in order to allow users to search and browse through
the atlas metaphor. The metadata that the atlas uses, like metadata summaries and
the atlas directory, are represented using the RDF/XML standard. The SPARQL
Query Language for RDF and content transformation with XSLT templates play a
crucial role for handling and presenting metadata summaries (as search results
or browse-able resources) and for synthesizing metadata summaries of GDI data.
The combination of SPARQL Query Language and XSLT templates in the Aim4GDI
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application provides the ability to deliver dynamic metadata and thematic layers
mapping as well as abilities to juxtapose geospatial and non-geospatial content for
data access.
Using the application framework discussed in detail in Chapter 3, the visual methods
developed in the ExplorerView (i.e., table view, thumbnail view, bull’s-eye view, and
PCP view) and in the StorytellerView (i.e., the sequences of topic and thematic map
view, thumbnail view, PCP view, in focus view, and navigation trails and links) as well
as in the MapView (map, map legend, metadata legend, collaborative add-in tools)
were produced. The use assessments in this study (presented in Section 4.4, Section
5.4, and Section 6.4) conﬁrmed the usefulness of the developed visual methods
(except for the bull’s-eye and PCP views) to help users understand, indicate, and
make sense of the geospatial resources that were offered. In this context, maps in
the MapView have a function as information resources that can be used to improve
the user’s understanding of the search context.
An extensible and reliable RDF data handling as applied in this study can be
transformed into usable user interfaces without requiring users to see the complexity
of the metadata processing. Opportunities to gain supporting information relevant
to the user’s search context (i.e., the use of maps in the atlas) as well as abilities to
associate and compare the available geospatial resources have been demonstrated
as useful features in order to support searching and browsing information-seeking
behaviour (see Section 4.4., Section 5.4, and Section 6.4). Such features should also
be offered in today’s geoportals in order to advance the usefulness of the catalogue
functionalities of the GDI, which in turn, could make the GDI much more attractive
and ‘usable’ to the users.

Third Objective:

To develop a mechanism for the use of maps as tools for data discovery and for the
integration of geospatial resources and non-geospatial resources.
Maps in the national atlas have a double role. Recall that when discussing the
aforementioned second objective, the role of maps as an object to enhance the
user’s understanding of the search context was highlighted. Also, the other role that
the maps in the national atlas should play is to enable users to gain knowledge
and investigate the physical, economy, and population developments of the country.
This role is essential in order to provide an integrated perspective on the national
resources and developments.
By having two roles, the maps in the atlas can be used to support users to explore
and synthesize geospatial resources (this refers to that of the ‘search context’) and
to analyze and present a speciﬁc theme or concern of interest (this refers to that of
the knowledge production and investigation). Thus, the national atlas is important in
order to help users structure their view of the national resources and developments
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while exploring data and information sources required to solve the questions in
support of problem solving or decision making processes.
As envisioned through the series of detailed scenarios presented in Section 6.3
(Chapter 6), users can gain beneﬁts from their interactions with the national atlas
and on the national atlas. Through the national atlas, a user like ‘Danny’ could
visualise whether the data he looked for ﬁtted into his area of interest. Danny could
then cascade one of the Web Map Services listed in the results (indicated as suitable
for his needs) on top of a thematic map. However, a more important function of the
national atlas is to support a creative work of the users during their interactions with
the national atlas. Recall a typical interaction done by Lisa (also presented in Section
6.3, Chapter 6). She could gain access to thematic maps in the national atlas in
order to organise her view related to the topic of population and transportation in
the area of interest (in order to build an understanding of the research problem
she faced). Through the StorytellerView, she could see which pieces of available
data and information she could use to deal with the task she had. Therefore, by
exploring and presenting the atlas content including geospatial and non-geospatial
information resources, Lisa (and other users) could develop a sound understanding
of the problem or opportunity associated with the task she must accomplish. In this
regard, the mechanism developed in the national atlas metaphor provides an added
value to enhance the use of the national atlas.
In order to achieve such a vision, the atlas information structure was developed
as a basis for organizing the maps, text summaries and visual methods (such as
graphics and thumbnails). The developed structure is seen as a narrative structure
of the maps and information resources associated with the atlas, so the users can
realize an interactive storytelling session during their browsing interactions (Chapter
5). From “use” tests (Section 5.4.1 in Chapter 5), the narrative structure worked as
designed in assisting users to explore and synthesize the GDI resources related
to a thematic map. It can help users ﬁnd answers to questions such as how they
arrived at a particular selection, how they assess which resource is relevant to their
needs and how they can interrelate and combine their focused resource with other
supporting information with minimal effort. This is a signiﬁcant result, since a tractable
navigation or trajectory trail, that allows users to advance from exploration to other
stages of research or problem solving (i.e., synthesis, analysis, and presentation) in
an iterative fashion, will be very useful to organise the complexity of problem-solving
processes and to really make sense of the geospatial resources in the GDI (related
to Figure 3.1 in Chapter 3). Unfortunately, many dynamic web map applications,
such as map viewers in the GDI setting often do not consider this type of particular
navigation aspect. Unawareness of this issue can potentially lead to lower user
interaction with the geospatial resources, as the user is dissatisﬁed with the results
that are presented.
This study also demonstrates that the exploration activities for collaborative work with
the GDI can be achieved through the developed atlas metaphor. The thematic maps
in the atlas and the web maps accessible in the GDI provide a wealth of information
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resources for users to jointly explore alternatives and to discuss these alternatives
in order to ﬁnd a solution for a problem (seen as an object for collaboration). The
collaborative features developed in this study can be considered as an early
prototype. Nevertheless, from use assessments (Section 5.4.2 in Chapter 5) it was
clear that the exploration and synthesis stages of the collaborative process could
also be facilitated by the atlas metaphor. Whereas the GDI mechanisms open up
more possibilities for people to collaborate more, only few national GDI initiatives
do consider (and effectuate) the potential use of the developed geoportals in order
to facilitate synchronous and asynchronous collaborative efforts via the GDI. In this
regard, providing collaborative features in the national atlas metaphor could enhance
the role of a national atlas not only in providing a synthesis of geospatial knowledge
and resources of the country, but also in connecting people, geospatial knowledge,
and resources available in the country for making fast and effective collaborative
decisions.

Fourth Objective:

To test the applicability of the atlas metaphor through use of scenarios of uses in
order to assess its feasibility as a metaphor.
The development of the national atlas metaphor involved the use of scenarios
and their associated claims. Use assessments were undertaken in order to collect
and evaluate empirical evidence as well as qualitative feedback regarding users’
experiences when searching, browsing, and collaborating via the atlas metaphor.
From reviewing the results of the use assessments, it can be concluded that the
national atlas concept could be transformed into a web interface facilitating data
discovery and integration of geospatial resources. Additionally, it can be seen that
the use of the national atlas in the access to the GDI is feasible to make the user
interactions to the GDI. These can be achieved in more meaningful and usable ways
than can be offered through the present geoportals.
Interaction-visualization methods and the metaphor development methodologies
that resulted from this study can be of importance not only to the contribution of
the development of geoportals for national geospatial data infrastructures, but also
to the development of web national atlases. At present, many countries are in the
process of creating or reviving web national atlases. The role and objective of the
national atlas can have a new meaning, but the structures and schemata underlining
the envisioned role and objective of the atlas are still the same (see Chapter 2). In
this regard, the scenario-based development (discussed in Chapter 6) is considered
suitable to advance the complex processes of the design in order to advance the
development of national atlases. The processes of creation, re-designing, or updating
of national atlases usually include some objectives on how the national atlas can
contribute to solve national challenges or problems. The combination of usability
engineering and scenario-based development (as applied in this study) can provide
a systematic approach to explore design ideas and at the same time to successfully
assess the usefulness of the developed national atlases.
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Based on the ﬁndings related to objective one to four, it can be seen that the
assertion stated in Section 1.4 (Chapter 1) that for useful and effective discovery and
integration of geospatial resources, a national web atlas metaphor will be helpful in
providing an alternative means of access to support users in searching and browsing
geospatial resources via a Geospatial Data Infrastructure, is considered defendable.
The national atlas metaphor, that can be deﬁned as a combination of web maps,
text summaries, and visual methods including graphics and thumbnails specially
organized and presented according to the atlas information structure, can provide an
effective means to synthesize the knowledge of physical and geographic elements
of a country as well as to synthesize the accessible geospatial resources in that
country.
This study was envisioning the use of the national atlas metaphor in the context
of the national Dutch GDI. However, the results of this study are also applicable
in a broader context in order to advance the role of national atlases in the world of
Geospatial Data Infrastructures.

7.2. Recommendations for future research
Throughout the research processes, speciﬁc assumptions were made and speciﬁc
methods were selected. As a consequence, some recommendations for future
research should be addressed. Based on the outcomes of this research, some items
of the research agenda considered as essential are presented below:
1. The interaction methods that this study focused on were targeted at searching
and browsing information-seeking behaviour. The possibilities to provide
strategies and visual methods as a result of combining searching interaction
during the browsing or vice versa, allowing a browsing interaction during the
searching have not been addressed in this study. However, providing such
‘possibilities’ is deﬁnitely achievable, and is most certainly required in order
to enhance the usefulness of the national atlas metaphor.
2. Considering the potential use of the GDI and the development of OGC’s
standards for geodata and geo-processing services, the users’ interaction
can be more complex than what has been envisaged in this study. In this
respect, the complexity of the user information processing to advance the
ﬁrst three stages (i.e., exploration, synthesis, and analysis back and forth)
needs considerably more support than has been offered in this study. Thus,
the national atlas metaphor should facilitate the user’s needs not only to
combine the user’s searching and browsing interaction, but also to gain
a meaningful and creative insight to advance the problem-solving stages.
For this reason, a development of visual methods on top of the narrative
structure built for reducing the complexity of information processing required
by users and for advancing the ‘maximum beneﬁt for minimum effort’ principle
is required. A pragmatic hypothesis for this can be the use of a PCP view
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(similar to Figure 5.5 in Chapter 5) to depict the user’s interaction history and
to indicate the achievement that the user made with regard to the problemsolving processes, for instance. As addressed in Section 5.6, for collaborative
efforts, such a visual method is required to help a collaborator successfully
contribute to the collaborative analysis processes without loosing control of
the private realm of the user interfaces.
3. Aspects related to the cartographic design in the presentation of maps in the
atlas metaphor have not been optimally investigated. This study assumed
that the cartographic design practice in the development of (book) national
atlases was sufﬁciently mature whereas in reality, developing web maps
is completely different than creating book atlases (see Kraak and Brown
2001). Future research should consider that such an assumption could be
misleading and undermining the potential use of the web as a medium of
dissemination (and understanding). In this regard, the concept of storytelling
used in this study has not been optimally extrapolated to provide an interactive
presentation to the users. As an example, the centrifugal and centripetal
structure discussed in Section 5.2.1 can be used to support interactive spatial
and attribute transformations like classiﬁcation, aggregation, displacement
and symbolization for cartographic generalization. In addition, in this study,
the metadata and query language for Semantic Web technology has been
successfully used to advance the usability of web mapping interfaces without
necessarily coercing users to confront the complexity of metadata queries.
However, the real value of the Semantic Web technology is far beyond the
mere presentation of search results. For this reason, the interaction modes
offered by the user’s interfaces should be improved to provide possible
inference and reasoning support with Semantic Web technology in order
to enhance the visual explanation of the search results (McGuinness et
al. 2006) and the exploration and analysis of related geospatial and nongeospatial resources (see e.g., Berners-Lee et al. 2006).
4. In order to gain a deep understanding of spatial-temporal situations and
possible group interactions that can be facilitated by the atlas metaphor,
in improving the add-in collaborative tools of the atlas metaphor, future
research should consider methods in Computer Supported Cooperative
Work (CSCW). Some methods like the distributed cognition framework
(Perry 2003) and cognitive work analysis (Anderson 2003) can be used
as a basis to design a system that enables group members to share a
‘common ground’ (Klein et al. 2005) (a place within a problem space that
accommodates understanding the goals, activities, and priorities) in order
to stimulate optimal decisions with less time. This is to ensure that the atlas
metaphor for collaboration efforts in the GDI is not only usable but can be
used in reality.
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URLs
Web addresses of the national / regional geoportals reviewed in Chapter 2
National / regional geoportals

URL / web addresses

Canada Geoportal

http://geodiscover.cgdi.ca/

GOS (U.S. Geospatial One Stop)

http://gos2.geodata.gov/wps/portal/gos

ESRI Geography Network

http://www.geographynetwork.com/

Inspire Geoportal

http://eu-geoportal.jrc.it/gos

Netherlands

http://www.ncgi.nl/

Germany

http://geoportal.bkg.bund.de/

The Asia Paciﬁc clearinghouse http://nfgis.nsdi.gov.cn/apsdi/msearch.php
(APSDI)
Australia

http://asdd.ga.gov.au/

Japan

http://zgate.gsi.go.jp/

Malaysia

http://www.mygeoportal.gov.my

South Africa

http://www.nsif.org.za/
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Appendix A
Searching via the Aim4GDI
The evaluation scenario & questionnaire for assessing the search interfaces of the
Aim4GDI
The evaluation scenario
Consider the following to be the situation that you face at the moment:
Your GIS group got a new task from the ofﬁce to start a trafﬁc survey campaign. The
objective of this campaign is to study the environmental suitability of the plan by the
central government and the province to extend pedestrian and public road networks
for the whole Province of Overijssel.
To support this campaign, your team leader requires you as the GIS Specialist in the
group to produce a noise map of the Province of Overijssel. To produce this map,
you need road networks, environment and sound measurements, and population
characteristics. In this search context, we asked you to focus to search for
transportation/road-related and environmental issues-related data covering
the province of Overijssel that are offered as GIS data format, at a scale, when
possible larger than 1:25.000.
A.1. The ﬁrst search test (presented in Chapter 4)
The questionnaire to be completed:
A. The table view
Statements

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1. Presenting the search results as a
table view was helpful (in my search’s
context) to indicate which data matched
to what I looked for.
2. I was able to compare items in the
search results
3. The “Tooltip” helped me to indicate
the data to be selected
4. The “semantic relevance”
information was intuitive
5. The “geographic relevance”
information is intuitive
6. Sorting functions helped me to make
a priority during reviewing the results
7. Opportunities to project the metadata
footprints to the basic map was helpful
for my search’s context
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B. The thumbnail view
Statements

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1. Presenting the search results as a
set of thumbnails was helpful (in my
search’s context) to indicate which data
matched to what I looked for.
2. I was able to compare items in the
search results
3. The “Tooltip” helped me to indicate
the data to be selected
4. Opportunities to project the metadata
footprints to the basic map was helpful

C. The bull’s eye view
Statements
1. Presenting the search results as a
set of points on top of bulls-eye display
is helpful (in my search’s context) to
indicate which data matched to what I
looked for.
2. I was able to compare items in the
search results
3. The “Tooltip” helped me to indicate
the data to be selected
4. The distance from the query
to a single metadata item was
understandable (geographic
relevance)
5. The size of metadata item
representing the frequency of matched
keywords was understandable
(thematic relevance)
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D. The working environment
Statements

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

QA. I can express my search
queries using where-what tabs
QB. The idea to have linked displays
in forms of table, thumbnail, and
bullseye can be organised well using
tabs: table, thumbnails, bulls eye
QC. With such a map view and
mapping capabilities (cascading
thematic layers and metadata
footprints), I got supporting
information to successfully complete
my project
QD. Thumbnails add more
conﬁdence in judging the data
suitability
QE. I would like to use this kind of
search interfaces in my daily GIS
projects

A.2. The second search test (presented in Chapter 6)
A.2.1. Steps to follow
1. First, double click Camstudio program in your desktop to start recording your
interaction
2. Using Camstudio, set Region as: FullScreen and click the red circle to start
recording.
3. Navigate your browser (use Internet Explorer only!) to go to the AIM4GDI atlas
website using “Atlas” internet shortcut located in T:\_Mytest\
4. Click once to a small image of magnifying glass to open and close the Explorer
tool. Use the emerging Explorer window to deﬁne keywords and initiate your
search.
5. Deﬁne your “where” and “what” search terms (related to location and thematic
or usage attributes respectively). Regarding the “what” tab, only keywords (and
topic) inputs are activated in this test.
Tips: In deﬁning an area of interest, you can type a place name (e.g., Overijssel)
or draw a box on top of the main map.
6. Assess the search results in the Explorer View tab using table, thumbnail, and
PCP (Parallel Coordinate Plots) views.
7. Stop the Camstudio recording and save the ﬁle in T:\_MYTEST and named it
as: [yourcomputername_ labelled_in_the_computer_case]_A
8. Complete the following questionnaire.
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Strongly
Agree

Specify at least one (and maximum three) item in the search results that you consider as the best matches
suiting your need to produce a noise map.

7. Using the table view, I was able to compare items in the search results
8. Using the thumbnail view, I was able to compare items in the search results
9. Using the PCP view, I was able to compare items in the search results
10. Possibilities to project metadata footprints on top of a map view are helpful
11. The display & interaction in metadata legend is helpful

6. Using the graphic PCP view, I can indicate easily the data to be selected for my
project

5. Using the thumbnail view, I can indicate easily the data to be selected for my
project

2. The sorting functionality in the table view helps me to make priority of the
selection
3. The “semantic relevance” information in the table is helpful
4. The “geographic relevance” information in the table is helpful

1. Using the table view, I can indicate easily the data to be selected for my project

Statements

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Please provide responses to all statements listed (select one of options available) and use “note” column only when you think you need to add comments

A.2.1. The questionnaire for the second search test
Strongly
Disagree

Appendix B
Searching via the GeoNetwork
The evaluation scenario & questionnaire for assessing the search interfaces of the
GeoNetwork
The evaluation scenario
Consider the following to be the situation that you face at the moment:
Your GIS group got a new task from the ofﬁce to start a trafﬁc survey campaign. The
objective of this campaign is to study the environmental suitability of the plan by the
central government and the province to extend pedestrian and public road networks
for the whole Province of Overijssel.
To support this campaign, your team leader requires you as the GIS Specialist in the
group to produce a noise map of the Province of Overijssel. To produce this map,
you need road networks, environment and sound measurements, and population
characteristics. In this search context, we asked you to focus to search for
transportation/road-related and environmental issues-related data covering
the province of Overijssel that are offered as GIS data format, at a scale, when
possible larger than 1:25.000.
I. Steps to follow
1. First, double click Camstudio program in your desktop to start recording
your interaction
2. Using Camstudio, set Region as: FullScreen and click the red circle to
start recording.
3. Navigate your browser (use Internet Explorer only!) to go to Geonetwork
portal using “Geonetwork” internet shortcut located in T:\_Mytest\
4. Using the ﬁrst page of the website, deﬁne your search terms via FreeText
input widgets or you can click the “advanced search” button to advance
your search query.
5. Assess the search results presented in the immediate page returned
after you click the search button.
6. Stop the Camstudio recording and save the ﬁle in T:\_MYTEST and
named it as: [yourcomputername_ labelled_in_the_computer_
case]_B
7. Complete the following questionnaire.
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Strongly
Agree

Specify at least one (and maximum three) item in the search results that you consider as the best matches suiting your need to
produce a noise map.

1. Using the Geonetwork interface, I can indicate easily the data to be selected for my project
2. Using the Geonetwork interface, I was able to compare items in the search results
3. The preview graphics or thumbnails in the search results are helpful
4. The metadata display as a result of a click in the items of search results is helpful for my
search context

Statements

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Please provide responses to all statements listed (select one of options available) and use “note” column only when you think you need to add comments

II. Questionnaire to be completed
Strongly
Disagree

Appendix C
Browsing via the Aim4GDI
The evaluation scenario & questionnaire for assessing the search interfaces of the
GeoNetwork
The evaluation scenario
Consider the following to be the situation that you face at the moment:
Your GIS group got a new task from the ofﬁce to start a trafﬁc survey campaign. The
objective of this campaign is to study the environmental suitability of the plan by the
central government and the province to extend pedestrian and public road networks
for the whole Province of Overijssel.
To support this campaign, your team leader requires you as the GIS Specialist in the
group to collect relevant geospatial and non-geospatial information for the topic of
Transportation, Environment, and Agriculture. One of information resources that you
as a GIS specialist would like to look at is the web national or regional atlas. For this
search context, we asked you to focus to interact with information resources
organised in the topics of Environment and Agriculture (or Transportation).
I. Steps to Follow
1. First, double click Camstudio program in your desktop to start recording
your interaction
2. Using Camstudio, set Region as: FullScreen and click the red circle to
start recording.
3. Navigate your browser (use Internet Explorer only!) to go to the AIM4GDI
atlas website using “Atlas” internet shortcut located in T:\_Mytest\
4. Start your browsing activities by opening topics  available maps 
GDI story teller & Atlas storyteller (and the resulting links in storyteller
view).
5. See the resulting links in storyteller view
6. Try to interact with geospatial resources available by projecting metadata
footprints as well as loading and cascading a WFS (Web Feature
Services offered especially linked to Environment) on top of map layers
and interact with the legend.
7. Stop the Camstudio recording and save the ﬁle in T:\_MYTEST and
named it as: [yourcomputername_ labelled_in_the_computer_
case]_C
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11. Combining thematic layers in the atlas with metadata footprints and WFS is
helpful in my search’s context

10. An Opportunity to load item termed as WFS directly into the map is helpful

9. Opportunities to project metadata footprints on top a map view are helpful

8. I can see the items displayed as an interrelated group of resources

7. The newly emerging box displaying the selected resource in PCP and thumbnail is
informative

6. The Parallel Coordinate Plots (PCP) display is helpful to compare the available
resources.

5. The Parallel Coordinate Plots (PCP) display is helpful to indicate which data id
suitable to be used.

4. The thumbnail display is helpful to locate the required information

3. The presented perspective in the “storyteller-view” is well organised.

2. The switch options: (browsing by topics/area) are helpful. I can be guided easily
to browse speciﬁc topics for a speciﬁc area of interest

1. The navigation/browsing system within the atlas application (topic  maps 
GDI/Atlas storyteller  GDI/Atlas resources) has a clear structure

Statements

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Please provide responses to all statements listed (select one of options available) and use “note” column only when you think you need to add comments

II. Questionnaire to be completed
Note

Appendix D
Collaborating via the AIm4GDI
The evaluation scenario & questionnaire for assessing the collaborative use of the
Aim4GDI

The evaluation scenario
Consider the following to be the situation that you face at the moment:
Your GIS research group got a new task from the ofﬁce to start a trafﬁc survey
campaign. The objective of this campaign is to study the environmental suitability of
the plan by the central government and the province to extend pedestrian and public
road networks for the whole Province of Overijssel and especially in the southwest
region of the Province (such as the Municipality of Enschede and its surrounding).
The trafﬁc survey aims at measuring trafﬁc noise, with emphasis on the distribution
of sound levels over time and over population. Additionally, the survey should also
collect people’s perceptions regarding their environment. The project considers all
factors associated with the physical like built up areas and environmentally dangerous
objects (e.g., ammonia and nuclear from industry) and non physical environments
including demography such as the population distribution in terms of gender and
geographic distribution. For this reason, your group sets up a collaborative work,
aiming at indicating most suitable locations (points) where trafﬁc measurements
should be done and neighbouring villages should be surveyed. The point’s
indication should consider the information resources availability and objectives of
the survey (hence, data related to road networks are crucial). Further investigation
and clariﬁcation should be processed after this session. Your GIS research group
is a consortium research built upon two cooperating research institutions in the
Netherlands. The points’ indication activity will be done collaboratively involving
three collaborators. They consist of a spatial planner, an environmental specialist
and a technical assistant. During the collaboration, they all work in different places
but in the same time (synchronous) using the Atlas Metaphor as a main interface.
The main tasks that should be dealt with involve: browsing information through the
atlas (Exploration), loading map layers and web feature services (WFS), deciding
where the survey should be conducted, and discuss the solution (Analysis &
Synthesis).
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Login into the atlas, supply: your username and password:aim4gdi and select : Collaborative Planning session

•

Agree / Propose other / Discuss the
alternatives

•

Agree / Propose other / Discuss
the alternatives

Do some colour changes to the
layers opened by the others

•

Wrapping up all points (pins
and annotations) made to
Summarising the discussion
• Discuss
be accessible as a printable
document for further discussion
•
Stop the Camstudio recording and save the ﬁle in D:\ and named it as: yourname_D

Start indicating the locations for
survey

•

Start your browsing activities by opening topics  available maps  GDI story teller & Atlas storyteller (and the resulting links in
storyteller view).
Try to interact with geospatial resources available by projecting metadata footprints as well as loading and cascading a WFS (Web
Feature Services offered especially linked to Environment) on top of map layers and interact with the legend.
• Load a WFS (as a result from exploration
Load and discuss maps related to
activity done earlier – yellow blocks) of
environment
Environmental Objects in Environment
topic

•

Join the conference

Using Camstudio, set Region as: FullScreen and click the red circle to start recording.

•

Navigate your browser (use Internet Explorer only!) to go to the AIM4GDI atlas website using “Atlas” internet shortcut located
in T:\_Mytest\

Join the conference

Help Assistant

•

•

Co-Worker (Role: Environmentalist)

•

Open the collaboration using
YahooMessenger

Co-Worker (Role: Planner)

I. Steps to follow
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2. The switch options: (browsing by topics/area) are helpful. I can be guided
easily to browse speciﬁc topics for a speciﬁc area of interest.
3. The presented perspective in the “storyteller-view” is well organised.
4. The thumbnail display is helpful to locate the required information.
5. The Parallel Coordinate Plots (PCP) display is helpful to indicate which data is
suitable to be used.
6. The newly emerging box displaying the selected resource in PCP and
thumbnail is informative
7. I can see the items displayed as an interrelated group of resources.
9. An Opportunity to load item termed as Web Feature Service (WFS) directly into
the map is helpful.
10. Combining thematic layers in the atlas with metadata footprints and WFS is
helpful in my search’s context.
GROUP AWARENESS (COLLABORATIVE USE)
11. The display of “Who are online” is helpful for the group.
12. Map overview showing my area of interest and others’ area of interest is
helpful for the group.
13. Displaying map layers and WFS that are opened or seen by others is helpful
for the group.
14. A synchronization of colour changes is helpful.
15. Collaborative drawing of Point Markers (indicating points using criticalwarning-info) is helpful.
OVERALL TASKS (COLLABORATIVE USE)
16. Exploratory work for a collaborative work can potentially be supported by this
atlas.
17. I can do some basic analyses of data availability and survey feasibility
collaboratively.
18. I can gain an information synthesis from interacting with the atlas
collaboratively.

1. The navigation/browsing system within the atlas application (moving from topic
 maps  GDI/Atlas storyteller  GDI/Atlas resources) has a clear structure.

EXPLORATION (INDIVIDUAL USE)

Statements

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Note

Please provide responses to all statements listed (select one of options available) and use “note” column only when you think you need to add comments

II. Questionnaire to be completed
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Appendix E
Participatory Design Form

Providing Claims Feedback:
Read and follow two scenarios presented below. Your task is to provide us downsides
or negative comments regarding the claim that we made concerning the use of a
speciﬁc interface for the given context. (e.g., - But this may confuse me to compare
items…).
You are free to provide your objections as much as you want.
SCENARIO I
Situation:
“I want to get basic data covering Oldenzal with shp or Arc format and the scale for
the data is less than 500,000”
Action:
- Click the Where tab to deﬁne area-related questions
- Click the What tab to deﬁne attributes (free keywords, the format and scale for
example)
- Click the When tab to deﬁne the time of interest (when required)
- Click Find …and the results are presented in a table (the results are sortable)
(see the paper prototype for scenario I)
SCENARIO II
Situation:
For his research project, Andy needs several data sets related to plantation issues
and soil type for areas of Haaksbergen and Kampen municipalities in the provice
of Overijssel. Using a web atlas: Atlas van Nederland, he browses several relevant
maps under the topic of Biota. He knows that using this interface he can also load an
OGC compliant web map presenting soil type of the Overijssel province offered by
the GIS bureau of the provice. He then load this particular map service. After doing
some basic visual analysises he then decide: “I want to select the most recent data
related to this particular map (i.e. a plantation map)”
Action:
- Opening the Storyteller View
- Without leaving the current browsing activity, he starts “Comparative view”
(“Comparing items” pop-up window on the screen) by click its menu on the bottom
of legend window.
- Then he selects datasets to be shown and chooses a speciﬁc representation
mode for comparing items of metadata
- The items displayed can be ﬁltered by limiting the area of interest or by selecting
speciﬁc metadata attributes
(see the paper prototype for scenario II)
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Claim: Providing systematic means for expressing queries to
ﬁnd speciﬁc dataset is urgent
+ simplify efforts to formulate questions to get data with some
already known attributes
- but….
- but….
Claim: Providing familiar a table representation for assessing
the match is effective to help users review the results
+ simplify efforts to review search results data with some criteria /
attributes already in hand
- but….
- but….

Paper prototype for scenario I
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Paper prototype for scenario II

Claim (for Storyteller view): Helping users
access the related information (using
graphics like charts and images) effectively
and efﬁciently
+ Providing a broad exploration to the epeciﬁc
context users interested
- but…..

Claim (for Browsing maps): Allowing
users to browse maps by topic or area of
interest
+ Provide a clear structure for focusing the
search interest and exploring structure of the
atlas
- but…

Claim: The ability to compare metadata
items during a browsing session is
necessary
+make the search process becomes easier
- but…….
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Colophon
The main picture on the front cover is the gunungan and the globe, with the map related to this study
represents the background. The gunungan is a mountain-like object that has an important role in the
wayang kulit (leather puppet) show, a traditional shadow theatre originating in Java, Indonesia.
The gunungan symbolizes the world and everything related to human life. It puts a ‘sacred place’ in the
centre, where its roof is ﬂanked by two garuda (eagle) birds and at the top of its roof the tree of life grows
upward till the tip of the gunungan, where the tunjung ﬂower is located. Garuda ﬂanks symbolize the
freedom of the human soul, where the tree of life represents the spreads of guardian and harmony for
nature and mankind. As humans strive upwards throughout their ‘tree of life’ on their journey to nirvana
(symbolised by the tunjung ﬂower), they must must learn to overcome their “attachment to the earth”
and gain correct guidance in order to navigate the route and to set them free from danger and becoming
lost (symbolised by the snake curled around the tree and the faces of banaspati).
The gunungan is used by the dalang (the storyteller) to signify the beginning and the end of the play, or
to change the scene or even to represent nature such as: wind, clouds or seas. At the beginning of the
show, when the gamelan music begins to play and the dalang put the gunungan into action, the ‘sacred
place’ doors are opened and the audience are invited to enter the magical world of wayang where story
becomes a parable of reality.
Copyright Information
The ﬁgure of gunungan was drawn by David Hartono, its english description was partly taken with
permission from http://www.indonesianshadowplay.com, the globe was taken from Mountain High
Maps v2.5. Printing by ITC Printing Department .
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